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Preface
After completion of a Master of Mathematics in 2014, under the aegis of the Australian
government’s AusAID international scholarship program, I was very fortunate to
be awarded a post-graduate research award from UoW. After a month or two of
background reading, the proposed topic – to model the human digestive tract –
seemed beyond the scope of mathematical modeling. Instead I chose to explore
the possibilities of a rather classical branch of thermodynamics as applied to mass
transfer by the likes of Carslaw and Jaeger and, of course, Crank. Although partial
differential equations were more difficult, they were also more mysterious and the
possibility of unraveling those mysteries was appealing. With the support of my
co-supervisor, Annette Worthy, and the blessing of my supervisor, Mark Nelson –
away from whose area of specialization this topic was deviating – we began looking
at polar based geometries for the diffusion equation that specifically did not exhibit
radial symmetry.
By the first year review, I’d learned enough with the help of Annette to have a
tentative, mixed-Heaviside boundary solution to the transient disk problem. Based
on the Laplace transform with a Bromwich residue inversion, the technique looked
promising but has since been shown to be flawed. At the end of 2015, Dr. Worthy
chose to take early retirement and our collaboration ended. This made 2016 a difficult
year of less progress. The exploration was in the vein of review style learning. It is,
after all, a challenging exercise to discover a genuine research problem. In retrospect,
choosing a topic away from my supervisor’s field was a terrible mistake and I would
urge any prospective candidate who finds themselves in my position to benefit from
my ordeal: even if you have an open mandate from your supervisor, be extremely
careful about choosing your research direction!
Being adrift and feeling overwhelmed I was allowed sabbatical leave during 2017
when the work on Dr. Bierbrauer’s hydrogel paper was explored. Although, as a




It was also in 2017 that I first read Dusan Losic’s research into the use of diatom
frustules as an organic source of silica or silicon for delivery devices. This provided
the first realistic possibility of application. Unfortunately, due to the secrecy involved
in so much pharmaceutical research, getting access to research data proved. . . difficult.
On two separate occasions, the prospect of being granted access to researchers’ data
was raised – first with Dr. Kara Perrow at the University of Wollongong, then later,
with the Losic Group themselves. In both cases, the arrangement fell through before
reaching fruition.
Sensing the end was in sight, in 2019 I was given permission by the university
to complete this dissertation remotely allowing me to rejoin my new wife who had
returned to the USA. The expectation was that it would only take a few months
to finalize this document. In March, my tentative mixed boundary solution was
judged to be flawed by CSIRO’s Frank de Hoog. The major focus of the thesis then
switched from being analytic to numeric. I still haven’t received confirmation on
whether the alternative finite integral transform (FIT) solution is a valid option for
the (continuous) mixed boundary problem. Combined with the difficulty of coding
the FIT to get a numerical comparison tool, it was suggested that work be relegated
to the musty recesses of an appendix until a reviewer can be found. But it is hard to
let go of so many hours of struggle. Thus, if this thesis feels somewhat fragmented,
it is due to the ‘derailment’ of the initial goal.
At the commencement of this thesis I had a basic functional knowledge of Maple,
much less so with Matlab – in fact, its open source counterpart Octave. In my former
incarnation as a senior lecturer in the University of the West Indies campus in Saint
Lucia, the awesome capabilities suggested by numerical simulations were almost
magical, attractive, but beyond my ken. A great deal of effort over the past few
years has changed that, but were I to start all over again, it would be with a view to
focusing on Python rather than Matlab.
A great debt of gratitude is owed to my ever-patient supervisor Mark Nelson. He’s
shown more trust in me than deserved, perhaps, but survives to tell the tale!
Charlie Macaskill at the University of Sydney has been especially gracious with his
time and expertise in the field of numerical simulations.
Marianito Rodrigo kindly agreed to be co-supervisor in 2018, I am improved by his
attention to rigor and fine style.
Thesis Overview
This thesis investigates diffusion equations in polar geometries that do not assume
azimuthal symmetry. Many of these investigations can be traced back to pioneers
like Carswell and Jaeger, but in almost every case the cylindrical or spherical models
assume θ independence. Until the work of the Losic Group at University of South
Australia was discovered, it was unclear what practical value an investigation of
non-axisymmetric mixed boundary problems would have. The cylindrical diatom
structure, with its windows open to diffusion, gave the first clear indication that a
promising, emergent technology may offer some application.
The introductory chapter attempts to summarize some of the broad array of
publications on the subject in the past few years. The burgeoning list of these titles
is testimony to the traction that the field of controlled release is currently experiencing.
Several important diversions are entered into. These include the importance of the
parameter for diffusivity, D, and its development through chemistry and materials
science. It also examines the effects of the initial and boundary conditions that are
so instrumental to the applicability of the mathematics to this particular field. It
concludes with a review of current research into the use of diatom microfrustules as
delivery devices for controlled release applications.
The subsequent chapters form a review of one dimensional polar-based initial
and boundary value problems. While these are available in many diverse textbooks,
none of them contained all the results included herein. In each of the chapters, the
methods of variable separation, Laplace transform and Green’s function solutions
are examined. The formulae for the pivotal pharmaceutical quantities of outward
surface flux and mass transfer are derived to conclude each chapter.
Chapter 4 is devoted to the development of one dimensional numerical simulations
using MATLAB and Maple. It assesses the distinction between explicit and implicit
schemes and their stability, consistency and convergence. A modified version of
the paper published in IJMEST previously included in the theisis, has now been
archived to the publication appendix. This review paper looks at the expedient of
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initial loading conditions to influence the delivery rate of drug from microspheres.
It is accompanied by an interactive Maple worksheet. As with all the computer
codes in this thesis, it can be downloaded from the cloud storage address provided
below.
To conclude the one dimensional portion of the thesis, chapter 5 expands the
advection-diffusion equation hydrogel work of Dr. Bierbrauer. It extends his Cartesian
model to both spherical and cylindrical coordinates and provides a unified solution
structure for all three fundamental geometries. It also introduces the possibility of
extension to non-homogeneous boundaries by the use of a Green’s function solution.
This work also includes a Maple worksheet for the development of solutions.
From chapter 6 onwards the thesis looks at the introduction of θ-dependency in
the diffusion equation. The review again centralizes results from many sources that
were required to formulate the numerical schemes upon which the remainder of the
thesis is based. The opportunity is taken to examine the inhomogeneous extension
to the two dimensional diffusion equation and several test cases are examined in
chapter 7.
Numerical simulations in two dimensions are developed in chapter 8. The work
of the previous chapters is codified into several schemes increasing in complexity
from finite difference through method of lines to the Laplacian block matrix solvers.
Extensive testing of the models is completed before turning to the subject of diatom
modeling in chapter 9. The block matrix solvers are used to compare output from
various mixed boundary arrangements of open ports and their effect on delivery rate
under varied initial loadings.
The thesis culimates with the extension to cylindrical modeling in chapter 10. The
various initial loads are again explored under boundary modifications that mimic the
surface morphology microscopy has detailed in diatom structure. Problems related
to improper loading, for example the “coffee ring” effect, and matrix depletion after
manufacture are known problems of diffusion driven delivery devices. Since these
cases offer a relatively straightforward method of development of the numerical
simulations detailed herein, they are examined in detail with the advanced models
for mixed boundary problems.
In the final chapter, possibilities for the future extension of the thesis are discussed.
The finite integral transform method is explored as a solution for problems in a
time-dependent boundary, non-linear framework. While this is not the method used
in the multidimensional simulations, it is the most widely applicable analytic solution
uncovered during the research and the basis of active effort to convert to a simulation
code for calibration and comparison.
THESIS OVERVIEW xvii
The realization of working computer models was by no means a trivial undertaking.
All the computer codes written have been arranged by dimension and can be accessed
at Numerics link. The link is also available in the Appendix B.1
Chapter 1
Introduction and literature review
The field of controlled release drug delivery has been rapidly advancing in recent years.
It generates an enormous amount of literature that employs very specific technical
language. In this introduction, the aim is to summarize most of the fundamental
principles and terms used in the application of mathematics to the drug delivery and
encapsulation industry.
1.1 What is Controlled Release (CR)?
Controlled-release systems are designed to enhance drug therapies by:
(i) enabling better control of the drug exposure over time;
(ii) facilitating efficient biological-barrier crossing;
(iii) shielding the drug from premature (first-pass) elimination;
(iv) steering the drug to a target location whilst minimizing widespread exposure;
(v) increasing patient compliance due to less frequent dosing;
(vi) reducing variability of performance [1].
In Figure 1.1 the stylised curves show the danger inherent in repeated dosage.
Overdose may result if the amount of drug in the plasma exceeds the maximum
safe concentration (MSC). Alternatively, the drug concentration may drop below the
minimum effective concentration (MEC). The aim is to achieve a constant effective
concentration through CR.
1
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Figure 1.1: A Controlled Release (CR) profile approximates zero order (constant)
delivery far more accurately than Modified Release (MR) or (repeated) Daily
Dosage (DD).
Principal texts in the field have been “Controlled Release of Bioactive Materials”
(1980) [2], being a compilation of papers from the sixth International Meeting of the
Controlled Release Society, and Fan & Singh’s “Controlled Release: A Quantitative
Treatment” (1989, 2012) [3, 4]. There have, however, been a spate of modern texts
with varying degrees of mathematical complexity including
• Grassi et al. - “Understanding Drug Release and Absorption Mechanisms: A
Physical and Mathematical Approach” (2007) [5]. This is an excellent and
comprehensive reference work that has a great balance of applied mathematics
and empirical research. Aspects of the Grassi twins’ work will be discussed in
detail later.
• Rossi, Perale & Masi – “Controlled Drug Delivery Systems: Towards New
Frontiers in Patient Care” (2016) [6]. A slim and easily accessible introduction
to the latest technological breakthroughs.
• Mishra, M.K. (ed.) et al. – “Handbook of encapsulation and controlled release”
(2016), [7]. A highly technical compendium of current laboratory and fabrication
techniques applied to the field. This dense tome makes a useful update to
Edith Mathiowitz’ “Encyclopedia of Controlled Drug Delivery” (1999), [8].
• Simon & Ospina – “Closed-form Solutions for Drug Transport through Controlled-
Release Devices in Two and Three Dimensions” (2015). This provides a full
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analytic treatment of the use of Laplace transforms using either the Maple
or Mathematica computational systems. It includes solutions for most of the
standard geometry (i.e. Cartesian, cylindrical and spherical) problems as well
as several chapters specific to issues related to pharmacology modelling and
concepts. [9].
• Siepmann, Siegel and Rathbone (eds.) – “Fundamentals and Applications of
Controlled Release Drug Delivery” (2012). Collects a wide array of papers on
mathematical models and materials engineering from the then recent research
in the field.
Of the many papers written on the subject, the following two were selected for their
clarity of exposition. The Siepmann’s have offered an historical overview in their
2008 review paper for International Journal of Pharmaceutics [10]. It is a short and
accessible introduction to the field. Peppas and long-time collaborator Narasimhan,
published a Journal of Controlled Release review paper of math models in drug
delivery [11] that summarizes the assumptions and development of the mathematical
models since Higuchi.
1.2 Types of Controlled Release (CR) systems
Mike Hsieh, in his 2012 PhD thesis [12], completed a very capable summation of the
mathematical modelling literature up to that point. Given his interest in moving-
boundary problems, it shows an obvious bias towards that area. With his kind
permission, I have made ample use of his introduction and literature review. I shall
focus on the more recent publications and those that were outside the scope of his
thesis.
CR systems can be broadly categorized based on the mechanism of control:
diffusion, swelling, erosion or hybrid combinations of the above.
1.2.1 Diffusion CR systems
These were the earliest to be developed using non-biodegradable polymers. The
transport is by Fickian diffusion and the model leads to an Initial Boundary Value
(IBV) problem that has an analytic solution for constant diffusion coefficient D on
simple geometries. Phillips (CSIRO 1960)[13] lists conditions under which analytic
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solutions are achievable for concentration-dependent diffusivity, DpCq, in planar
coordinates.
The seminal papers by Higuchi (1961,1963) [14, 15] define a pseudo-steady-state
solution without boundary layer, zero Dirichlet (perfect sink) boundary condition.
Siepmann & Peppas (2011) [16] gives 50th anniversary summary of the uses and
abuses of Higuchi equation.
Figure 1.2 from Siepmann et al. (2012)[1, p.130], shows the classification scheme
for predominantly diffusion-based delivery systems. Matrix systems incorporate
the drug uniformly throughout the polymer. In contrast, reservoir systems store
concentrated drug behind a rate controlling polymer layer. The second important
distinction relates to the degree of saturation of drug within the carrier. In a dissolved
system all of the drug is in solution and therefore immediately transportable. This
generally leads to a linear problem with an analytic solution. Whereas a disperse
system is initially over-saturated; sequestered drug must first dissolve before it
can diffuse. As it dissolves the core shrinks, this gives rise to a moving boundary
problem, very few of which have analytic solutions. The ‘+’ represents dissolved
(available) drug molecules while the ‘‚’ shows non-dissolved (sequestered) excess
drug concentration.
Figure 1.2: Comparison of Reservoir vs. Matrix and under- vs. over-saturated
delivery systems. Used with permission [1, p.130].
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1.2.2 Swelling CR systems
These systems utilize hydrophilic polymers, commonly called ‘hydrogels’, that ex-
pand as they absorb an aqueous solvent (water, body fluid). With expansion the
polymer strands disentangle which leads to relaxation and an increase in the diffusion
coefficient. Generally referred to as ‘reptation’, de Gennes (1971) [17] gives relaxation
time proportional to cube of molecular weight. As reptation proceeds the hydrogel
undergoes a transition from a glassy to a rubbery state – where drug in the former
state is insoluble, but in the latter can dissolve freely.
There is still no consensus on mass transfer mechanism and no model which has
incorporated all the theoretical ideas. Siepmann & Peppas (2000) [18] introduces
sequential layer model which incorporates inhomogeneous swelling of a hydrophilic
matrix with high initial loading of poorly water-soluble drugs. Wu et al. (2004)
[19] presents a cylindrical, moving boundary, water-drug coupled PDE system with
concentration-dependent diffusivity and polymer dissolution of the matrix for small,
soluble drugs such as caffeine. The system is solved numerically. Siepmann (2013)
[20] provides a comprehensive summary of the development of numerical solutions to
these complex phenomena and highlights the importance of in silico simulations to
bridge the gap between in vitro and in vivo research.
1.2.3 Erosion CR systems
In these systems the polymer material breaks down to release the drug. The drug-
release mechanism is more complicated, being a combination of mass transport and
chemical reaction. Thus far the interaction of complex behaviours have hindered
effective model development beyond diffusion-reaction models. Currently, erosion
systems are categorized as surface or bulk erosion models depending on whether they
erode from the outside in or not.
Surface erosion is directly proportional to material surface area and is characterized
by the diffusion of water into the polymer being slower than polymer degradation.
Alternatively, faster diffusion results in erosion of the interior and the development of
pores. It is also possible to blend polymers so that both surface and bulk erosion occur
i.e. they are not mutually exclusive. Macheras & Iliadis [21] have produced a variety
of models including cellular automata, Monte Carlo method and fractal/fractional
kinetics.
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1.2.4 Multi-layer release systems
These compound systems consist of laminates, with individual characteristics for
each layer, which makes them ‘tunable’. The layers can have different amounts of
drug or even different drugs. Papadokostaki et al. (2011) [22] produced a three
layer sandwich with the center layer drug loaded. They report the release is Fickian
and closely approximates zero order (constant) release kinetics. The simulation is
modelled using a concentration dependent diffusion coefficient.
Another successful multi-layer system is the osmotic pump which incorporates a
swellable polymer push-layer to augment the drug to be delivered. Both are contained
within a semi-permeable coating, often with a carefully sized opening to facilitate
zero-order release.
1.3 The development of diffusivity parameter D
Grassi et al. (2007) [5] offer an comprehensive summary of the development of the
diffusivity parameter in mass transport models. A summary of their work on this
singularly important parameter is included here.
Typically, drug delivery systems are comprised of three components:
1. matrix material – does not diffuse and therefore has a diffusivity equal to zero.
2. fluid – usually water or bodily fluid. When the rate of water influx is much
greater than the diffusion of the drug, the fluid component is commonly ignored
or its effects are incorporated into the model parameters.
3. solute – moving from the matrix material into the surrounding fluid.
With these simple assumptions, the complicated equations of fluid dynamics can be
reduced to a single diffusion equation.
Consider a fluid consisting of just two components i and j, then the mutual
diffusion coefficient Di,j, is the diffusivity of i within j. Unless the two components
have identical size, one will experience less movement with respect to the other,
leading to a pressure gradient and convective transport (bulk flow). Thus Di,j is a
measure of both Brownian motion and bulk flow. In contrast, the intrinsic diffusion
coefficient Di accounts for only the random molecular motion component.
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When the diffusion occurs in a solid-like phase, such as a gel, which is immobile
and hence a fixed reference with diffusion coefficient of zero, the distinction between
mutual and intrinsic diffusion coefficient is moot. We need only consider the solute
movement. From Prausnitz et al. [23], three coefficients should be distinguished:
First, the rate of solvent diffusion in dry matrix, Ds; second, the solute rate in pure
solvent, D0. This is the solute-solvent, mutual diffusion coefficient. Finally, the
solute rate within the matrix-solvent system, D.
Table 1.1 attempts to summarize the development over more than a century of
research. The models can be broadly grouped into hydrodynamic, kinetic molecular
and, more recently, statistical mechanics theories. Table 1.2 provides the key for the
quantities used in the previous table.
1.4 Initial and boundary conditions
















when 0.2 ăMt{M8 ă 0.6, (1.4.1)
Also known as the Peppas-Korsmeyer approximation, it shows that Fick’s first law
is obeyed within the device. It is important to recognize that the inversea is not
necessarily true. Macroscopic behaviour which does not agree with (1.4.1) does
not necessarily imply a failure of Fick’s first law. Many important initial and
boundary conditions are able to yield macroscopic non-Fickian behavior, yet still be
microscopically Fickian.
This has led to the adoption of multiscale modelling and simulation (MMS)b.
In many areas of science scale bridging has been used to link micro-, meso- and
macro- paradigms with such success that Hoekstra et al. , in an address to The
Royal Society called for “a multidisciplinary calculus of MMS” [25]. A classic example
is the development of the Chapman-Enskog model to allow kinetic information to
be ‘macro-ed’ for larger scale material effects. There have been some advances in
anisotropic porous media modelling using homogenisation and upscaling [26], mostly
related to geology.
aP ùñ Q ı  P ùñ  Q.





































Hydrodynamic Stokes-Einstein (1906) [27] D0 “ kBΘ{p6πηrsq large, spherical solute molecules; low Reynolds solvent; dilute solutions.
Phillips et al. (1990) [28] D{D0 “ p1` pr2s{kq1{2 ` r2s{3kq´1





πMq aspherical, polyatomic molecules (freely jointed, Lennard–Jones
(LJ) chain fluids); van der Waals mixing rules.
Obstruction Carman (1956) [30] D{D0 “ τ´2 solute molecule same size as polymer segments.
Muhr & Blanshard (1982) [31] D{D0 “ p1´ ϕq2{p1` ϕq2
ϕ ! 1, D{D0 “ exppϕ{ppϕ´ qqq polymer volume fraction obstruction theory.
Ogston et al. (1973) [32] D{D0 “ expp´p1` λq
?
ϕq, λ “ rs{rf " 1 unit step length « RMS diameter of fiber network spaces.
Phillips et al. (1990) [28] D{D0 “ expp´α
?
ϕq Taylor dispersion theory
where α “ 5.1768´ 4.0075λ` 5.4388λ2 ´ 0.6081λ3
Johansson et al. (1991)[33] D{D0 “ expp´0.84α1.09q








, sr “ ks{p2
?
ϕq strong (chemical) cross-links
Cukier (1984) [35] D{D0 “ expp´ 3πLcNArsM lnpLc{2rf q
?
ϕq strongly cross-linked gels (rigid polymeric chains)
D{D0 “ expp´kcrsϕ
3{4q weakly cross-linked gels (flexible polymeric chains)




Vf q pure liquid
Free volume Vrentas & Duda (1978) [37] Ph “ expp´γ{Vf q adjacent void probability
Peppas & Reinhart (1983) [38] D{D0 “ k1pĎM˚c ´ ĎMcq{pĎM˚c ´ ĎMnq expp´k2r2sϕ{p1´ ϕqq highly swollen, nonporous hydrogels
Lustig & Peppas (1988) [39] D{D0 “ p1´ rs{ζq expp´Y ϕ{p1´ ϕqq; Y “ πγλr2s{Vfs free volume crosslink sieve theory






constant thermal expansion, no mixing
Flory (1953) [41] D0ss expp´E{RΘ´ γpωsV ˚s ` ωpV ˚p χq{VFHq
µs “ µ
0
s `RΘplnp1´ ϕq ` ϕ` χϕ
2q
Gray-Weale et al. (1997) [42] Ds “ kjL2{6, kj “ kBΘQ` expp´E0{kBΘq{hQ linear elastic glassy polymer
Tsai & Strieder (1986) [43] D{D0 “ p1` 2α{3q´1 obstruction
Johnson et al. (1996) [44] D{D0 “ expp´0.84α1.09q{p1` pr2s{kq1{2 ` pr2s{3kqq combined (hydro & obs)
Clague & Phillips (1996) [45] D{D0 “ p1` 2α{3q´1 expp´πϕ0.174 lnp59.6{λqq
Ford-Versypt et al. (2012) [46] Deff “ Db `D8Hpλ̄pr, tqq{τ
Hpλ̄pr, tqq “ 6πp1´ r2sq{pr
2
pKtpr, tqq
Table 1.1: CR diffusivity models
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Quantity Description Dimension
D, D0 diffusivity with/without polymer L2T´1
Ds, Dss, D0ss self-diffusivity L2T´1
kB Boltzman’s constant ML2T´2Θ´1
Θ absolute temperature Θ
η shear viscosity ML´1T´1
ρm mass density ML´3
ρN number density L´3
σ molecular diameter L
τ tortuosityc L
γ void fraction overlap ND
ε absolute energy per molecule ML2T´2
µs solvent chemical potential ML2T´2mol´1
ωs, ωp mass fraction ND




ĎM˚c (crosslinked, uncrosslinked, critical) polymer mol. mass M
ϕ polymer volume fraction ND
p, q experimental parameters ND
rs, rf average radius (solute, polymer fibre) L
λ mean diffusive jump length L
k jump frequency T´1
NA Avogadro’s number mol´1
Lc polymer chain length L
M (relative) molecular mass ND
Vf average free volume L3
ks, kc experimental parameters ND
ζ crosslink scaling factor L
χ Flory interaction parameter ND
Q{Q` transition-reactant state partition ratio ND
E, E0 critical energy ML2T´2
Table 1.2: Nomenclature for diffusivity model quantities
Sloot and Hoekstra published an excellent biomedical review paper in 2010 [47]
highlighting successes in the models for drug-resistant HIV epidemiology and in-stent
coronary restenosis. Besides cancer modelling there are still fewer biomedical entries
in the field despite the clear advantage given the rise of nanoscale technologies [48,
49] .
There are several basic assumptions to query, such as perfect sink behaviour, and
others, but the effect of initial and boundary conditions on behaviour of partial
differential equations cannot be overstated.
ctortuosity, τ , is defined as the mean increase of the diffusion path due to the presence of
obstructions [30].
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1.4.1 Sign convention for convective boundaries
Özişik himself claims “transient problems can present considerable difficulty in
determining the direction of the local heat flux terms” [50, p. 4]. With this warning
in mind, special consideration is made of the derivation of convectional boundary
conditions. These are alternatively known as Robin/mixed/type III boundary
conditions or Newton’s law of cooling. This is taken directly from Özişik’s heat
conduction, it can readily be translated to a mass transfer situation.
Firstly, note that Figure 1.3 shows the sign convention inherent to the definition
of conductive heat flux q2 – heat flow per unit area normal to the direction of





The coefficient k ą 0 is thermal conductivity (SI: W {pm ¨Kq ) . This assumes the
material is isotropic; i.e. the conductivity is independent of spatial direction.
Figure 1.3: Fourier’s law: the relation between temperature gradient and heat
flux [50, p. 4].






density ¨ specific heat
. (1.4.3)






has terms measured in K{m2.
Newton’s law of cooling is given as
q2conv “ hpT ´ T8q SI:W {m
2. (1.4.5)
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The coefficient h is the convective heat transfer coefficient – hereafter ‘htc’ – (SI:
W {pm2 ¨Kq. It is not tied to coordinate sign conventions: positive convective heat
flux is in the direction of the outward surface normal i.e. away from the surface.
Based on Figure 1.4a, in the absence of radiative flux d, the conservation of energy at





Tsurf “ hpTsurf ´ T8q. (1.4.6)
(a) Surface energy balance (b) Cylindrical convective boundary example.
Figure 1.4: Useful figures from Özişik [50].
Referring to Figure 1.4b, the definitive example is the hollow cylinder, rin ď r ď








T prinq “ ´h1rT prinq ´ T81s. (1.4.8)
Hence the general outward form is
B
Br
T prq “ NurT8 ´ T prqs, (1.4.9)





[convective htc] ¨ [characteristic length]
[thermal conductivity]
. (1.4.10)
By Fourier’s law, conductive heat flux is positive in `r direction. This is
consistent with positive convective flux for outer surface r “ rout because outward
surface normal is also in `r direction. However, the case at the inner surface, r “ rin,
has positive convection inwards – the opposite direction to conduction (outwards).
Thus a minus sign must be introduced to maintain consistency in the sign convention.
dMass transfer has no analogue of radiation.
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Hence, replacing h with α and k with β as the respective parameters used in the




upa, θ, tq “ α rupa, θ, tq ´ gpθq{αs (1.4.11)
which is consistent with
αupa, θ, tq ` β
B
Br
upa, θ, tq “ gpθq. (1.4.12)
The physical interpretation of the model parameters is as follows.
An increase in α implies faster convective flux, while a β increase implies faster
conductive flux. We define γ “ α{β as the Robin parametere. Then γ “ 1 implies
the fluxes are balanced, i.e. convection removes heat as fast as conduction brings it
to the surface.
In the limit as γ Ñ 8, convective flux is increasingly capable of removing heat from
the surface leading to BC type I: a prescribed surface temperature upa, θ, tq “ gpθq.
This can be considered as a model of an ideal cooler with perfect contact having
infinitely large thermal conductivity.
Similarly, in the limit as γ Ñ 0, convective flux is decreasingly capable of removing
heat from the surface leading to BC type II: a prescribed surface flux B
Br
upa, θ, tq “
gpθq. If the flux equals zero, the boundary condition describes the ideal heat
insulator.
These heat analogies are equally valid for mass transfer.
1.4.2 Finite release volumeVr and partition coefficient kp
The rate at which the solute leaves the matrix is always equal to that it enters
the release volume. However, solute concentration in the release fluid, Cr, is not
equal to the solute concentration at the matrix–release fluid interface. The partition








where S is surface area at the matrix-release fluid interface. The overall effect is the
delivery system can no longer completely release its initial drug load, therefore a sink
condition is invalid. The practical importance is for ocular or implantable devices














eFor unit characteristic length, Nu “ γ.
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; t` “ tD0{r
2
0. (1.4.15)











The situation is exacerbated when drug partitioning phenomena take place at matrix
boundary. The release profile is microscopically Fickian, but macroscopically non-
Fickian.
1.4.3 Initial drug distribution
Lee (1986) [52, 53] showed the delivery of a drug could at least be influenced if
not controlled by manipulating the initial loading of the delivery device. Given




























and λn satisfy J0pλnq “ 0.
Of particular interest are stepwise, layered distributions which can be used to
mimic partially depleted matrices (outward decreasing) or imperfect drug loading
(outward increasing). The first is explored in detail in the Ormerod & Nelson (2017)
[54] teaching paper on microspheres. The overall effect is decreased/increased drug
flux in former/latter respectively, which brackets the results of a uniform distribution.
Again, the results are macroscopically non-Fickian.
A further avenue of investigation is the importance of sphere packings in cylinders.
This determines the maximum load possible given the physical constraints of the
geometry. It is an open research problem [55].
1.4.4 Stagnant or boundary layer
Insufficient convection in the release environment and/or surface erosion of matrix
material results in a stagnant film at the solid-liquid boundary. Film thickness
depends on liquid velocity field, surface roughness and porosity, amongst other factors.
Amount of effect depends largely on diffusive resistance exerted in comparison to the
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flux inside delivery device. Highly influential in hydrogels because of the conversion
from glassy to rubbery state associated with the release profile. Many devices are also
coated in a surface membrane that represents a rate determining step in the release
profile. This usually requires a multilayer and/or moving boundary treatment.
In 2013 Professor Gerald Pollack had an Internet sensation with his pseudo-
scientific popularisation “The Fourth State of Water” [56]. In the book he describes
his laboratory groups ‘discovery’ of Exclusion Zone (EZ) water which purportedly has
some extraordinary properties. The work has been thoroughly critiqued by Professor
Martin Chaplin on his website [57]. He rejects the idea that it is a separate state but
rather a low entropy arrangement formed in reaction to the membrane technology
used by the Pollack group. However, Chaplin does agree that the boundary layer
exists and that it has significantly different physical properties.
It seems pertinent that numerical models could benefit from the addition of a
boundary layer. Since the thrust of this thesis is to model the effects of perforations
in the surface of the device, boundary layers are not incorporated, but it is an avenue
of future research particularly for the uniform moving boundary hydrogel model.
The mechanics of multilayer models is established in the heat and mass transfer
of industrial mathematics e.g. spherical/cylindrical heat transfer in nuclear fuel
rods [58], though most solutions are not analytically explicit and must be solved
numerically. This layer may offer the possibility of incorporating Chaplin’s version
of biologically active water.
1.4.5 Surface perforation
In 1983 Hsieh et al. [59] showed zero order kinetic release from a hemispheric matrix
laminated with an impermeable membrane that had a single, central perforation on
its flat face has a diffusion front that receded hemispherically as a function of time.
Although the materials differed for low versus high molecular weight drugs, it was
shown that zero order release over extended periods (60 days) was achievable across
the molecular weight spectrum.
Shortly thereafter Kuu and Yalkowski [60] modelled the release from multiply-
perforated planar surfaces. They assumed diffusion and dissolution through the holes
was isotropic and rate limiting, but as the semi-circular diffusion fronts receded they
would eventually intersect and rate control would pass to the matrix properties.
In light of this they proposed three cases:
In case 1, the thickness of the planar material (H) is roughly the distance between
the holes (d) i.e. H « d, then the optimum arrangement of single-sided perforations is
achieved for a hexagonal packing with spacing equal to twice the slab thickness: d “
2H. If double-sided, then the upper and lower perforation patterns are hexagonally
staggered so as to achieve the maximum volume of the hemispherical receding fronts
without overlap i.e. a tetrahedral arrangement. The optimum rate is achieved when
d “
a
3{2H. This, biomimetically, is the solution to the packing problem of regular
comb formation that honey bees have arrived at via natural selection.
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Case 2 supposes that H ! d. In thin plates with a hexagonal packing, the effect of
staggering for either side has little effect as the hemispherical diffusion fronts quickly
reach the boundary, collapse to a cylinder of height H and can be modelled as a
radial front.
For case 3, when H " d, hexagonal packing is no longer necessary as the fronts
intersect with one another and collapse long before reaching the matrix boundary.
The effect is similar to a uniform plane front parallel to the surface.
If the following assumptions are made:
1. initial drug density much greater than drug solubility,
2. perfect sink condition in the dissolution medium,
3. unit drug partition coefficient between dissolution medium and matrix,
4. negligible resistance from stagnant layer around holes,
then the modelling of all three cases can be achieved via the mass flux equation





with Cs, Ca the concentrations at the dissolving (r “ R) and initialf (r “ r0) surfaces
respectively. Let A be the cross-sectional area of the receding diffusion front for
radius r0 ď r ď R and D be the diffusion coefficient.
For case 1, A “ 2πr2N for N holes, thus for R " r0, J “ 2πr0DCsN showing
flux is independent of R (except for small time) and has zero-order release before
the diffusion fronts collapse due to intersection with one another or the device walls.
This allows the relation between R and t to be expressed as R “ 3
a
3DCsr0t{ρ, where
ρ is the matrix drug density. The zero-order fraction of drug is given as 0.6044 and
0.7402 for single and double sided perforated slabs respectively.










The conclusion being that the logarithmic dependence precludes zero order re-
lease.




2DCst{ρ and J “ A
a
DCsρ{p2tq.
This implies the membrane has negligible effect as the diffusion from the matrix is
the rate determining step when H " d. The authors concluded that the release rate
fThe model implicitly assumes the initial hemispherical front radius equals the hole radius r0.
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was dependent on the number, size, arrangement and distance between the holes as
well as the initial drug loading.
Grassi et al. (1996) [62] state that once a simple tablet is coated by an imper-
meable perforated membrane the rate and duration of drug release can be easily
adjusted by hole size and density. This provides a relatively easy and low-cost
manufacturing technique for the improvement of traditional tablets. Additionally, in
vitro evaluation of diffusivity and other release characteristics from novel hydrogels
such as scleroglucan is achieved by study within perforated housings.
To this end, they analyze the cylindrical structure shown in Figure 1.5 incorporat-
ing the following standard assumptions. That the
1. surface is impermeable except via the plane holes,
2. holes are symmetrically distributed with respect to cylindrical axis,
3. initial loading is uniform,
4. release environment is infinite i.e. perfect sink at holes,
5. stagnant layer around holes is negligible,
6. holes do not change shape due to matrix erosion,
7. membrane thickness is negligible compared to the cylinder height.
Figure 1.5: Grassi et al. setup for cylindrical matrix with impermeable coating
and holes on single plane surface. [62]
Perforated disk void fraction, i.e. total area of surface holes, is given by
0 ď Φ “ Nf ¨ prh{rmq
2 ď 1. They readily admit the presence of mixed boundary
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conditions makes detailed theoretical analysis of drug release from this 3D system
very complicated. Citing symmetry, the problem is reduced to a 2D cross-sectional
(r ´ z) analysis. Now the reduced void fraction is ϕ “ Nf ¨ rh{rm. The 2D Cartesian
diffusion system is solved numerically using Patankar’s control volume algorithm
[63].
For a single hole, Nf “ 1, in a cylinder of heightg hc “ 2rm, as ϕ Ñ 0 the
release curve slope approaches first order kinetics with close agreement to the Peppas-
Korsmeyer simplification M`t “ ktn. Particularly, for ϕ “ p1, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25, 0.1q, we
have n “ p0.5, 0.532, 0.605, 0.689, 0.764q respectively. The release is macroscopically
non-Fickian.
If ϕ is fixed, then larger Nf increases drug released but maintains release slope
regardless. Changes in the ratio hc{p2rmq reflect a rigid shifting of the release curve
i.e. shallower cylinders release faster as the mean diffusion distance is decreased.
Hence, ϕ can be used to modulate curve slope, while Nf can be set to shift the
release curve vertically.
Pywell and Collett (1988)[64, 65] claim matrix depletion in the proximity of each
hole occurs according to a precise geometrical scheme. The diffusion front – defined
as the ideal surface separating the initially loaded matrix from that which has been
depleted by loss towards the release environment – develops as a series of changing
radius segments of spheres. Grassi et al. describe this as the “Buchtel” model [5],
saying that the diffusion fronts are reminiscent of an iconic Austrian pastry!
The sphere segment is symmetric with the hole symmetry axis and its height
coincides with diffusion front penetration distance hptq, which is assumed proportional
to the square root of time. Segment width is given as 2rh ` 2khptq. Here k is an
elliptic factor, assumed unit by Pywell and Collett.
An obvious criticism is that diffusion front interaction with vessel walls or with
fronts from other holes is not examined. Grassi et al. also argue that the diffusion
front is better expressed by the half rotational ellipsoid






Evaluating the relevant triple integrals with the assumption that the drug profile
concentration can be modelled by Lee’s parabolic expression [52]
Cphq “ C0r1´ p1´ h{hmaxq
2







18Dt, for h ď k{b, i.e. before interaction,
?
12Dtrh{prh ` bq, for h ą k{b, i.e. after interaction.
(1.4.20)
gAs described optimal by Kuu et al. [60]
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However, no such analytic solution exists for h ą k{b. Given D,ϕ, rh, Nf , the











Diatoms are ubiquitous, microscopic algae with hard, silicaceous shells called frustules.
As shown in Figure 1.6, they exhibit remarkable geometric symmetry in an astonishing
array of forms – several hundred thousand species have existed over the last 100
million years. They constitute approximately 25% of the total organic carbon in the
cycle. So numerous are they that their photosynthetic waste gas, oxygen, has been
ascribed to about every third breath you take! Having existed for over a hundred
million years, vast swathes of fossilized silica skeletons are preserved as the common
mineral diatomite. They are a common component of abrasive powders and, given
enough time and pressure, fossil fuel. Australia has an abundant supply of among
the world’s purest sources of diatomite available in Northern Queensland.
The possibility of harnessing diatom species as natural silica nano-fabricators for
the purposes of biotechnology was first suggested by Daniel Morse in a 1999 paper
[66]. This prospect was actualized by Rosi et al. in 2004 [67]. They successfully
used surface DNA-functionalization of diatomite particles to load and release gold
nanoparticles.
Biologically derived silica nano-particles have many advantages over current
synthetically manufactured ones. It is plentiful and already approved for human
consumption by the US-EPA and FDA. Existing functional modification techniques
used for synthetic silica can be utilized making transition and scalability easy.
The processing requires far fewer steps and toxic chemicals. Bio-silica has been
shown to have better biocompatibility than synthetic, which in turn improves the
pharmacokinetics. In particular, Maeda et al. (2000) [68] have demonstrated
an enhanced permeation and retention effect (EPR), where nanocarriers tend to
accumulate at tumor or inflammation site.
In 2011 the University of Adelaide’s Losic Group published the first work showing
the use of diatomaceous earth (DE) or diatomite microcapsules for the oral delivery
of encapsulated drugs [69]. The hydrophobic drug indomethacin was shown to have a
biphasic release profile over 14 days. The initial burst phase lasting six hours was due
to adsorbed surface drug release. This was followed by prolonged, zero-order kinetics
release over a fortnight from the diatom pores. The 2013 study by Zhang et al. [70]
showed the oral delivery of prednisone and mesalamine loaded diatoms achieved
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(a) Micro-scale
(b) Nano-scale
Figure 1.6: Electron micrographs of diatoms showing the vast array of species
geometry at the micro-scale and remarkable uniformity at the nano-scale. Used
with permission from the LOSIC Group.
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sustained release, enhanced permeation with negligable toxicity up to concentrations
of 1000µg{mL. Surface functionalization by hydrophilic and/or hydrophobic groups
has been shown to affect the drug loading and release capabilities [71]. Generally,
hydrophilic surface groups enhance loading and slow release while the opposite is true
of hydrophobic modifications. More recent work has featured surface groups that
Figure 1.7: Graphene oxide flaps unfurl to mediate burst mode [72].
focus on secondary properties such as magnetic actuation and triggered drug release.
Kumeria et al. [73], in collaboration with the Losic Group, have created graphene
oxide diatom hybrid devices, pictured in Figure 1.7, that can be pH-tuned to deliver
insoluble drugs to specific environs of the body. Similarly, Vasani et al. [74] achieved
temperature specific delivery of the antibiotic levofloxacin by modifying diatom
microcapsules with grafted thermoresponsive copolymers. Perhaps most amazing
is the recent work by Terracciano et al. [75] who were able to dramatically reduce
the cytotoxicity, while enhancing drug loading and cellular uptake, of chemotherapy
(sorafenib) delivering diatomite nanoparticles (DNPs) by surface functionalization
with polyethylene glycol (PEG) and cell-penetrating peptide.
Javalkote et al. [76] have used entire diatom frustules with iron oxide nanoparticle
(IONP) magnetic enhancement to deliver loaded curcumin with magnetically guided
site specificity. Todd et al. [77] achieved similar results in vivo with 10µm diatoms
and expect better results with smaller species.
The explosion of PCR and allied genetic modification techniques has prompted
the development of specialized diatom lines. Delalat et al. genetically modified
Thalassiosira sp with antigens (IgG) enabling surface functionalization with tumor-
specific antibodies that are able to “backpack” poorly soluble anticancer therapies
with remarkable target specificity [78].
The ‘fly in the ointment’ with both natural and synthetic porous silica based
delivery systems is that silica is known to have poor biodegradability in biofluids
[79, 80]. Although a 2017 Taiwanese study by Chan et al. [81] on the effect of larger
(150nm) silica nanoparticles on rodents found no evidence for concern over a 14 day
study, others have claimed that nanoparticles concentrate in the lungs and kidney
[82]. Sythetic porous silicon (pSi) has attracted attention in the bid to overcome
the limitations of silica. Figure 1.8 shows the more rapid decomposition, in-vivo, of
diatom derived silicon in a Losic Group’s study.
Silicon is the third most abundant trace element found in the bodyh ( 5ppm in
hAfter iron and zinc.
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Figure 1.8: Porous Silicon (PSi) scaffolds decay much faster than silica. Used
with permission [83].
plasma) and breaks down into orthosilicic acid in the gut which is easily excreted
in the urine [84]. However, porous silicon also has serious limitations based on its
fabrication process. Electrochemical etching of silicon wafers is both time consuming
and expensive. It also relies on very hazardous chemicals like hydrofluoric acid
(HF) that may lead to toxic residues which would make them poor candidates for
biomedical applications. This is the opinion of Koynov et al. [85] in a 2011 study
that reported significant “hazardous residua confined to the pores after preparation”.
They present methods for the purification of the silicon nanoparticles that require
multiple washing cycles with various solvents and vacuum outgassing. Needless
to say, these extensive purification processes increase the time, effort and cost of
production.
Bao et al. first described the magnesiothermic reduction of Aulacoseria sp. diatom
silica frustules to silicon replicas in their 2009 paper [86]. They claim the process is
industrially scalable and produces non-cytotoxic, micro-structure preserving silicon
templates suitable for biomedical and other applications. This material science
advance was taken up by the Losic Group and in 2016 they published the remarkable
paper “From the mine to cancer therapy: Natural and biodegradable theranostici
silicon nanocarriers from diatoms for sustained delivery of chemotherapeutics” [87].
Figure 1.9 shows a schematic outlining the various steps required to convert the raw
material into chemotherapy delivery silicon nanoparticles. The study demonstrates
that manufactured silicon replicas exhibit significantly higher surface area than the
silica material, high crystallinity and improved in vitro degradation rate at 370C
and pH 7.4 i.e. physiologic conditions. The accrued advantage of the latter being
lowered release rates and degradation in the acidic stomach environment. A further
development occurred when the researchers established an enhanced permeation and
retention (EPR) effect – due to vascular leakage and poor lymphatic drainage, silicon
nanoparticles tend to accumulate in greater concentrations at tumor sites [68]. The
iA recent contraction of therapy and diagnostic.
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Figure 1.9: Amature technology. In “From mine to cancer therapy” the conversion
of Australian diatomite to doxorubicin silicon nanoparticles is detailed.
Scale bars: (b) 5 µm, (c,d) 1 µm, (e) 2 µm. [88].
silicon nanoparticles achieved prolonged and sustained release of doxyrubicin (DOX)
with enhanced cytotoxicity over 30 day in vitro studies which correlated with the
degradation of the SiNPs. The anticancer drug DOX has well-known side effects and
a narrow therapeutic index [89], the ability to deliver and retain it at the site where
it is most needed is crucial in mitigating the drastic side-effects incurred with its
usage.
Besides describing the manufacture of doxyrubicin-laden silicon nanoparticles,
they also announce the successful demonstration of self-reporting delivery devices
based on the photoluminescent property of DE silicon. The device luminesces in the
red wavelengths and when loaded with daunorubicin (DNR), which luminesces green,
there is a marked change in emission frequency. The amount of drug remaining
within the device implanted into the eyej over a 30-day release could be determined
by confocal microscope examination.
The Losic Group has also recently pioneered the use of embedded bacterial
nanowires to magnetically guide composite microsphere SiNP therapies to colon
cancer sites [88]. This in vitro study is perhaps the current acme of research in the
field. It involves the synergistic activity between chemotherapeutic 5-fluorouracil
(5FU) and curcumink loaded into SiNPs that are subsequently encased in pH-tuned
jIn treatment for the retinal detachment disorder PVR.
kNaturally derived from plants in the turmeric family.
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enteric polymer which prevents premature release in non-target environs. This is
a field that is developing at a tremendous rate! In the United States, DE silica
is approved by the EPA, USDA and FDA for use in the agriculture and food
industries. However, there is currently no regulatory approval for its use or that of
its derivatives in the pharmaceutical and medical industries. Dusan Losic was senior
editor and contributor to the recently published “Diatom Nanotechnology: Progress
and Emerging Applications” [83]. The 2017 book gives an excellent summation
of the rapidly emerging field from its leading researchers in areas as diverse as
natural pesticides, photonics and energy production, biosensing and, of course,
pharmacology.
At a 2018 University of Wollongong colloquium, biomedical engineer Dr. Ming
Li discussed her post-doctoral work [90]. Of particular interest was a lab-on-a-chip
capable of sorting Euglena sp. algal cells by size, shape, colour. . . . These were then
encapsulated in micro-bubbles to divide with a view to establishing high lipid yield
strains for bio-fuels. She agreed that her technology could work for sorting diatoms
or naturally derived silica micro-/ nano-particles. Since many diatom species exhibit
elaborate valve-like structures, selecting for these organic nano-structures is an area
of active research. In an interesting, positive-feedback research loop, Zendejas (2007)
thesis draws its inspiration from the microfluidic valve and surface effects of diatom
frustules [91]. There is continued interest in the nanoscale self-assembly of diatoms
for lab-on-a-chip microchannel technologies that mimic the biological templates and
enhance processing accuracy and speed [92].
1.6 Aim
With this continued engineering progress of the field in mind, the central aim of
this thesis is to develop a mathematical model that affords the careful in silico
study of CR mechanisms utilizing a cylindrical diatom frustule geometry such as
the Thalassiosira sp. detailed in the electron micrographs of Figure 1.10. This
will require a three dimensional analysis including an outer radial, mixed boundary
condition, an inner finite condition and periodic boundary conditions that prevent
axisymmetric discontinuity in both the concentration and azimuthal flux values.
Where possible Robin boundary conditions will be utilized to allow for the widest
range of model values. This reflects the practical consideration of “fast” (highly
soluble – Dirichlet) and “slow” (low flux – Neumann) drug loading.
While the main focus of the thesis is cylindrical geometry, some diatom species
and products of diatomite (and many micro/nano-delivery devices) are noticeably
more spherical in nature – as seen previously in the micrograph of SiNP, Figure 1.9.
Hence in the introductory axisymmetric chapters (2-4) both the cylindrical and
spherical polar forms are investigated. This is given practical application in Chapter
five, where it is shown that the three standard axisymmetric geometries can all be
modeled using the Green’s theorem integral kernel approach. Further application
is provided in the author’s publication [54], which examines the effects of improper
initial loading in microsphere delivery devices. It is included in Appendix D.
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Figure 1.10: (A) The marine diatom Thalassiosira weissflogii is abundant, scales
rapidly, has a small genome and a thoroughly investigated silicic acid transport
system (scale bar = 40 µm). (B) Arrow highlights girdle bands alongside diatom
frustule (scale bar = 5 µm). (C) External view of valve face with arrows highlighting
both marginal and central fultoportulae (scale bar = 3 µm). (D) Zoomed-in view
of central fultoportulae (scale bar = 1 µm).
With permission [Chao-2014]
Chapter 2
Initial and Boundary Value Problems
– Spherical Co-ordinates
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter we consider the diffusion of a drug from a spherical delivery device.
The initial and boundary value problem for the single-space diffusion equation in
spherical co-ordinates is discussed. The analytic solution is derived by four standard
methods viz. transformation to Cartesian 1D using the transform V pr, tq “ r ¨ upr, tq,
separation of variables, Laplace transforms and Green’s functions. These solution
techniques are backed up by numerical solutions using finite difference and the
method of lines.
Figure 2.1 shows the geometric meaning of all quantities utilized in the adjoint


































u : concentration of drug; a function of t, r, θ and φ.
t : time.
r : radial distance from the centre.
φ : polar angle, measured from the z` axis.
θ : azimuthal angle, measured anticlockwize from the x` axis.
D : diffusion coefficient.
aTo remain consistent with polar form, the pr, φ, θq is preferred over the pr, θ, φq of physics.
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Figure 2.1: The spherical coordinate system showing all quantities required for
the derivation of the diffusion equation.
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2.2 Simple spherical diffusion problem
















, for 0 ă r ă a, t ą 0. (2.2.1)
The concentration is subject to some initial condition
IC : upr, 0q “ fprq (2.2.2)
with boundary conditions b
BC1 : lim
rÑ0
|upr, tq| ă 8, (2.2.3)





“ 0 for t ą 0. (2.2.4)
When α “ 0 the boundary is Neumann no-flux; not particularly interesting for our
purposes. When β “ 0 the boundary is homogeneous Dirichlet. The concentration
of diffused substance at the outer boundary (and beyond) is zero because of the far
greater outside volume and possible advective mechanisms actively removing the
substance. For this reason it is known as a perfect sink condition. A mixture of the
two is a Robin boundary condition,(2.2.4), which allows for the greatest variation
in possibilities. This is an example of Newton’s law of cooling and involves both
diffusive and convective factors at the boundary.
























for 0 ă r ă 1, (2.2.5)
upr, 0q “ 1, (2.2.6)
lim
rÑ0
|upr, τq| ă 8, (2.2.7)





“ 0, for τ ą 0. (2.2.8)
bBC1 is equivalent to Bu
Br |r“0 “ 0. However, since the centre no-flux condition becomes impractical
when the IC is asymmetric in later models, the bounded centre condition is preferred.
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There is an issue to consider here – after scaling, it can be tricky to reconstruct
where spatial r “ a factors should re-appear, especially in Fourier coefficients
and eigenvalues. So, better to derive explicit, dimensional formulae or scale to a
characteristic length L.
2.2.1 Transform to Cartesian 1D
This elementary transform is the easiest and most sensible method as it allows all
the results established for the thoroughly examined 1D Cartesian diffusion equation.


















































, for 0 ă r ă a. (2.2.11)
The transformed initial and boundary conditions are now
V pr, 0q “ r ¨ fprq, (2.2.12)
lim
rÑ0
|V pr, tq| ă r ¨M, for some M P R (2.2.13)
ùñ V p0, tq “ 0, (2.2.14)
pα ´ βqV pa, tq ` β
B
Br
V pa, tq “ 0, for t ą 0. (2.2.15)
We note that if β “ 0, then (2.2.15) becomes V pa, tq “ 0 and the system has dual
homogeneous Dirichlet boundaries. The solution to (2.2.11)-(2.2.15), is












r ¨ fprq ¨ sinλnr dr. (2.2.17)
Here Npλnq is the norm and λn are the eigenvalues as defined by the relevant
transcendental equation. Table 2.1 shows the details for the various possible outer
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BC at r “ a Source of λn
1
Npλnq











“ 0 γ sinλna` λn cosλna “ 0
2
a` γpγ2 ` λ2nq
´1
where γ “ α{β
Table 2.1: The transcendentals and norm values for (2.2.16).
2.2.2 Separation of variables (SoV)
The separation of variables method [93, 94] assumes that the analytical solution has














since the only way two independent equations can be equal is when they are constant.
Separation and evaluation of the T´form gives





R1 ` λ2R “ 0. (2.2.21)
This is a spherical Bessel differential equation of order zero and is solved using




r2 Y 2 ` r Y 1 ` pλ2 r2 ´ 1
4
qY “ 0 (2.2.22)
and then defining y “ λr to show
y2 Y 2 ` y Y 1 ` py2 ´ 1
4
qY “ 0. (2.2.23)
cBy writing the variable separation coefficient as λ2, we implicitly assume positive eigenvalues.
While this is well-established by Stürm-Liouville theory [94], full working should display that only
the trivial solution exists for non-positive values of the coefficient.
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This is a standard Bessel equation with solution
Y pyq “ AJ 1
2
pyq `B J´ 1
2
pyq,













pA sinλr `B cosλrq . (2.2.24)





Applying the boundary condition (2.2.4) and requiring a non-trivial solution
0 “ α sinλa` βλ cosλa ùñ λn cotλna “ ´γ for n P N (2.2.26)












The fundamental mode coefficient A0 (corresponding to λ “ 0) leads to the degenerate
differential equation (DE) R2 ` 2
r
R1 “ 0. Solving, by reduction of order, shows
A0 “ 0.
The Fourier coefficients An are determined by applying the initial condition (2.2.2)

























rfprq sinλnr dr. (2.2.29)



















where the eigenvalues, λn, and the norm, Npλnq, are determined by the outer
boundary type.
An important special case of (2.2.30) is the Dirichlet “perfect sink” boundary. This
corresponds to the substitution of fpρq “ U0 and selecting upa, tq “ 0, i.e.β “ 0
yields
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Here sincp¨q is the cardinal sine function:
sincx “
#





This is in agreement with Crank [51, (6.18), p.91].
2.2.3 Laplace transform (LT)
Given the increased complexity of this method, it should be used sparingly. It has
particular use on semi-infinite domains or when there are time-dependent boundary
conditions. However, the latter case can be more tractably dealt with by Duhamel’s
method (or Green’s functions) [50, p. 273]. It is useful for small time approximations.
There seems to be a tendency by some authors, notably Simon et al. , to use it by
default [95–97]. Let the Laplace transform of upr, tq be defined by
ûpr, sq “ Ltupr, tqu “
ż 8
0
upr, tq expp´stq dt. (2.2.33)
A sufficient, but not necessary, condition for the existence of the Laplace transform
is that the integral converges for some value of s.












where (2.2.4) and (2.2.3) imply that
lim
rÑ0
|ûpr, sq| ă 8 (2.2.35)







To find the general solution û, we find the homogeneous, or complementary,
solution plus a particular solution d. The homogeneous solution is obtained by first











û “ 0. (2.2.37)
dIt should be noted that the “complementary solution” is never actually a solution of the given
non-homogeneous equation! It is merely taken from the corresponding homogeneous equation as
a component that, when coupled with a particular solution, gives us the general solution of a
non-homogeneous linear equation. On the other hand, the particular solution is necessarily always
a solution of the non-homogeneous equation, though not necessarily of the boundary conditions.
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Let û “ r´1{2Rprq and ξ2 “ s{D. After substitution into (2.2.37) and multiplication













R “ 0. (2.2.38)
This is a modified Bessel equation of order 1{2. The solution is
ûpr, sq “ r´
1{2
`
c1I1{2pξ rq ` c2I´1{2pξ rq
˘
. (2.2.39)

















pc1 sinhpξ rq ` c2 coshpξ rqq . (2.2.40)
Due to the general nature of the IC, fprq, a particular solution will have to be found
by the variation of parameters method. However, if the IC is specified and is a
relatively common structure e.g. polynomial, exponential, trigonometric etc., then
the less cumbersone method of undetermined coefficients should be employed.
Using the basis functions from 2.2.40 with Wronskian W “ ´ξr´2, the variation
of parameters method provides the particular solution







fpρqρ cosh ξρ dρ` cosh ξr
ż r
r0










fpρqρ sinh ξpr ´ ρq dρ
˙
(2.2.42)
where r0 is an arbitrary value on the open interval p0, aq.
Finally, modifying the homogeneous constants c1 and c2 to incorporate constants






c1 sinh ξr ´
ż r
r0





The boundary condition (2.2.35) specifies the solution is finite at r “ 0 forcing c2 “ 0.
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Due to the presence of the independent variable in the integral limit as well as the
integrand, the use of Leibniz’ rule here is somewhat delicate. As suggested by [99,
p.43], let u, v “ r such that
F pu, vq “
ż u
r0
ρfpρq gpv, ρq dρ,


















































c1paξ cosh ξa´ sinh ξaq `
ż a
r0







paα ´ βqρfpρq sinh ξpa´ ρq ` βξaρfpρq cosh ξpa´ ρq
paα ´ βq sinh ξa` βξa cosh ξa
dρ. (2.2.46)







fpρqρrsinh ξpa´ ρq ` χ cosh ξpa´ ρqs dρ





fpρqρ sinh ξpr ´ ρq dρ
˙
. (2.2.47)
Here χ “ ξ{pγ ´ 1{aq and γ “ α{β, β ‰ 0.
There does not exist an analytic inversion for solution 2.2.47 – short of resorting
to residues or a numerical method such as Talbot or Zakian, as suggested in Abate
(2006) [100].
Alternatively, Rodrigo and Worthy provide a powerful and general analytic solution
to the Laplace transform solution of the multi-layered, 1-d Cartesian diffusion
equation [101]. Utilizing the spherical transform, V pr, tq “ r ¨ upr, tq to convert to
Cartesian coordinates, and following their “recipe” produces the following result for
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(2.2.11)-(2.2.15): setting
p “ x1, 0y, q “ xα, βy, g “ h “ 0,
upρ, ξq “ xcosh ξρ, ξ sinh ξρy, vpρ, ξq “ xsinh ξρ, ξ cosh ξρy
gives ∆psq “ α sinh ξa` βξ cosh ξa, “ Fpaq





















where G0pr, ρq “ 0 and ∆1psq “ rαa cosh ξa` βpcosh ξa` ξa sinh ξaqs{2Dξ. There-
fore





















λk “ kπ{a, if β “ 0,
λk cotλka “ ´γ
˚, if β ‰ 0.
(2.2.49)
2.2.3.1 Inverse Laplace transform (ILT)
There are several ways to proceed. The inverse can always be approximated numer-
ically, however, to determine the inverse Laplace transform of ûpr, sq analytically,
requires either the use of residue theory or a table of inverse Laplace transforms. If
residue theory is used, the general solution should agree with separation of variables
(i.e. exponential) notation. However, if a table of inverse Laplace transforms is
used (e.g. [102]) then the solution can be written in terms of the complementary
error function erfc. This form is advantageous for small-time as it converges rapidly
as tÑ 0. Of course, both solutions are logically equivalent and a proof of this is
provided in appendix A A.0.1.
For illustrative purposes, let us consider a specific example. Assume that β “ 0
and fprq “ U0 with dimensional space, 0 ď r ď a, and time, t ě 0 [51, p.90]. This












s{D P R. (2.2.50)
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The latter exponential form is structured as the infinite sum of the geometric
series





Rearrange to match appropriate












pexp p´rp2n` 1qa´ rsξq ´ exp p´rp2n` 1qa` rsξqq
ff
.
Referencing [102, p.250, #86], the inverse transform leads to






















This is consistent with Crank’s result [51, p.90, 6.21].
However, the SoV solution can also be achieved via tables of inverse Laplace
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2.2.4 Green’s function
This is a very powerful tool that allows for all manner of non-linear extensions,
such as time dependence in boundary conditions and sources/sinks. According to
Professor Robert J. Lopez [103]
[The Green’s function] is the kernel of the integral operator that inverts
a differential operator.
We develop the Green’s function gpr, t|ρ, τq for the one dimensional case of spherical









δpr ´ ρqδpt´ τq
4πr2
, 0 ă r, ρ ă a, 0 ă t, τ, (2.2.55)
together with the boundary and initial conditions
lim
rÑ0
|gpr, t|ρ, τq| ă 8 (2.2.56)





“ 0, 0 ă t, (2.2.57)
gpr, 0|ρ, τq “ 0. (2.2.58)
In a fashion analogous to the variable transformation method, introduce the new







δpr ´ ρqδpt´ τq
4πr
, 0 ă r, ρ ă a, 0 ă t, τ,
(2.2.59)
vp0, t|ρ, τq “ 0, (2.2.60)





“ 0, 0 ă t, (2.2.61)
vpr, 0|ρ, τq “ 0. (2.2.62)
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with γ “ α{β ´ 1. (2.2.66)




















The solution to the second-order DE is given by Özişik [50, p.46, Table 2-1#7].
According to Duffy [104, p.340], because this particular solution also satisfies the
BCs, an additional homogeneous solution is not required. Hence, the reason for the
choice of eigenfunction expansion. The full solution is











Invert directly from tables together with the second shifting theorem to get









with the λn as described in (2.2.65). The solution can now be calculated by the
convolution integral with the initial (forcing) condition.


























expp´Dλ2ntq, t ą τ, (2.2.71)
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2.3 Useful pharmaceutical quantities
The quantity upr, tq is not of particular interest to the pharmaceutical industry.
Instead the values of outward flux at the delivery device surface and (normalized)
total drug mass transferred are preferred.
2.3.1 Outward surface flux




































Assuming fpρq “ U0 shows
ż a
0



































If the flux calculation is only required for a constant outer boundary concentration,
then substitution of
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2.3.1.2 Small time form


































































This formulation converges very rapidly for t ! 1. So examining the sum to N terms







































Applying the limit (as well as t ! 1), the arguments of the erf and single exp terms
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Clearly, the boundary concentrations will vary with time, unless γ “ 0 – the no flux
condition is correctly given as zero.
2.3.2 Mass transfer
2.3.2.1 Crank’s form – Dirichlet boundary
Spherical mass transfer i.e. the amount of drug diffused through the surface of a















Ūpr, tq r2 dr, (2.3.11)
where Ū “
upr, tq ´ U0
Ua ´ U0
. (2.3.12)
The quantities U0 and Ua are initial condition fprq and constant outer boundary
concentrations respectively. Therefore this form is valid for the Dirichlet case only.
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2.3.2.2 Flux-derived Robin form
Alternatively, the mass transfer can be defined via outward surface flux appropriate to
the outer boundary condition. This method is applicable to all boundary conditions,












































and the eigenvalues are derived from the transcendental λn cotλna “ ´γ.





























































After simplification of the infinite series, this is consistent with (2.3.14).
Chapter 3
Initial and Boundary Value Problems
– Cylindrical Co-ordinates
3.1 Introduction
This chapter considers the diffusion of a drug from a cylindrical delivery device.
Analogous to the previous chapter, the analytic solution is again derived by three
standard methods viz. separation of variables, Laplace transforms and Green’s
functions.
The homogeneous diffusion equation, based on the geometry displayed in Figure

































The quantities used are
u : concentration of drug is a function of t, r, θ and z.
t : time.
r : radial distance from the centre.
θ : azimuthal angle, measured anticlockwise from x` axis.
z : cylindrical height.
D : diffusion coefficient.
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Figure 3.1: The cylindrical coordinate system showing the three independent
spatial reference variables.
3.2 Simple cylindrical diffusion problem


















|upr, tq| ă 8, (3.2.2)





“ 0 for t ą 0. (3.2.3)
IC: upr, 0q “ fprq. (3.2.4)
This is a cylinder that is independent of θ and z. There is no dependent-variable
transformation comparable to the spherical case. However, Smith [105] suggests








for ´8 ă ρ ă ln a. (3.2.5)
The merits of this method are debatable.
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3.2.1 Separation of variables
While the cylindrical differs from the spherical case only in the coefficient of the
singular factor (1 instead of 2), its solution is quite distinct. The ansatz is the same,






ùñ T ptq “ C1 expp´λ
2D tq (3.2.6)
and, after multiplication by r2
r2R2 ` rR1 ` λ2r2R “ 0. (3.2.7)
This is Bessel’s equation order 0 with solution
Rprq “ C2J0pλrq ` C3Y0pλrq. (3.2.8)
The finite center condition requires C3 “ 0 and BC2 provides the transcendental
αJ0pλnaq ´ βλnJ1pλnaq “ 0. (3.2.9)









Evaluation of the Fourier coefficients is completed by using the orthogonality of the
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‰ 0 ùñ A0 “ 0.
(3.2.14)

























where (3.2.3) and (3.2.2) transform to
lim
rÑ0
|ûpr, sq| ă 8 (3.2.17)







Solve resulting non-homogeneous, second-order, linear DE by finding complementary
















ûHpr, sq “ C1J0pξrq ` C2Y0pξrq. (3.2.20)
Variation of parameters using both independent solutions gives the particular solu-
tion























2û, the modified Bessel equation with solution
ûHpr, sq “ C1I0pξrq ` C2K0pξrq, where I and K represent the modified Bessel functions of the
first and second kind respectively; neither are periodic or bounded functions. Hence, despite the
imaginary parameter value, the positive form is preferred.
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As stated in the previous chapter, an approximate solution can generally be found
by numerical inversion algorithms. If an analytic solution is required for a particular
initial condition, then either tables or the method of residues is required. The
increased effort involved in this method indicates it should be used sparingly.
There is a small time, erfc-based solution quoted by Crank [51, pp. 73, 5.24]. Since
the series is clearly complex, when the LHS is real then the imaginary part must




























Valid when r{a is not small. The referenced paper by Carsten and McKerrow [106]































where K is the modified Bessel function of the second kind.
badjusting homogeneous constants to incorporate particular factors.
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3.2.3 Green’s function
We develop the Green’s function gpr, t|ρ, τq for the one dimensional case of cylindrical














δpr ´ ρqδpt´ τq
2πr
, 0 ă r, ρ ă a, 0 ă t, τ, (3.2.29)
together with the boundary and initial conditions
lim
rÑ0
|gpr, t|ρ, τq| ă 8 (3.2.30)





“ 0, 0 ă t, (3.2.31)
gpr, 0|ρ, τq “ 0. (3.2.32)
























where λn is the nth positive root of the transcendental αJ0pλaq ´ βλJ1pλaq “ 0.









where γ “ α
β





















The solution to the second-order DE is given by












Invert directly from tables together with the second shifting theorem to get
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In the Dirichlet boundary case: gpa, t|ρ, τq “ 0, t ą 0, a similar procedure produces
the result











with the λn derived from the transcendental J0pλnaq “ 0.
3.3 Useful pharmaceutical quantities
3.3.1 Outward surface flux




































Change in the summation index reflects that even the Neumann boundary case
would be zero in the fundamental mode (unless the boundary was non-homogeneous).
Instantiation of the eigenvalue and norm quantities pertinent to the particular
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3.3.2 Mass transfer
3.3.2.1 Crank’s Dirichlet form








Ū dA{m8, with Ū “
upr, tq ´ U0
Ua ´ U0
, (3.3.5)
where Ua and U0 represent the constant boundary and initial concentration fprq





















































Ūr dr “ πa2 ;


































` . . . . (3.3.8)
This was used by Peppas [107] to develop his power law approximation for small
time Fickian release.
3.3.2.2 Flux-derived Robin form
Since (3.3.6) depends on Ua constant, indeed zero, it is not applicable to mass transfer
with a Robin (i.e. convective) boundary condition. Instead the outward surface flux
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with the eigenvalues derived from the transcendental
γJ0pλnaq ´ λnJ1pλnaq “ 0.























In the event of a Neumann boundary, γ “ 0, the mass transfer is zero – as ex-
pected.
Chapter 4
Numerical schemes for 1D polar
co-ordinates
4.1 Introduction
The axisymmetric summary is completed by a review of spherical and cylindrical
numerical methods which besides validating analytic results are used to evaluate
situations not amenable to analytic methods.
Mathematical modelling is growing increasingly important in the biological sciences.
It is often referred to as in silico experimentation after Langdon (1987). Some of
the advantages over traditional in vivo and in vitro experimentation are listed
below.
In silico models do not require fabrication and so are cost effective and time
expedient. This allows us to test multiple designs/scenarios quickly and accurately to
assess their relative superiority. The variation of conditions and associated outcomes
can target the selection of laboratory experiments that are most likely to yield
valuable solutions. Further, these models can be sped up or slowed down to more
easily study long- or short-term behaviours. For example, the difference between fast
acting drugs such as analgesics versus slow release drugs such as contraceptives.
Any problem can be studied at different levels of abstraction. Higher abstraction
levels permit better understanding of the behaviours and interactions of high level
components within the system. This can counteract the complexity of the overall
system allowing for hidden patterns and relationships to be exposed.
The entire system may be built based upon this “top-down” technique. This
approach is often referred to as hierarchical decomposition. The models created are
multi-scale, such as atmospheric and global cycling models. The addition of AI/Deep
Learning algorithms to these advanced models can produce astonishing results such
as the recently released Google protein folding algorithm AlphaFold2 [108].
Simulators can also be an effective means of demonstrating concepts to students
or team members.
51
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4.2 Numerical solution by finite difference methods
Due to the similarity of the Spherical and the Cylindrical systems, they can be handled
within the same numerical framework with just a parameter switch χ “ t1, 2u to













, for 0 ă r ă a, (4.2.1)
together with its conditions:
BC1: lim
rÑ0
|upr, tq| ă 8, (4.2.2)





“ 0 for t ą 0, (4.2.3)
IC: upr, 0q “ fprq. (4.2.4)
First note that the model has a singularity at r “ 0. If u is assumed to be











The use of either l’Hôpital’s rule or the Maclaurin expansion provides the substitution











This can also be inferred from the degree of symmetry in the Cartesian form of ∇2u;
i.e. for spherical, uxx “ uyy “ uzz the value is 3, while for cylindrical (disk) it is 2
[105, p.75].
Begin by constructing a uniform, rectangular mesh of points pri, tjq such that
0 “ r0 ă r1, . . . ă rn`1 “ a and 0 “ t0 ă t1 ă . . . ă tm,
with ∆r “ ri`1 ´ ri “
a
n` 1





ui,j « upri, tjq where ri “ i∆r, tj “ j∆t,
to approximate the solution at the appropriate mesh-point pi, jq.
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4.2.1 Explicit Scheme : Forward Euler






pui`1,j ´ 2ui,j ` ui´1,jq `Op∆r2q, (4.2.6)



















pui,j`1 ´ ui,jq `Op∆tq. (4.2.8)
Hence this scheme is generally known as “FTCS”. In order to ensure that the
approximations have similar accuracy, we require that ∆t « ∆r2. Since ∆r ! 1, this
implies that the time mesh must be much finer than the space mesh.
Substituting (4.2.6)-(4.2.8) into (4.2.1) gives
ui,j`1 “ µ p1´ χ{2iqui´1,j ` p1´ 2µqui,j ` µ p1` χ{2iqui`1,j (4.2.9)





Since each subsequent iteration is calculated from a previous step, once the initial
values are well-defined this system is explicit. So, from the initial condition, use
ui,0 “ fpriq “ fi, i “ 0, . . . , n` 1
As already noted, the inner Neumann boundary at r “ 0 is somewhat trickier. In







pu1,j ´ 2u0,j ` u´1,jq `Op∆r2q. (4.2.11)




up0, tjq “ 0 ùñ
u1,j ´ u´1,j
2∆r
“ 0 ùñ u´1,j “ u1,j.
So (4.2.5) becomes
u0,j`1 “ u0,j ` 2p1`χqµpu1,j ´u0,jq “ p1´ 2µp1`χqqu0,j ` 2p1`χqµu1,j. (4.2.12)
ai-mesh doesn’t include endpoints as they will be determined from boundary conditions.
bThe Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy or CFL number, µ, was originally defined for hyperbolic equations,
but has become generalized as a stability indicator for any explicit time scheme[109].
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The process of modelling a Robin condition on the outer boundary is analogous to
the ‘ghost’ point technique used for the center. Given (4.2.3), definec γ “ α
β
. Then




“ 0 ùñ un`2,j “ un,j ´ 2∆rγ un`1,j. (4.2.13)
Substitute into (4.2.9) with i “ n` 1 and ∆r “ a
n`1
to get









This system can be compactly expressed in matrix form if we define
upjq “ pu0,j, u1,j, . . . , un`1,jq
ᵀ.
Then the explicit system can be written asd
upj`1q “ Aupjq, (4.2.15)




















1´p1`χq2µ p1`χq2µ 0 0 ... 0
p1´χ{2qµ 1´2µ p1`χ{2qµ 0 ... 0
0 p1´χ{4qµ 1´2µ p1`χ{4qµ ... 0
...
. . . . . . . . . . . .
...
... ... p1´χ{2iqµ 1´2µ p1`χ{2iqµ
...
...
. . . . . . . . . . . .
...
... ... ... p1´χ{2nqµ 1´2µ p1`χ{2nqµ























Note that the L8-norme of A is unity when 1´p1`χq2µ ě 0 i.e. µ ď 1
2p1`χq
. Thus
the coefficient matrix A is positive semi-definite if µ ď 1
2p1`χq
and would therefore
have all eigenvalues non-negative. This increased restriction on µ is due to the
asymmetry of the matrix. If the matrix was symmetric, then the L2-norm of A is at







ρ2pAq “ ρpAq “ max
i
|λi|.
cIf β “ 0, then un`1,j “ 0, for j “ 0, . . . ,m
dThe system can alternatively be described as upj`1q “ Aupjq ` bpjq where rankpAq “ n ` 1
and bpjq represents the boundary node values at timestep j in terms of (i.t.o. ) interior nodes
or constants, which is a zero vector for a homogeneous BC. As the matrix A is smaller, this is
more efficient in the case of a Dirichlet boundary. When the boundaries are not constant, better to
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The expansion of detpA ´ λIq by the first column shows that 1 ´ p1 ` χq2µ is an
eigenvalue. For stability ‖A‖ ď 1, requires that
|1´ p1` χq2µ| ď 1 ùñ µ ď 1
1`χ




4.2.2 Implicit Scheme : Backward Euler
To get an unconditionally stable scheme we can change the time derivative approxi-






pui,j ´ ui,j´1q `Op∆tq. (4.2.17)
The method is identical to the explicit scheme, except (4.2.17) is used in (4.2.1)
instead of (4.2.8). The result is
´ µ p1´ χ
2i
qui´1,j ` p1` 2µqui,j ´ µ p1`
χ
2i
qui`1,j “ ui,j´1 (4.2.18)
for i “ 1, . . . , n and j “ 0, . . . ,m with µ “ D∆t
∆r2
. When i “ 0, the inner BC is
modelled by
u0,j´1 “ p1` p1` χq2µqu0,j ´ p1` χq2µu1,j.
Expressed in matrix form, and advancing the timestep to reflect the structure (4.2.15)
this system becomesf
Âupj`1q “ upjq. (4.2.19)
The matrix Â is derived from matrix A by replacing µ with ´µ. It is therefore
also tri-diagonal. This is important for the solution as it relies on either the LU
decomposition or Gaussian elimination of Â.
This system is implicit because it requires that we solve a system of equations
at each time step j in order to calculate the next iterate upj`1q. It can be shown
(by von Neumann analysis) that the implicit scheme is stable for any step size i.e.
unconditionally stable in the Lax-Richtmeyer sense of ‖A‖ ă 1 [105, p.99]. However,
it is slightly more intensive computationally.
4.2.3 Implicit Scheme : Crank-Nicolson (C-N)
The Crank-Nicolson scheme is essentially the arithmetic average of the Forward and
Backward Euler methods. It effectively assumes that the PDE can be solved at the
mesh midpoint ti∆r, pj ` 1{2q∆tu which invokes a second-order centred difference for
time. The scheme looks like this
ui,j`1 ´ ui,j “
1
2
µ rpui`1,j`1 ´ 2ui,j`1 ` ui´1,j`1q ` pui`1,j ´ 2ui,j ` ui´1,jqs (4.2.20)
fSimilarly, bpj`1q may be added to RHS if matrix A does not contain boundary rows.
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for i “ 1, . . . , n and j “ 0, . . . ,m with µ “ D∆t
∆r2
.
In matrix form g :
B upj`1q “ C upjq (4.2.21)






















2´p1`χq2µ p1`χq2µ 0 0 ... 0
p1´χ{2qµ 2p1´µq p1`χ{2qµ 0 ... 0
0 p1´χ{4qµ 2p1´µq p1`χ{4qµ ... 0
...
. . . . . . . . . . . .
...
...
. . . p1´χ{2iqµ 2p1´µq p1`χ{2iqµ
...
...
. . . . . . . . . . . .
...
...
. . . . . . p1´χ{2nqµ 2p1´µq p1`χ{2nqµ
















































2`p1`χq2µ ´p1`χq2µ 0 0 ... 0
´p1´χ{2qµ 2p1`µq ´p1`χ{2qµ 0 ... 0
0 ´p1´χ{4qµ 2p1`µq ´p1`χ{4qµ ... 0
...
. . . . . . . . . . . .
...
...
. . . ´p1´χ{2iqµ 2p1`µq ´p1`χ{2iqµ
...
...
. . . . . . . . . . . .
...
...
. . . . . . ´p1´χ{2nqµ 2p1`µq ´p1`χ{2nqµ




















where bn`1 “ 2p1` µqp1` γap2n`2`χq2pn`1q2 q.
This can be solved in a manner similar to (4.2.19), usually by the Thomas
algorithm, but requires more computation. Crank-Nicolson is unconditionally stable,
in fact it can be shown [105, p.92] that the time and space errors are of equivalent
order i.e. Op∆t2q and therefore the fine time mesh constraint is relaxed. However,
it is still susceptible to “noise” around points of discontinuity or corners – as we




pjq ` bpj`1qq may be added to RHS if matrix A does not contain boundary rows.
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4.3 Stability, Consistency and Convergence
By the Lax-Richtmyer equivalence theorem [110]:
Given a properly posed linear IVP U and a linear finite-difference approximation u
that satisfies the consistency condition (4.3.1), then stability of u implies convergence
of u to U as the mesh sizes tend to zero.
A problem is considered well-posed [111] if
1. a solution exists, it is unique.
2. the solution has continuous dependence on initial and boundary conditions.
3. for initial/boundary data arbitrarily close to a discontinuityh, the solution
exists.
4.3.1 Consistency
Consistency is determined by truncation errori Tp,q. Let Upr, tq represent the exact
solution to the PDE LpUpr, tqq “ 0. Let upph, qkq representj the exact solution
to the approximating finite difference equation F puq “ 0. Let vpr, tq P Cm be a
sufficiently differentiable function to allow (the Taylor series expansion of) Lpvq to





Fp,qpvq ´ Lpvp,qq “ 0 at pph, qkq, (4.3.1)
then u is said to be consistent with U .
4.3.2 Fourier (von Neumann) stability analysis





inr, r P r´π, πs. (4.3.2)















einr “ 0. (4.3.3)
hi.e. for which no solution exists.
iTo avoid confusion with i in upcoming Fourier series.
jWhere p, q P N0, h “ ∆r and k “ ∆t.
kThe standard diffusion equation can be obtained from the spherical by variable substitution
U “ r C.
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2 Ûnptq “ 0, (4.3.4)
6 Ûnptq “ Ûnp0qe













Von Neumann’s suggested ansatz Upr, tq “ einr e´iωt gives the dispersion relation
ω “ ´iDn2. Thus, the wave einr is transformed by the growth factor ξpnq “ e´iωpnqt.
Therefore Upr, tq converges when |ξpnq| ď 1, @n. Since U is linear we can choose a




up`1,q ´ 2up,q ` up´1,q
h2
,
ùñ up,q`1 ´ up,q “ µ pup`1,q ´ 2up,q ` up´1,qq , (4.3.7)
where µ “ Dk{h2. Now substitute up,q “ einphξq, where ξ “ e´Dn
2k into (4.3.7) and
divide by einphξq to get
ξ ´ 1 “ µpeinh ´ 2` e´inhq “ µp2 cospnhq ´ 2q “ ´4µ sin2pnh{2q. (4.3.8)
Hence for stability, we require
|1´ 4µ sin2pnh{2q| ď 1 ùñ 4µ sin2pnh{2q ď 2 ùñ µ ď 1{2 (4.3.9)
as we expected.







up`1,q ´ 2up,q ` up´1,q
h2
`






ă 1, @n, (4.3.10)
hence unconditionally stable.
These analytic measures have translated into the metric of stiffness in the language
of numerical schemes. An ODE system is said to be stiff when “stability is more of
a constraint than accuracy”[112]. In the quoted article, Higham and Trefethen note
that stiffness depends on many factors including the IC, the discretization and the
Jacobian matrix of the system.
4.4 Results
All codes in this thesis are listed in Appendix D, where there are also links available
for download. They were compiled under MATLAB™R2017a with Oracle®JAVA
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1.7.0_60-b19 and run on a desktop with the following specifications:
Processor: Intel® Core™ i7-2600K CPU @3.40 GHz
Memory: 16GB DDR3@1333 MHz
Graphics: GeForce™GTX570 rev.2 w/ 1GB GDDR5
Disk: OCZ-Vertex™3 240GB SSD
OS: Ubuntu 16.04LTS
The MATLAB code MPD() uses a Matrix method to evaluate the Polar finite
difference for Diffusion. Several switches allow it to handle
• geometry: X = 1 : cylindrical; X = 2 : spherical
• method: explct = 1 : Forward Euler; explct ‰ 1 : Crank-Nicolson
• boundary: the outer, homogeneous boundary condition αupa, tq ` β urpa, tq “ 0
β “ 0 ùñ Dirichlet
α “ 0 ùñ Neumann
else ùñ Robin
4.4.1 Code summary
MPD() starts by calling the subroutine rtmesh() which uniformly defines the finite
difference domain and variable meshes then initializes by a call to IC1d() allowing
various initial conditions. It then defines the tri-diagonal, calculation matrices – FD()
for explicit or CN() for implicit. It then calls to the analytic comparison codes for
the pertinent geometry.
The code XSph() calculates analytic values for spherical comparison. It uses
the erfc-form for small time (t ! 1) and the exp-form afterwards. The degree of
accuracy is determined by the user input: number of Fourier series terms nz (default
=30). XCyl() does the same thing for the cylindrical comparison. It is a little more
involved as it requires a table of roots from the transcendental equation based on
Bessel functions of the first kind for orders 0 and 1. This is applied by besselzero()
based on the user input of the outer boundary condition parameters α and β. Both
analytic solution codes also return exact outward surface flux and mass transfer
vector solutions for comparison.
After completing the relevant matrix calculations, the values of upr, tq are used to
find numerical flux and mass values. The flux is calculated by adapting Schiesser’s
dss004() routine [113]. This is a fourth-order code utilizing centred difference where
possible and backward difference at the boundaries. Since it is based on a finite
difference scheme it struggles with the initial points, especially during the initial
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burst phase. For this reason the FD-flux values are sent to extrap(); this code creates
an interpolated curve based on pchip, see below, with a much finer time-scale for the
initial 1{20th of the numeric flux. Thus the bi-phasic nature of the flux is dealt with
on two differing time scales. The mass is calculated testing a variety of numerical
integration methods of increasing complexity:
1. trapz(): standard trapezium rule.
2. simp(): standard Simpson’s rule.
3. interpl(): `integral interpolation to approximate a continuous function from
input vector by either method below. The function is then approximated by
adaptive quadrature integral.
(a) spline(): piecewise cubic spline polynomial.
(b) pchip(): piecewise cubic hermite interpolating polynomial.
The runtime is saved by tic-toc before moving onto the graphical output routines
that produce the following suite of six Figures:
1. RadialContour() plots five contours across the radius for p1, 25, 50, 75, 99q
percent of final time tf . The analytic solution is traced in black and is usually
obscured by the numerical curve.
2. RadialLogError() as above, but log |numeric–analytic| error over time.
3. TimeContour() plots five contours over time for p1, 25, 50, 75, 99q percent of
the radius. Again, analytic solution is traced in black.
4. TimeLogError() as above, but log |numeric–analytic| error over radius.
5. Fluxplot1D() subplot(1) numeric vs. analytic flux through the outer boundary;
subplot(2) initial burst mode over time for clearer understanding of burst flux.
Can set zoom to focus on initial 1{nth; subplot(3) log |numeric–analytic| error
over zoom time.
6. MassplotPlus() subplot(1) the four mass transfer methods outlined above and
the analytic values; subplot(2) the log numeric vs. analytic errors.
All values are non-dimensional and normalized, unless noted otherwise.
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4.4.2 Graphical output: explicit scheme
Graphical output is shown in the standard output suite of Figuresl (4.1a)–(4.3b). It
includes contours by time and radius for concentration, outward surface flux and
fractional mass transfer. The log 10 absolute error against analytic solutions for
these quantities is also shown. This accentuates the importance of calibration by
known analytic solutions to explore the analytically inaccessible mixed-boundary
problem.
The example shown below uses 101 space mesh points for the Spherical (X “ 2)
Explicit (explct=1) finite difference with Dirichlet outer boundary and uniform initial
condition. The code minimizes the number of time-steps by keeping the CFL number
µ ă“ 1{3, thus ensuring the optimum accuracy and stability per mesh-size. This
results in 6221 time steps over a time period of 100 days.
The initial condition is set as uniform unit loading U0 “ 1.0 and the value of
D, the diffusion coefficient, reflects the data in Ford-Versypt & Braatz [46]. For
a microsphere of radius a “ 25 µm, D “ 1.5ˆ 10´13 cm2{s. Thus the diffusivitym
α0 “ D{r0
2 “ 0.021 (Dim: T´1), viz. α0 “ 2.4ˆ 10´8 s´1 ˚ 60 ˚ 60 ˚ 24 “ 0.021 d´1.
Hence all time scales represent units of days and the time for 90% mass transfer is
given by 88.3 days; which is consistent with the journal results. As an aside, the
graphs use a custom colour scheme called linspecer() designed to be more easily
distinguished by the human eye [114].
lThe graphs use a custom colour scheme called linspecer() designed to be more easily distinguished
by the human eye [114].
mIn effect, diffusivity represents the diffusion coefficient for a non-dimensional unit radius.
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Figure 4.1: Spherical Explicit Dirichlet contour plots for parameters: nr “
101, tf “ 100, nz “ 50, u0 “ 1 and diffusivity D{r02 “ 0.021 as used in Ford-
Versypt (2014) [46].
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Figure 4.2: Sph.Exp.Dir. log error plots for parameters: nr “ 101, tf “ 100, nz “
50, u0 “ 1, D{r02 “ 0.021.














































(a) Outward surface flux
(b) Fractional mass transfer
Figure 4.3: Sph.Exp.Dir. pharmaceutical quantity plots for parameters: nr “
101, tf “ 100, nz “ 50, u0 “ 1, D{r02 “ 0.021.
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4.4.2.1 Discussion
The concentration curves by radius and time, Figure 4.1a and 4.1b respectively,
closely approximaten – Op´4q – the analytic solution once the radial mesh is fine
enough, say ∆r “ 0.01 . Despite the several thousand time steps, the explicit code
executes rapidly (ă 10 s on Intel® Core™ i7-2600K CPU @3.40 GHz) as there are
no complicated matrix calculations (inversions, decompositions etc.) to perform.
There are several artefacts worth noting: Figure 4.2a shows the initial development
of larger outer radial error (blue curve) being smoothed out in a typical diffusion
style. In Figure 4.2b the early discontinuity and reversal of the outer radial curves
results from the numerical and analytic difficulty in dealing with the discontinuity
between IC and outer BC. The ripple transmits through the solution almost like a
travelling wave. It is somewhat attenuated by using a smooth approximation to the
Heaviside function for initial loading.
The flux calculations shown in Figure 4.3a are generally Op´4q except the first few
time-steps, as witnessed in the log error plot. Given the very short duration of this
error, it does not translate into mass calculation error. The improvement effected by
the dual time-scales and interpolated initial numerical curve is a vast improvement
over finite difference alone, which struggled to maintain accuracy at Op2q for burst
mode! The mass calculations for Figure 4.3b benefit from increased values of nr,
which translates into a very fine time mesh. This lessens the distinction between the
various integration methods to the point where they are indistinguishable. In fact,
under certain circumstances the humble trapz outperforms the fancy and expensive
interpl methods. Trefethen’s SIAM article [115] on this is well worth reading.
4.4.3 Graphical output: implicit scheme
To highlight the versatility of the MPD() code, the results from a cylindrical, Robin-
boundary value problem are shown in the standard output suite of Figures 4.4-4.6.
This is a more complicated scenario to solve accurately and so the number of
eigenvalues derived is increased to nz “ 100; though the benefit to going beyond
nz “ 50 is slight, the extra runtime is minimal. The spatial mesh remains nr “ 101
and the time mesh is now a whopping 104 points. Despite claims that the Crank-
Nicolson scheme is unconditionally stable, ‘ results occur for values of µ « 1. The
value of D, the diffusion coefficient, is included in this model as a scaling/fudge factor
and is set to 0.1 for output convenience. While the C-N scheme involves significantly
more complicated matrix calculations such as inversions and decompositions, the
runtime for this result is about 12.5 s – not much slower than the explicit, Dirichlet
case.
The analytic solution is also more complex since the eigenvalues must be calculated
and play a larger role in the convergence of the more slowly convergent series. Also,
separate calculations for convective boundary flux and mass transfer are necessary –
as outlined in the previous analytic chapters.
nThe ‘big O’ notation is used to indicate that the error is of order 10´4 in this case.
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4.4.3.1 Discussion
The Figures show a general Op´3q accuracy, in other words the code is about 99.9%
accurate. Notable features of a Robin boundary condition shown in the graphs are
the slower decreasing values at the convective boundary seen in Figure 4.4a-4.4b.
Also note the similar sweep of radial error moving inwards over time, Figure 4.5b,
converging to the near horizontal radial error curve (green) at t “ 99% runtime
(Figure 4.5a). The Figures 4.6a and 4.6b both show better accuracy than for the
explicit model, this is likely due to the slower rates of flux and mass transfer witnessed.
The PCH values are now well within the norms of the simpler methods.
4.5 Conclusion
This chapter summarizes the well understood mathematics essential to the exploration
of mixed boundary problems. Linear algebra fundamentals required to utilize
MATLAB have been detailed. The reliance on error margins between analytic and
numerical solution reflects the attempt to calibrate numerical codes. The mixed
boundary solution is unlikely to be closed-form, so tuning the numeric solution will
be key.
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Figure 4.4: Cylindrical Implicit Robin contour plots for parameters: γ “ 1, nr “
101, tf “ 20, nz “ 100, u0 “ 1, D{r02 “ 0.1.
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Figure 4.5: Cylindrical Implicit Robin logarithmic error plots for parameters:
γ “ 1, nr “ 101, tf “ 10, nz “ 100, u0 “ 1, D{r02 “ 0.1.


















































(a) Outward surface flux












































(b) Fractional mass transfer
Figure 4.6: Cylindrical Implicit Robin pharmaceutical quantity plots for param-
eters: γ “ 1, nr “ 101, tf “ 20, nz “ 100, u0 “ 1, D{r02 “ 0.1.
Chapter 5
Hydrogel swelling and shrinking
5.1 Introduction
The swelling (or shrinking) of dosage forms, particularly hydrogels, has been modelled
by dual moving boundary Stefan problems [116]. These complicated systems are
difficult to calculate and rarely have closed-form solutions.
The uniform moving boundary, advection-diffusion-reaction model utilized in this
chapter was first detailed by Crampin et al. (1999) [117] and Pettet et al. (2003)
[118]. This was applied to hydrogel-like swellable polymer drug delivery systems
using 1D Cartesian geometry by Bierbrauer (2005) [119].The details are included
in Appendix A.1.1. Simon et al. (2014) [97] extended the work to axisymmetric
spherical geometry using Laplace transform solutions. The inversion of the Laplace
transform is achieved by the method of residues. They also show it is appropriate
for the modelling of various swellable polymer delivery devices.
In this chapter, the previous work by Bierbrauer and by Simon et al. is reviewed
and extended to the three standard bounded geometries for homogeneous systems.
The use of axisymmetric cylindrical geometry is novel and it is shown that all three
geometries are amenable to a separation of variables approach. This leads to a
general framework for all three standard geometries involving integral kernels.
Methods involving Green’s functions, developed by Özişik [120], allow for the
extension of all three geometries to non-homogeneous systems – time-dependent
boundaries, space- and time-dependent forcing functions. These are presented as
closed form integral equations derived from the Green’s function integral kernels that
admit to numerical integration schemes available in most standard packages. To
this end, the accompanying MAPLE worksheet allows for the modelling of all three
geometries coupled with five kinetic boundaries or combinations of these boundaries.
The utility of Green’s function solutions for PDEs, when they can be found, has long
been recognized in theoretical physics. Indeed, they were a favourite tool of Richard
Feynman and were central to the development of Quantum Field Theory [121].
For convenience of reference, a nomenclature of the quantities in the approximate
order in which they are introduced is provided in Table 5.1.
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5.2 Spherical model
The standard vector form of the advection-diffusion equation is given by
Bu
Bt
“ ∇ ¨ pD∇uq ´∇ ¨ pνuq. (5.2.1)
The first term is the standard Laplacian of self-adjoint diffusion, representing changes
in concentration due to entropy. The second term, divergence of the velocity field,
represents changes in concentration due to fluid flow.
Assuming axisymmetric spherical geometry with constant diffusion and purely











































, 0 ă r ă Rptq. (5.2.2)
Note that the outer, moving boundary is denoted by Rptq and the system is subject
to the boundary and initial conditions
BC1 : upRptq, tq “ 0, t ą 0. (5.2.3)
BC2 : lim
rÑ0
|upr, tq| ă 8, t ą 0. (5.2.4)
IC : upr, 0q “ F prq, 0 ď r ď R0. (5.2.5)
The initial fluid velocity at surface isb
ICν : νpR0, 0q “ ν0. (5.2.6)
BC1 is Higuchi’s ‘perfect sink’ [15] – it assumes the biofluid surrounding the diffusion
device actively transports the drug away rendering the surface concentration zero.
BC2 indicates that flux is the same in every direction and acts away from the
centre.
aThis assumption is justified if uniform mixing of the surrounding fluid assures it is homogeneous.
It implicitly assumes that the drug concentration is likewise homogeneous.
bIncorporated into the Peclet number (Pe), a measure of diffusion vs. advection rate. See
Appendix C.
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Quantity Type Description Dimension
a constant sphere radius L
cn constant* ODE coefficients
fpr, tq function inhomogeneous boundary
gpr, tq function inhomogeneous source/sink
kx constant* geometry eigenvalue adjustment
jn constant* nth Bessel eigenvalue
m constant* max. boundary coefficient
n constant* positive integer eigenvalue
r variable radial distance from the centre L
t variable time T
tf constant final or run time T
ν variable advection rate L{T
w function Stürm-Liouville weight function
x variable* index for geometry
An constant* Fourier series coefficients
u variable drug concentration inside device M{L3
u0 constant initial drug concentration M{L3
D constant diffusion coefficient L2{T
F prq function initial condition M{L3
G function Green’s function
Jn function Bessel 1st kind, order n M
K function integral kernel
M variable fractional mass transfer M
R0 constant initial boundary position L
Rptq variable moving boundary position L
T&Z function SoV time & space equations
V, v variable transform variable LM
β constant mass transfer coefficient L{T
δ function Kronecker delta
γ constant convective boundary coefficient
λ constant* SoV coefficient
λn constant* nth eigenvalue
Λ constant* summation approximation parameter
µ constant boundary growth rate 1{T
η variable* integration dummy
ρ variable dummy space L
σ variable advection gradient 1{T
τ variable dummy time T
υn variable nth term of series
ζ variable Landau radius L
Ψp¨q function moving boundary integral T {L2
sincp¨q function sine cardinal
erfcp¨q function complementary error
Table 5.1: Nomenclature of the quantities used in the approximate order in which
they are introduced. Non-dimensional quantities are denoted: x˚
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5.2.1 Uniform growth
A major assumption of the model is that swelling/shrinking of the delivery device
occurs uniformly throughout the materialc. Further, we know that the centre





The fundamental theorem of calculus assures us that














This allows us to posit the existence of a velocity gradient over the domain that is





Straightforward integration and rearrangement shows that


























This serves to fix and simplify the moving outer boundary – it is a standard method




and t “ t. (5.2.13)
cSimon et al. [97] validated this assumption given small change in fluid density and large fluid
viscosity. It remains an area for criticism since, empirically, the growth of the delivery device
material would occur from the outer edge on contact with the solvent. This is the compromise
required for not solving the Stefan problem.
dUnit boundaries are easily disguised and some solution structure may be lost during transfor-
mation and calculation. Hence, the R0 serves as a ‘characteristic length’ place-holder.
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subject to the boundary and initial conditions
BC1 : upR0, tq “ 0, t ą 0, (5.2.18)
BC2 : lim
ζÑ0
|upζ, tq| ă 8, t ą 0, (5.2.19)
IC : upζ, 0q “ F pζq, 0 ď ζ ď R0. (5.2.20)
It should be noted that a Robin condition, γupR0, tq ` uζpR0, tq “ 0, instead of
(5.2.18) results in a time-dependent transcendental:
λn cotλnR0 “ 1´ γRptq for n P N.
If a convective boundary condition is required, this can be partly side-stepped by
the non-homogeneous BC form of the Green’s function solution.
5.2.3 Simplifying transformations
The first of these removes the third term from the RHS of (5.2.17) by effecting the
transform
vpζ, tq “ R3ptq ¨ upζ, tq. (5.2.21)
The second is a standard conversion from spherical to Cartesian coordinates (removing
the second term from the RHS of (5.2.17))
V pζ, tq “ ζ ¨ vpζ, tq. (5.2.22)
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, 0 ă ζ ă R0, t ą 0, (5.2.26)
subject to the boundary and initial conditions
BC1 : V pR0, tq “ 0, t ą 0, (5.2.27)
BC2 : V p0, tq “ 0, t ą 0, (5.2.28)
IC : V pζ, 0q “ R30 ζF pζq, 0 ď ζ ď R0. (5.2.29)
















The conditions are now in terms of t˚, but otherwise unchanged:
BC1 : sV pR0, t
˚
q “ 0, t˚ ą 0, (5.2.32)
BC2 : sV p0, t˚q “ 0, t˚ ą 0, (5.2.33)
IC : sV pζ, 0q “ R30 ζF pζq, 0 ď ζ ď R0. (5.2.34)
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5.2.4 Solution
Equation (5.2.31) is the bounded heat/diffusion equation whose solution can be
found in any first course on PDEse

















where the eigenvalues are λn “ nπ{R0.
Returning to the original variables we obtain




















This is consistent with the results of Simon et al. [97]
If the IC is uniform, i.e. F pρq “ u0, the more familiar form is












5.3 Axisymmetric cylindrical model
Since many dosage forms are cylindrical, we next examine the case for an axisymmetric
cylinder where the swelling occurs only in the radial direction i.e. uz “ 0.
The model setup is similar to that already discussed for spherical geometry:
Bu
Bt


























eFor convenience, the separation of variables solution is included in Appendix B
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subject to the boundary and initial conditions
BC1 : upRptq, tq “ 0, t ą 0, (5.3.3)
BC2 : lim
rÑ0
|upr, tq| ă 8, t ą 0, (5.3.4)
IC : upr, 0q “ F prq, 0 ď r ď R0. (5.3.5)
The initial fluid velocity at surface is noted as
ICν : νpR0, 0q “ ν0. (5.3.6)




















subject to the boundary and initial conditions
BC1 : upR0, tq “ 0, t ą 0, (5.3.8)
BC2 : lim
ζÑ0
|upζ, tq| ă 8, t ą 0, (5.3.9)
IC : upζ, 0q “ F pζq, 0 ď ζ ă R0. (5.3.10)








































Z 1 ` λ2Z “ 0. (5.3.14)
The Z-DE is multiplied by ζ2
ζ2Z2 ` ζZ 1 ` λ2ζ2Z “ 0. (5.3.15)
Letting χ “ λζ, thus χζ “ λ, gives
χ2Z2pχq ` χZ 1pχq ` χ2Zpχq “ 0. (5.3.16)
fA simplification transformation is unnecessary as the SoV occurs neatly.
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This is Bessel’s equation of order 0, which has solution
Zpχq “ c1J0pχq ` c2Y0pχq ùñ Zpζq “ c1J0pλζq ` c2Y0pλζq. (5.3.17)
The finite condition (5.3.9) requires c2 “ 0, while (5.3.8) provides the transcenden-
tal
ZpR0q “ J0pλnR0q “ 0. (5.3.18)
Define the increasing sequence of eigenvalues as
λn “ jn{R0, n P N. (5.3.19)
where tjnu solve (5.3.18). So the radial eigenfunctions are
Zpζq “ J0pjnζ{R0q. (5.3.20)





















R´2pτqdτ “ 0. (5.3.22)
Hence











Combining with (5.3.20), create a series solution by superposition













To evaluate the Fourier-Bessel coefficients, An, instantiate the IC, orthogonalize with
J0pjnζ{R0q and integrate over ζ, with weight function ζ:
ż R0
0















where the Kronecker delta δm,n “
#
1 if m “ n,
0 else.
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Thus the final solution, in the original variables, is





















R´2pτqdτ and ρ is the integral dummy variable.
If the IC is uniform, i.e. F pρq “ u0, then














5.4 Fractional mass transfer
The most relevant quantity as far as the pharmaceutical industry is concerned is the
rate at which the drug is dispersed into the ambient environment. Mass transfer,









where wprq “ rx is the weight function for the geometry.



























r2 F prqdr. (5.4.2)
Assuming F p¨q “ u0, this yields the far neater formula

















r upr, 0qdr. (5.4.4)
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With F pρq “ u0



























upr, 0q dr. (5.4.6)
Using the Cartesian geometry solution (A.1.17)













substitution and simplification with F prq “ u0 reveals









The pattern is clearly








λ2n, x P t0, 1, 2u. (5.4.9)
Table 5.2 summarizes the geometry dependent details of eigenfunctions, transcenden-
tals and norms.
5.5 Boundary kinetics
Various models for Rptq can now be applied. Simon et al. (2014) [97] investigate
three cases, but omit a logistic style exponential described by Bierbrauer.
5.5.1 Linear swelling
The medium grows with rate µ from an initial radius R0 to final radius mR0.
It does so uniformly in time tf “ pm´ 1q{µ. Define R piecewise as
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Geometry x F pλn r{Rq Source of λn 1{Npλnq
Cartesian 0 cos ppn` 1{2qπ r{Rq cospλnR0q “ 0 2{R
Cylinder 1 J0 pjn r{Rq J0pλnR0q “ 0 2{pJ1pjnqRq2
Sphere 2 sin pnπ r{Rq {r sinpλnR0q “ 0 2{R
































Which, in turn, can be subsituted into (5.4.9) to get
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5.5.2 Exponential swelling (1)
In the Simon et al. model, the medium grows from an initial radius of R10p1´ bq to
R10 with exponential growth rate µ.
Rptq “ R10p1´ b expp´µtqq, 0 ă b ă 1. (5.5.4)
Manipulating this notation to bring it inline with the other models shows
Rp0q “ R10p1´ bq ùñ R10 “ R0{p1´ bq “ mR0
ùñ b “ pm´ 1q{m,

































m´ pm´ 1q expp´µtq
` ln rm´ pm´ 1q expp´µtqsq . (5.5.8)
5.5.3 Exponential swelling (2)
Bierbrauer’s exponential growth is similar to (5.5.4), but is generally slower initially




1` pm´ 1q expp´µtq
, m ą 1, (5.5.9)







p1` pm´ 1q expp´µτqqq2dτ . (5.5.10)
“
2µt` pm` 1q2 ´ r2` pm´ 1q expp´µtqs2
m2R20µ
. (5.5.11)
hµ becomes the “Malthusian” parameter and mR0 the carrying capacity.
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Figure 5.1 shows the radial fluid velocity ν as a function of device radius and time
– the linear mesh implies uniform expansion. Figure 5.2(a) shows the Fourier sum to
Figure 5.1: MAPLE plot of fluid velocity ν associated with logistic boundary
kinetics (5.5.9) from R0 “ 1 to Rmax “ 3 with growth rate µ “ 1 and D “ 0.1.
Note that only the values within the boundary curve are valid.
128 terms with R0 “ 1, Rmax “ 3, µ “ 1, D “ 0.1 and F pρq “ 1 using the logistic
(5.5.9) boundary model. Figure 5.2(b) shows the Fourier-Bessel series solution to
128 terms with F pρq “ 1, R0 “ 1,m “ 3, µ “ 1 and logistic boundary. Note, in both
cases, invalid solutions beyond the boundary and beneath the zero-plane.
5.5.4 Exponential shrinking
It is important to note that in the shrinking cases the advection velocity is reversed.
Thus it occurs in the same direction as the diffusion. Simon et al. [97] offer a simple
shrinking model almost, it seems, as an afterthought. The medium shrinks from R0
to 0 with exponential rate µ.
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5.5.5 Other shrinking models
It should be noted that any of the expansion functions can be modified to produce
shrinkage models, viz. by applying the simple transformationi ω “ 1{m for m ą 1









One idea that has not yet been investigated is using a combination of expansion up
to a stasis, followed by shrinking kinetics to simulate bulk erosion of the delivery
material. The first obstacle to achieving this is finding a smooth way to combine
the two piecewise functions ensuring, at least, first order continuity. Previously, the
hyperbolic tangent function was used in the pr, θq simulations to smooth a Heaviside
boundary. Sartorius has a MATLAB script called blend that was converted to a
MAPLE procedure [123]. It takes two functions, f1ptq and f2ptq, as input together
with a scaling parameterj, d. It then solves to find the point of closest approach
between the functions, t0, and makes the smooth blending function
tr1´ tanh ppt´ t0q{dqs f1 ` r1` tanh ppt´ t0q{dqs f2u
L
2. (5.5.15)
The exponential functions do not require the µ value sign change. Simply set ω “ 1{m.
Instances of these boundary curves and associated values of Ψptq are depicted in
Figure 5.3 for particular values of m,µ,R0 and F prq.
Figure 5.4 shows an example of the blend function with f1 “ cosptq, f2 “ expp´tq
and d “ 1{5. The first derivative of the blend function is clearly continuous and
obviates the need for a piecewise description. However, it does incur a calculation
time penalty as integrals of boundary growth function, Ψptq are now noticably slower.
This is because Maple tries to calculate the integrals symbolically. One option may
be to convert to a numerical scheme by turning blend into a data series. Another is
to convert the code to MATLAB.
iThe ω-factor is just to slow the decay rate so that the effects are more easily visible.
jBehaves like overlap distance.
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(a) Spherical
(b) Cylindrical
Figure 5.2: MAPLE plots of series solutions with R0 “ 1, m “ 3, µ “ 1, F prq “ 1,
to 128 terms with logistic moving boundaries (5.5.9).
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(a) Moving boundary curves: Rptq.
(b) Boundary growth functions Ψptq associated with the above moving boundary curves.
Figure 5.3: MAPLE figures displaying kinetic curves using m “ 3, µ “ 1, R0 “ 1.
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Figure 5.4: Example of blend -ing two functions for C1 smoothness.




1` pm´ 1q expp´µtq
, f2ptq “ m p1´ tanh ppt´ 1.5tf q{kqq {2. (5.5.16)
Figure 5.5a shows the blended profile together with its derivative. Figure 5.5b shows
the advective velocity as a function of outer boundary radius and time.
5.6 Time-dependent diffusion coefficient: Dptq
It seems reasonable to assume that the diffusion rate would increase as the fluid
enters the matrix material, causing reptation and thus allowing easier movement. If
the diffusion coefficient changes as a function of expansion - which is uniform in time
- then, let
sDptq “ DRptq{R0. (5.6.1)







“ T 1 “ sDptq. (5.6.2)














T 1 “ R1T
sD. (5.6.4)
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(a) Blend and its derivative.
(b) Advective velocity for blended profile.
Figure 5.5: The blended combination of a logistic expansion f1ptq and a hyperbolic
tangent decay f2ptq .
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The other transformations can be applied as before to achieve the results – again,
assuming F prq “ u0:


























Similarly the cylindrical geometry is augmented to





















5.7 Green’s function non-homogeneous extension
Özişik [50] describes a powerful method whereby homogeneous separation of variable
solutions can be manipulated to form an integration kernel. These are equivalent to





Kpr, ρ, tqF pρqwpρq dρ, (5.7.1)
where wpρq is the Stürm-Liouville weight function and the integration occurs over
the spatial domain R1, then
Kpr, ρ, tq ” Gpr, t|ρ, τq|τ“0
” Gpr, t|ρ, τq with tÑ pt´ τq “ pt . (5.7.2)
Comparison of the three previously defined solutions with (5.7.1) confirms that
they all conform to the same pattern, generalized as:
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where x P t0, 1, 2u, Fp¨q is the eigenfunction, λn the increasing eigenvalue sequence
and Npλnq the standard L2 norm of the particular system. Table 5.2 provides




R´2χ dχ and now
R “ Rppt q “ Rpt´ τq.
Adapting the proof given by Özişik [120, 334ff.], these Green’s functions can be
used to solve non-homogeneous systems. Suppose a 1D, non-homogeneous, transient
diffusion problem with time- and space-dependent sources gpr, tq, non-homogeneous
(outer) boundary condition fpr, tq and a given initial condition F prq is given by







upr, tq in region R, t ą 0. (5.7.4)




up0, tq “ 0, (5.7.5)
upt, tq “ fpRptq, tq on moving boundary, (5.7.6)
upr, 0q “ F prq, (5.7.7)























Gpr, t |ρ, τq
˙
|ρ“Rptq dτ. (5.7.8)
The first term represents the effect of the initial condition, the second reflects the
influence of source/sink terms and the third term is the effect of the inhomogeneous
(moving) boundary condition. Further, by employing the product property of Green’s
functions, additional spatial dimensions can be appended to extend these formulas to
2D, i.e. upr, z, tq and upr, φ, tq for cylindrical and spherical respectively. The lack of
complete separation of azimuthal θ-values in the eigenfunctions of the 3D formulae
means that this method cannot be extended further [120].
5.7.1 Summation approximation
The following section is included to show that a single term, single parameter (Λ)
approximation to the infinite series solution is analytically possible for all three
kAnalogous to thermal conductivity, β “ 9nA
L
A∆uA rL{T s, 9nA – mass transfer rate rmol{T s,
A – effective mass transfer area rL2s, ∆uA – concentration gradient rmol{L3s.
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geometries. It follows in the footsteps of the Korsmeyer-Peppas type simplification










1. it consists of positive, monotonically decreasing terms.









3. due to the nature of Mptq, the improper integral must be finite.
Therefore the sum can be estimated by the lower and upper bounds of the Cauchy














Notice that all the eigenvalues of interest fit the pattern: λn “ pn´ kxqπ.
For Cartesian and spherical cases this is trivial, k0 “ 1{2, k2 “ 0 respectively. It is
less obvious for the cylindrical case since the Bessel roots must be approximated by
jn « pn´ 0.24qπ, see Appendix D for details.























































DΨ pN ´ kxqπ “
?
DΨλN . Proceed with integration by parts,
using


























































having made use of the complementary error function, erfcptq “ 1´ erfptq.







































Finally, after instantiation of N “ 1, substitution into (5.4.9) reveals


















































where λ1{π ă Λ ă 1` λ1{π.
5.8 Conclusion and future work
In this chapter, previous work by Bierbrauer (Cartesian) and Simon et al. (Spherical)
is generalised to include all three standard geometries, viz. slab, cylindrical and
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spherical. The generalisation is extended by the use of Green’s function integral ker-
nels to include non-homogeneous source/sink terms and non-homogeneous boundary
conditions. The accompanying MAPLE worksheet allows for interactive exploration
of the use of uniform moving boundaries to the application of controlled release
delivery devices. The efficacy of single term solutions is investigated by parameter
estimation based on upper and lower bounds described by Cauchy’s integral test.
While they are effective indicators of long time behaviour, the small time burst mode
benefits from deeper summation.
An extension to this work could involve incorporating a second partial differential
equation to model the stagnant layer. A multilayer, moving boundary model incor-
porating central glassy region that decays and outer rubbery region that expands to
a max, is stable for some release time and then decays based on the size of the inner
glassy region may also be possible based on the Green’s function formulation.
Chapter 6
Polar Initial and Boundary Value
Problem
6.1 Formulation of the problem
The diffusion equation in polar cylindrical co-ordinates can be derived ([93, p.17],[51,
p.5]) from the Cartesian form by the coordinate transformation
x “ r cos θ, y “ r sin θ, z “ z.
































for t ą 0, 0 ď r ď a, 0 ď θ ď 2π, 0 ď z ď 2l and where the Di – diffusion coefficients
in the radial, azimuthal and axial directions – may be variable. If the diffusion is
purely radial and azimuthal and if the diffusion coefficient is uniform and constanta,



















The concentration is subject to the initial condition
upr, θ, 0q “ F pr, θq for 0 ď r ď a and 0 ď θ ď 2π (6.1.3)
aThis assumes the material is homogeneous and isotropic.
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with radial boundary conditions
lim
rÑ0
|upr, θ, tq| ă 8 for 0 ď θ ď 2π, (6.1.4)
αupa, θ, tq ` β
B
Br
upa, θ, tq “ 0 for 0 ď θ ď 2π, α ¨ β ą 0, (6.1.5)
for t ą 0. The condition on α and β ensures that the convective boundary flow is
outward.
Additionally, two azimuthal boundary conditions are required
upr, θ, tq “ upr, θ ` 2π, tq for 0 ď r ď a, (6.1.6)
B
Bθ
upr, θ, tq “
B
Bθ
upr, θ ` 2π, tq for 0 ď r ď a. (6.1.7)
These periodic conditions ensure that the values of upr, θ, tq and B
Bθ
upr, θ, tq are
continuous over any 2π interval. This is equivalent to having C1 continuity i.e. a
continuously differentiable solution. This is generally the case on a sector of 2π, a
disk, for which the azimuthal diffusivity is uniform and constant. The introduction of
radially-oriented barriers, mimicking a sector of less than 2π, nullifies these conditions
as described later in the analysis of azimuthal symmetry in the diatom disk model
Section 9.1.6.
This will allow for the application of a mixed outer radial boundary condition to
simulate the holes in the frustrum of the diatom. The existence of an occluded outer
boundary means that internal flux can no longer be purely radial. The azimuthal flux
component is not explicitly calculated as we require only the outward surface flux at
the boundary, which by definition is normal to the surface and therefore radial.
6.2 Method of solution
Using separation of variables, let
upr, θ, tq “ ϕpr, θqT ptq “ RprqΘpθqT ptq. (6.2.1)


















Without loss of generality, (w.l.o.g.), it may be assumed that λ2 ě 0 since negative
values result in exponential blow-out of the first order T -ODE solution
T ptq “ C exp´λ2Dt. (6.2.3)
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The second part, usually referred to as the Helmholtz equation, simplifies to












Here, (6.2.4) produces two linear differential equations – one in the radial variable,
the other in the angular variable:
r2R2prq ` rR1prq ` pr2λ2 ´ µ2qRprq “ 0 (6.2.5)
and
Θ2pθq ` µ2Θpθq “ 0. (6.2.6)
It is important to note that the separation of variables technique does not presuppose
the separation constants are positive, indeed imaginary eigenvalues are prevalent
in electromagnetic theory. However, here it may be assumed that µ2 ě 0 since
negative values, indicating imaginary eigenvalues, result in a solution to (6.2.6) which
contradicts the periodicity condition (6.1.6). Table 6.1 summarizes the consequences
of separation constants µ “ n and λ. Negative values of either lead to results which
contradict a boundary condition.
r2R2prq ` rR1prq ` pr2λ2 ´ n2qRprq “ 0













rnpbn sinnθ ` cn cosnθq pAn cos nθ `Bn sin nθqJnprλnq













n2 ă 0 c1 coshnθ ` c2 sinhnθ ùñ Fails (6.1.6)
Table 6.1: Separation constant values and their consequences.
6.2.1 Angular solution
The solution to the second order DE (6.2.6) is well-documented as [120, p. 53]
Θpθq “ A cospµθq `B sinpµθq, µ ą 0, A,B ‰ 0, (6.2.7)
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where the non-zero constraint on A or B is required for eigenfunction existence.
Suppose µ R N, then
f cpθq “ cospµpθ ` 2πqq ´ cospµθq, f spθq “ sinpµpθ ` 2πqq ´ sinpµθq (6.2.8)
are both non-zero. Further, the periodicity requirements (6.1.6,6.1.7) imply that
Af cpθq `Bf spθq “ 0 (6.2.9)
and
´µAf spθq ` µBf cpθq “ 0. (6.2.10)
Combining these into matrix form shows
˜
f cpθq f spθq









f cpθq f spθq
´µf spθq µf cpθq
¸
(6.2.12)
is singular, else multiplication of both sides of (6.2.11) by M´1 contradicts the
assumption that A and B are not both zero. Hence, for a non-trivial solution, the
matrix must have zero determinant. Therefore
µprf cpθqs2 ` rf spθqs2q “ 0. (6.2.13)
But this implies either f cpθq “ f spθq “ 0 or µ “ 0, a contradiction. Therefore the
original assumption is false and µ P N.
Hence, the solution to (6.2.6) is
Θnpθq “ An cospnθq `Bn sinpnθq, n P N. (6.2.14)
Note that for all n, the Θnpθq Fourier components form an orthogonal basis on
θ P rc, c` 2πs, @c P R.
The case µ “ 0 produces the degenerate second order DE Θ20 “ 0 which has a
linear solution. The periodicity requirements show that the only non-trival solution
is a constant. Thus
Θ0pθq “ A0. (6.2.15)
This is the (angular) µ-fundamental mode.
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6.2.2 Radial fundamental mode
Suppose the separation constant λ “ 0. The exponential transient factor (6.2.3) is
constant, effectively yielding a steady-state solution – which one would expect to equal
the outer boundary valueb, unless there is a no-flux outer boundary condition.




2Rn “ 0, (6.2.16)
an Euler-Cauchy equation.
For n “ 0, (6.2.16) is the degenerate equation r2R2 ` rR1 “ 0, whose characteristic
equation has repeated zero roots, viz. d0 ` e0 ln r.















`e0 ln rq, n “ 0,





´nq, n2 ą 0.
(6.2.18)
Lower-case constants are chosen to avoid conflating the steady-state term(s) with
the Bessel terms. Condition (6.1.6) implies that b0 “ 0. Further, the terms ln r and
r´n become unbounded as r Ñ 0. Therefore, for condition (6.1.4) to be satisfied,




npaq “ 0. (6.2.19)
We note here that, for the convective boundary to flow outwards, the signs of α and









c0, n “ 0,
pαan ` βnan´1qpbn sinnθ ` cn cosnθq, n ą 0.
(6.2.20)
The n “ 0 expression is trivially satisfied unless a Neumann condition is active i.e.
α “ 0, in which case the constant c0 must be evaluated.
For n ą 0,
αan ` βnan´1 “ 0 ùñ n “ ´aα{β ă 0 ,
therefore bn “ cn “ 0 and the only solution is trivial.
bElse a flux would exist and therefore no steady-state.
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6.2.3 Radial solution
Given that µ “ n P N0, (the non-negative Integers), the values of λ depend on n. So,











´ n2qRnprq “ 0, (6.2.21)
which has a solution of the form
Rnprq “ CnJnpλnrq((((
(((`EnYnpλnrq, n P N0. (6.2.22)
For the condition (6.1.4) to be satisfied Ynpλnrq must be discarded as it becomes
unbounded as r Ñ 0. Consequently, En is set equal to 0.
6.3 Eigenvalue transcendentals





Jnpλnaq “ 0, (6.3.1)
which gives αJnpλnaq ` β λn2 rJn´1pλnaq ´ Jn`1pλnaqs “ 0, 17.10.1#7, (6.3.2)
leading to αJnpλnaq ` βrnaJnpλnaq ´ λnJn`1pλnaqs “ 0, 17.10.1#5. (6.3.3)
The last form is preferred as it employs just two explicit orders of Bessel functions
rather than three. The criticism can be levelled that it tacitly excludes zero eigenvalues
since it involves division by λn.
Referring to Figure 6.1, we note that when n “ 0, (6.3.2) gives
αJ0pλ0aq ´ βλ0J1pλ0aq “ 0, (6.3.4)




rJ0pλ1aq ´ J2pλ1aqs “ 0, (6.3.5)
for which zero is a trivial eigenvalue. For n ą 1, the zero eigenvalue makes (6.3.2)
tautological, hence trivial. Thus the only time we need be cognizant of the zero
eigenvalue is for the Neumann boundary as noted by Özişik [120, p. 53]. So the
cThe following Bessel relations are utilized:
17.10.1#7 : Jν´1pxq ´ Jν`1pxq “ 2
d
dxJνpxq,
17.10.1#5 : xJν´1pxq ´ xJν`1pxq “ 2νJνpxq.
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(a) Bessel functions of 1st kind, orders
{0,1,2,3}. (b) (6.3.2) for n “ t0, 1, 2u, α “ β “ 1.
Figure 6.1: MAPLE output pertinent to eigenvalue transcendentals.
transcendental equation for the eigenvalue solutions can be expressed by
paα ` nβqJnpλnaq ´ βλnaJn`1pλnaq “ 0. (6.3.6)
Letting γ “ α{β, β ‰ 0, the more compact form is
λna Jn`1pλnaq
Jnpλnaq
“ aγ ` n. (6.3.7)
For each order n ě 0, the roots of this transcendental are countably infinite [125,
p. 370], so we introduce dual subscript notation
λn1 ă λn2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă λnk ă . . . .
Noting that (6.3.7) is not valid for β “ 0, i.e. Dirichlet outer BC, the transcendental
becomes
Jnpλnkaq “ 0. (6.3.8)
6.4 General solution
The principle of superposition is used to obtain linear combinations of the steady-
stated, the fundamental solution and its harmonics as a dual Bessel-Fourier se-
dWhich is only non-trivial if a no-flux Neumann boundary is present.
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ries,







Jnpλnkrq pAnk cosnθ ` Bnk sinnθq expp´λ
2
nkDtq, (6.4.1)
where c0 “ 0 for α ‰ 0. Note that the fundamental mode has been incorporated into
the n´series, hence Bnk “ 0.
6.4.1 Fourier-Bessel coefficients
Applying (6.1.3) gives







Jnpλnkrq pAnk cospnθq ` Bnk sinpnθqq . (6.4.2)
Using Dennemeyer’s notation we define the eigenfunctions
ϕCnkpr, θq “ Jnpλnkrq cospnθq and ϕ
S
nkpr, θq “ Jnpλnkrq sinpnθq. (6.4.3)
Making use of the orthogonality of the eigenfunctions together with the weight





















ml dθ rdr “ 0 @pm, lq ‰ pn, kq. (6.4.4)




























F pr, θqϕSnk dθ rdr. (6.4.6)
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2 dr, k P N,
which also holds for 6.4.6.
6.4.2 Bessel orthogonality integral
The evaluation of the Fourier-Bessel series requires the following result. If the outer
boundary condition is
αupa, θ, tq ` β
B
Br
upa, θ, tq “ 0,



















J2npλnkaq, β ‰ 0.
a2
2
J2n`1pλnkaq, β “ 0.
(6.4.7)
Proof. The proof is modified from that shown in [126, p. 346]. Let k be some
fixed, but arbitrary, positive integer and define y “ Jnpλkrq. Then Bessel’s DE in
self-adjoint form, where the prime 1represents d
dr




` λ2k ry “ 0, (6.4.8)
with yp0q ă 8 and pγy ` y1q|r“a “ 0. (6.4.9)




pry 1q1 ¨ ry1 dr “ 2
ż a
0
pn2 ´ λ2k r
2














The latter being achieved by integration by parts of the RHS.
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ry2 dr “ pry1q2
∣∣
r“a





















































producing the first result of (6.4.7). It is noted that with γ “ 0, this represents
the orthogonality relation for a Neumann type boundary condition. In the event






























Therefore, from 6.4.5 with β ‰ 0, we have
Ank “
2λ2nk
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and for n “ 0
A0k “
λ20k


















F pr, θqϕSnk r drdθ, n, k P N.
(6.4.19)








F pr, θq dθ rdr. (6.4.20)
6.4.3.2 Dirichlet BC








F pr, θqϕCnk r drdθ, n, k P N, (6.4.21)
and for n “ 0
A0k “
1














F pr, θqϕSnk r drdθ, n, k P N. (6.4.23)
For Dirichlet BC, c0 “ 0.
6.5 Useful pharmaceutical quantities
6.5.1 Outward surface flux


















ˆ pAnk cospnθq ` Bnk sinpnθqq expp´λ
2
nkDtq (6.5.1)
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Some simplification is possible by substitution of the transcendental. This yields
























In the event of a uniform or axisymmetric initial condition this yields the same results
as the 1D formulae. The non-zero order Bessel function coefficients all collapse to
zero. If the initial condition is non-axisymmetric, e.g. fpr, θq “ p1´ r2qp1´ cosnθq,
then non-zero coefficients exist for Bessel orders 0 and n. Figure 6.2 shows output
from the Maple worksheet NonAxiDiskCheck.mw. The order 0 coefficients form an
alternating sequence while the harmonic values, here n “ 1, are strictly negative and
oscillatory. They both converge rapidly.
Figure 6.2: Fourier-Bessel coefficient sequences for fundamental (order 0) and
harmonic (order 1) eigenvalues; Robin boundary with γ “ 1.
6.5.2 Mass transfer
6.5.2.1 Crank’s Dirichlet form











upr, θ, tq ´ U0
Ua ´ U0
dθ rdr, (6.5.3)
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where Ua and U0 represent the constant boundary and initial concentration F pr, θq “
gprq ¨ hpθq respectively. If the IC is not constant, then the calculation becomes
cumbersome and a flux derived solution is preferred. For the perfect sink condition






















































6.5.2.2 Flux-derived Robin form
With a Robin boundary condition, the outward surface flux derivation of mass



























Jnpλnaq ´ λnJn`1pλnaqs “ 0.
Since µptq represents the flux per unit boundary, mptq “ 2πa ¨ µptq. The total






r F pr, θqdθdr.




















In the event of a Neumann boundary, γ “ 0, the mass transfer is again zero.
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6.6 Conclusion
While this is a well traveled area of mathematics, the intrinsic bias to Cartesian
coordinate systems means that even Crank does not contain the formulas derived
here, though Özişik does have some [50]. The formulas derived are vital for the
development of the full 3D cylindrical solutions as well as the numerical models





The effort to find a closed-form analytic solution to the mixed boundary problem
based on a Laplace transform with a residue inversion was judged to be flawed
by Professor Frank de Hoog of CSIROa A method of modelling a mixed boundary
problem might be to introduce a θ´dependent outer boundary conditionb. That
idea is developed here, with the help of the method shown in Jain et al. [127].
The problem is as outlined in (6.1.2)-(6.1.4), but let the outer boundary condition
now be
αupa, θ, tq ` β B
Br
upa, θ, tq “ gpθq, α ě 0, β ą 0, for 0 ď θ ď 2π. (7.1.1)
This is clearly an inhomogeneous boundary, but it is the only one – the periodic,
(6.1.6)-(6.1.7), and finite, (6.1.4), conditions are considered homogeneous [127]. The
transient problem will always have an inhomogeneous IC. Since the separation of
variables method is only valid for a single inhomogeneous condition, we associate
the inhomogeneous BC with a steady-state BVP while the inhomogeneous IC is
associated with the transient solution. The superposition principle can then be
utilized to combine these solutions. Assume an ansatz of the form
upr, θ, tq “ pupr, θ, tq ` ūpr, θq, (7.1.2)
where the inhomogeneous boundary is now
α ūpa, θq ` β
B
Br
ūpa, θq “ gpθq. (7.1.3)
aPersonal correspondence Aug 2019.
bConversation with Dr. Bronwyn Hajek, University of South Australia.
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The solution pu represents the homogeneous, entire boundary solution calculated
previously (6.4.1), with the important modification that the IC is now
pupr, θ, 0q “ fpr, θq ´ ūpr, θq. (7.1.4)
7.2 Steady state solution




















ūpr, θ ` 2πq for 0 ď r ď a (7.2.3)
lim
rÑ0
|ūpr, θq| ă 8 for 0 ď θ ď 2π (7.2.4)
αūpa, θq ` β
B
Br
ūpa, θq “ gpθq for 0 ď θ ď 2π. (7.2.5)
Standard separation of variables applied to (7.2.1) yields periodic solution (6.2.14),
Θnpθq “ An cos nθ `Bn sin nθ, n P N.

















Application of (7.2.4) forces C2 “ 0. Recall from (6.2.18) that when n “ 0 the
resulting degenerate ODE has repeated roots. However, the ln r term is similarly
dismissed by (7.2.4) so that only the constant term As0 remains. Combining and





rn pAsn cosnθ `B
s
n sinnθq . (7.2.8)
Accordingly, the inhomogeneous outer BC (7.2.5) now gives




an pα ` nβ{aq pAsn cosnθ `B
s
n sinnθq. (7.2.9)
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gpθ1qdθ1, α ‰ 0,








and similarly for Bsn,
Bsn “
1




Substitution of (7.2.11) and (7.2.12) into (7.2.8) leads to












gpθ1q cosnpθ ´ θ1qdθ1. (7.2.13)
7.3 Transient solution
Returning to the homogeneous problem pu, we can use the general solution (6.4.1),
viz.











Initially, since a homogeneous Neumann (‘no flux’) condition implies no mass transfer
– a situation that is of no interest in controlled release – it was assumed the constant
c0 could be ignored. This is a blunder! From (6.2.18) we know that λm“0,k“0 “ 0
is a non-trivial eigenvalue only when α “ 0 and β ‰ 0. In this case, the Neumann













So the constant term is either c0, pα “ 0q or As0, pα ‰ 0q.
The solution method is analogous to that described in Section 6.3 - 6.4.3. Using
IC (7.1.4) in (7.3.1), we have







Jmpλmkrq pAmk cosmθ ` Bmk sinmθq .
(7.3.3)
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The λmk are an increasing sequence of positive roots satisfying the transcendental
given by the homogeneous outer BC (6.3.6),
pα ` βm{aqJmpλmaq ´ βλmJm`1pλmaq “ 0. (7.3.5)














a2pγ2 ` λ2mkq ´m
2
, where γ “ α{β. (7.3.7)
7.4 Series solution
Putting it all together leads to the final solution







































pupr, θ, 0q rdrdθ {πa2, α “ 0.
(7.4.2)
When α “ 0 (Neumann), λ0 “ 0 is a valid eigenvalue. The transient radial eigenval-
ues, λmk, are determined by (7.3.5). The Fourier-Bessel coefficients, Amk and Bmk,
are as detailed by (7.3.4) with appropriate norms from (7.3.6) or (7.3.7). Note that
the double summation series includes the fundamental mode term m “ 0 as well as
the harmonic modes as the Fourier-Bessel coefficients have not yet been resolved.
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7.5 Test cases
This chapter is concluded by examining two test cases to evaluate the effectiveness of
this method. The first uses a Dirichlet boundary exhibiting θ´dependence similar in
form to the example used in Jain et al. [127]. The second attempts to solve a Fourier
series approximation to a mixed Neumann boundary based on the Heaviside step
function. This form is similar to the original mixed boundary condition, for which
the Laplace transform solution was judged to be invalid on inspection by Frank de
Hoog.
7.5.1 Continuous, θ-dependent, Dirichlet BC
Dirichlet (α “ 1, β “ 0), the IC is upr, θ, 0q “ u0 and the outer boundary is set
as
gpa, θq “ u0θp2π ´ θq{π
2. (7.5.1)
So a perfect sink condition exists only at gpa, πq “ 0 and the symmetric and
monotonically increasing values towards gpa, 0q “ gpa, 2πq “ u0 present a reduced
boundary diffusion gradient culminating in an initial zero gradient at θ “ 0. It is
noted that the periodic boundary 0´ 2π, while continuous, is not smooth. One may
draw the interpretation that a delivery device has a radially preferential diffusion
gradient ranging from a perfect sink to an initial zero flux condition. This could
represent a differentially permeable membrane of a liposome, for instance, with a
hole situated at the perfect sink, θ “ π. It is to be expected that the majority of the
mass flux occurs via this region. A valid criticism of this example is that once the
interior values fall, a diffusion gradient that is inward will exist from θ “ 0.






















































Bmk “ 0. (7.5.7)
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Assembling the solution leads to







































7.5.2 Mixed, Neumann θ-boundary
Let the initial condition be uniform constant u0 and the outer BC be given by
gpθq “ ωp1´Hpθ ´ πqq with α “ 0, β “ 1, i.e.
B
Br
upa, θ, tq “ ωp1´Hpθ ´ πqq (7.5.9)
Where ω is a flux scaling parameter. Note that the Fourier expansion for the
Heaviside function is






































, ν “ 2n´ 1. (7.5.12)
Thus the adjusted initial condition for the transient solution becomes
pupr, θ, 0q “ u0 ´ ūpr, θq. (7.5.13)








































where the Robin-Bessel norm with γ “ 0 has been instantiated.







sinmθ dθ “ 0, except when m “ 0, the entire expression






























where ν “ 2n ´ 1, n P N. Similarly, the second term factor sin νθ ensures that
Amk “ 0, since
ş2π
0
cosmθ sin νθ dθ “ 0 for every positive m. Thus all harmonic






















































So the solution can be presented as










































where the harmonic eigenvalues are determined by
νJνpλνaq ´ λνaJν`1pλνaq “ 0, ν P t1, 3, 5, . . .u. (7.5.19)
This affords the further simplification
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7.6 Conclusion
This is a classic but cumbersome method which requires careful choice of the bound-
ary inhomogeneity gpθq. It can yield a closed form solution but a discontinuity
such as a Heaviside function becomes an infinite series. This requires intensive
double summation and is prone to the Gibbs phenomenon. A brief analysis of the
relationships within this large array of eigenvalues and their effect on the norms
required to evaluate the Fourier-Bessel coefficients is available in the Appendices,
Appendix A.0.3. A neater, more universal solution form would be preferable and is





In this chapter the linear algebra and numerical methods necessary for the evalu-
ation of azimuthal variable θ´dependent initial and boundary value problems are
investigated. The failure to find a Laplace transform/residue inversion solution to
the Heaviside mixed boundary formulation means that the numerical models must
be thoroughly vetted against known solutions (and one another) before extension to
the mixed boundary. This chapter is a testing ground for the accuracy of various
numerical models. As such the ‘currency’ is error, so many of the figures focus on
the discrepancies between numeric and analytic solutions.
Numerous models have been constructed for this problem. These began with easier
methods based on second order forward-time, centered-space (FTCS) finite difference
schemes of Smith [105]. Fourth order schemes derived from Schiesser’s dss() routines
were incorporated into the Method of Lines (MoL) codes but proved ponderously slow
at finer scales. Various analytic solutions were coded into eigen-function summation
series procedures for calibration. The work culminates with the second and fourth
order Laplacian block matrix codes which prove to be rapid and robust. After further
calibration with known analytic solutions, these are utilized to examine the mixed
boundary problem. This serves as the basis for the ‘long’ or ‘string’ diatom model
in Chapter 9 and 10, investigating the effects of pore size and placement on drug
delivery rates.
Following the suggestions of examiner Jovanoski, the earlier work, calibration
exercises and much of the code-centric discussion has been migrated to Appendix D,
in an attempt to keep the chapter more application focused.
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The solution is subject to the initial condition
upr, θ, 0q “ F pr, θq for 0 ď r ď a and 0 ď θ ď 2π (8.1.2)
with boundary conditions
upr, θ, tq “ upr, θ ` 2π, tq for 0 ď r ď a, (8.1.3)
B
Bθ
upr, θ, tq “
B
Bθ
upr, θ ` 2π, tq for 0 ď r ď a, (8.1.4)
lim
rÑ0
|upr, θ, tq| ă 8 for 0 ď θ ď 2π, (8.1.5)
αupa, θ, tq ` β
B
Br
upa, θ, tq “ 0 for 0 ď θ ď 2π, (8.1.6)
when t ą 0.
The numerical methods are used to establish a solution to the Heaviside mixed-
boundary problem in Section 8.3. Technical obstacles are outlined, particularly the
treatment of the central singularity.
A number of texts on numerical methods have been used [128–134]. A few of
these highlight problems involving periodic boundaries [135, 136], fewer still those
with mixed boundaries [137].
8.2 Finite difference schemes for non-axisymmetric
disk
While it is possible to map a circular domaina onto a Cartesian coordinate system [138]
and solve the transformed problem by standard px, yq finite difference methods, this is
not a very satisfactory solution, especially when derivative boundary conditions exist.
Instead we investigate the explicit finite difference scheme in polar coordinates.
Begin by creating a mesh composed of radial annuli r “ i ˚ h, i P N and azimuthal
lines θ “ j ˚ δθ, j P N0 as depicted in Figure 8.1. The PDE (8.1.1) for the point pi, jq
















pui,j`1 ´ 2ui,j ` ui,j´1q
pδθq2
, (8.2.1)
aUsually an annulus as the singular point would map onto an entire line boundary.
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Figure 8.1: Finite difference mesh in polar coordinates. Used with permission
[105].
where all the values on the RHS are for timestep k with i “ 1, . . . , n; j “ 0, . . . ,m
and there are known boundary conditions for i “ 0, i “ pn ` 1q and j “ 0 or,





















pui,j`1 ` ui,j´1q. (8.2.2)
Co-opting the inner BC singluarity treatment from Chapter 4, (4.2.5), and noting




0 “ p1´ 4µqu
pkq
0 ` 4µ su
pkq
1 . (8.2.3)
The annulus u1,j consists of m` 1 distinct points for θ. Following the suggestion of












This facilitates the time step calculation for the singularity and avoids the computa-
tional instability that would otherwise develop.
For the purposes of setting up the problem, we first assume that the outer boundary
is a perfect sink condition upa, θq “ 0. Note also that the periodic boundary condition
means that ui,0 “ ui,m`1.
To express the problem in matrix form we define, for each timestep k,
upkq “ pu1,0, u1,1, u1,2, . . . , u1,m, u2,0, . . . , u2,m, . . . , un,0, . . . , un,mq
ᵀ. (8.2.5)
Then the explicit system can be written as
upk`1q “ Aupkq ` bpkq, (8.2.6)
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where bk represents the boundary node values at timestep k.
The construction of the matrix A is a careful affair. Referred to as a block matrix,
it is an n ˆ n matrix of pm ` 1q ˆ pm ` 1q radial elements whose main diagonal























µIm`1 . . . 0
0








... . . . . . . . . .
...
















The super-diagonal represents ui`1,j while the sub-diagonal shows ui´1,j. The 0














1´ 2µ´ 2η η 0 0 . . . η
η 1´ 2µ´ 2η η 0 . . . 0
0 η 1´ 2µ´ 2η η . . . 0
... . . . . . . . . . . . .
...
0 . . . 0 η 1´ 2µ´ 2η η














where η “ µ{piδθq2. Notice that the top-right and bottom-left elements are ‘wrap-
arounds’ reflecting the periodic boundary condition. This is a variant of a tri-diagonal
(sort of Toeplitz) matrix called a circulant in Strang [136, p.58].
The process of modelling a Robin condition on the outer boundary is similar to
the ‘ghost’ point technique used in Section 4.2.1. Using a central difference for each
boundary node un`1,j, the BC (8.1.6) is
un`2,j ´ un,j
2h
` γun`1,j “ 0 ùñ un`2,j “ un,j ´ 2hγ un`1,j, (8.2.9)
where γ “ α{β. Substitution into (8.2.2) for i “ n` 1 leads to
u
pk`1q



























pun`1,j`1 ` un`1,j´1q, (8.2.10)
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where h “ a{pn` 1q, δθ “ 2π{pm` 1q and ηn`1 “ µ ppm` 1q{r2πpn` 1qsq2. So each
future point is well-defined from a mesh of four prior points.
The conversion method for the implementation of Crank-Nicholson schemes is as
follows:
1. Substitute µÑ ´µ in block A to produce matrix for implicit scheme M.
2. Combine the average of the explicit and implicit schemes for Crank-Nicholson.
3. Solve using A ˚ up:, t` 1q “M ˚ up:, tq
These allow larger time steps, without compromising accuracy, and hence evaluate
much faster.
8.2.1 Block matrix
In MATLAB, the construction of matrix A, Equation (8.2.7) requires the kron()
function. This calculates the Kronecker tensor productb of two matrices. For second
order (Taylor series expansion) this creates a septa-diagonal matrix composed of
three distinct units: B, I ´ and I`. The B unit includes the radial values together
with the corner circulants. The I´ and I` units form the sub- and super-diagonals
of the azimuthal values as displayed in Figure 8.2a.
8.2.1.1 The fourth order block matrix
While it is a relatively easy operation to extend the outer boundary condition
to fourth order backward difference –indeed, a fourth order boundary is used in
LapOp2() to increase accuracy of the surface flux calculation– debugging the details
of the inner machinations of the fourth order block matrix itself would have been
beyond me were it not for the continued instruction and assistance of A/P Macaskill,
to whom I’m most grateful.
A silhouette of the structure is shown in Figure 8.2b; the r´derivative terms
form the central diagonal group together with small adjustment triples, while the
θ´derivative is invoked by the eight single diagonals. A simplification is possible by
applying MATLAB’s Fast Fourier Transform routine to the θ´derivative which is
rewarded with a slight increase in accuracy and speed.
bIf A is an mˆ n matrix and B is a pˆ q matrix, then kron(A,B) is an m ˚ pˆ n ˚ q matrix
formed by taking all possible products between the elements of A and the matrix B.
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8.2.1.2 Non-axisymmetric comparison with analytic solution
Within the mesh defining procedure DefMesh(), the variable choice() selects from
a table of initial conditions. Setting choice() to 3 gives the non-axisymmetric IC:
upr, θ, 0q “ 2p1´ r2qp1´ cos θq. This supplies a discontinuity at the center, where
limrÑ0 upr, πq ą 0 while limrÑ0 upr, πq “ 0. These discontinuities are less debilitating
to parabolic than hyperbolic or elliptic PDEs, since the dispersive nature of diffusion
equations smooths them out. The discontinuities do, however, affect the accuracy
and convergence rate of the solution - especially during the short (burst) time.
The following input parameters provides the results displayed in Figures 8.3-
8.4.
1 D=0.1; tol=1e-10; tf=1.0; % diffusion coeff., ode tolerance, final time
2 alpha=1; beta=1; %robin parameters
3 nr=51; nth=51; nt=151; % # radial, angular w/ overlap, time nodes
4 nord=1; nk=100; % orders and number of roots for exact solution
The comparison of trapzDiskV2() and LapOp4() is shown in Figure 8.3 indicating a
greater than Op´5q accuracy. This comfortably secures an additional order over any
previous model, particularly at the troublesome outer boundary corner and centre.
The logarithmic errors to mass and flux also both display at least two orders of
magnitude increase over LapOp2() and converge more rapidly. Figure 8.4a examines
the small time difference between the LapOp4() and LapOp2() solutions – showing
the greatest gains are about the left boundary and the centre.
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(a) Second order only needs seven diagonals. The B, I+ and I-
blocks are the main super- and sub-diagonals respectively. Note
the circulant elements at top right and bottom left of B.
(b) Fourth order is considerably more involved but
gains at least two orders of accuracy and faster conver-
gence.


















































































Figure 8.3: Standard cylindrical output using PolarPlot3D() for mol_disk2() with Robin boundary (γ “ 1) and non-axisymmetric IC
choice(3): upr, θ, 0q “ 2p1´ r2qp1´ cos θq. Left shows LapOp4() concentration values shortly after initialization. Note the slight irregularity
at the center – a result of faster mass flux results in the block matrix relative to the analytic solution, due to the IC discontinuity at
r “ 0. the figure on the right shows the error for the Fourth order Laplacian block matrix, LapOp4() (Sol1) vs. analytic summation series
TrapzDiskV2()(Sol2). The obvious central spike is an artifact of the Gibbs’ phenomenon from the summation series solution TrapzDiskV2().
The faster central response is now evident at r “ 0.2 in the central hump and trough. The right edge (θ « 0) shows the block matrix has a
slightly accelerated response to the Robin boundary.
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8.2.1.3 Central spike anomaly
The central spike artifact that was plaguing comparisons with MoL has now been
decisively attributed to the analytic codes for dual infinite series solution. By their
nature, the series solutions must be approximated by a partial sum. An analogous
Maple code, NonAxiDiskCheck(), checks the FB coefficients for all the boundary
cases and displays the artifact in question. Referring to Figure 8.5, Figure 8.5a shows
that the FB partial sum over the first 100 eigenvalues is not able to close the gap
around the singularity. A zoomed view, Figure 8.5b , of the deficit between the IC:
fpr, θ, 0q “ 2p1 ´ r2q ¨ p1 ´ cos θq and the partial sum of the first 100 eigenvalues
indicates the opportunity for an asymptotic solution for r Ñ 0. The figures of second
line repeat the process for fpr, θ, 0q “ 2p1´ r2q ¨ p1´ cos 2θq where the effect is more
noticeable. The characteristic presence of Gibbs phenomenon ‘overshoot’ is clear at
the lip of the ‘canyon’ in Figure 8.5c.
Increasing the radial mesh as well as the number of roots has an attenuating effect,
but it is the ‘law of diminishing returns’ since – as was seen with previous models –
the exponential form just does not fare well at singularities or in the limit as tÑ 0.
Ultimately it appears to require an (erfc-based?) small-time solution analagous to
(2.2.51). The solution chosen, based on the approach suggested by Mohseni and





`r if 0 ď θ ă π
´r if π ď θ ă 2π
(8.2.11)
The de facto radial boundary conditions are now the outer boundaries at pa, θq and
p´a, θ ` πq, 0 ď θ ă π. The finite boundary condition at r “ 0 gave no useful
information for the scheme and so is ignored. With a careful choice of grid size the




∆r, n P N (8.2.12)
The only proviso is that all scalar and vector quantities must be transformed appro-
priately between the r and r̃ coordinates. The following simple transformation rule
holds: When 0 ď θ ă π all quantities are the same in both coordinate systems. For
π ď θ ă 2π we multiply any polar components of a vector quantity, radial derivative
and any r by ´1.
Further, it is suggested by Fornberg [140] – based on work by Huang and Sloan
[141] – that this approach lends itself to extension to a pseudo-spectral method with
a concomitant huge increase in accuracy. This scheme is shown to be highly efficient,
even in its finite difference form, by Mohseni and Colonius.
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(a) Sum of 100 eigenvalues is insufficient
to fill the central singularity ‘canyon’.
(b) Zoom of central spike deficit in Numeric
IC vs. FB partial sum.
(c) n “ 2 gives a clear view of the missing
material and the Gibbs phenomenon.
(d) Zoom of FB partial sum deficit when
n “ 2.
Figure 8.5: Checking the extent of the Gibbs’ phenomenon effect with MAPLE
NonAxiDiskCheck() output for Robin boundary with IC: fpr, θ, 0q “ 2p1´ r2qp1´
cosnθq for n “ 1 (above) and n “ 2 (below).
8.3 Mixed boundary problem
In this section the cylindrical disk diffusion IBVP is modified to have a split Robin
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subject to the initial condition
upr, θ, 0q “ fpr, θ, 0q (8.3.2)































“ 0 for θ P t˘π{2u. (8.3.3)
where γT ‰ γB. It is also required that the solution be finite at r “ 0
lim
rÑ0
|upr, θ, tq| ă 8. (8.3.4)
The periodicity of solution requirement dictates that
upr, θ, tq “ upr, θ ` 2π, tq, (8.3.5)
B
Bθ
upr, θ, tq “
B
Bθ
upr, θ ` 2π, tq for 0 ď r ă a, (8.3.6)
An effort has been made for consistency in orientation and the positioning of
scales in graphical output. The boundary values are defined by bweightpθq “
pγB` γT q{2´pγB´ γT q{2 ˚ sgnpcos θq. This is in keeping with (8.3.3). For the mixed
boundary problem described above with γB “ 1 and γT “ 0, the convective (γB “ 1),
semi-circular boundary is centered at the ˘180 i.e. ˘π azimuthal mark. This is also
designated the ´1 radial value, usually to the left. Hence the insulated (γT “ 0),
semi-circular boundary is centered at the 0 azimuthal mark. This is designated the 1
radial value, usually to the right of the figure.
Even a cursory glance shows, not surprisingly, the model fares worst at the
Heaviside-style discontinuities. A fairly simple way of smoothing the boundary values
is to employ tanhpq. For example, given Gpa, θ0; θq “ tanh apθ´θ0q the bweight value
above can be smoothed byc bweightpθq “ γBp1 ` pGp5, π{2; θq ´ Gp5,´π{2; θqq{2q.
Figure 8.6 shows that the gains from this are not inconsiderable – the error reported
in the comparison between 2nd order and 4th order block matrix methods is cut
in half! The processing time is also marginally faster. The 4th order block matrix
is generally able to attain two orders of magnitude better accuracy over the 2nd
order.
cWith the simplifying assumption that, always, γT “ 0.




















(a) Method of lines, pde_rthV3b() (Sol1), vs. LapOp4() (Sol2). MoL performs well but
is arduously slow in comparison to the block matrix codes. The largest errors are the



















(b) Fourth order Laplacian block matrix, LapOp4() (Sol1), vs. LapOp2() (Sol2). LapOp2()
only manages O(-3), indicating a clear two order magnitude accuracy increase and faster
convergence in LapOp4(). The corner error is no longer significant due to the much larger
problem of slow start in the finite difference schemes common to both block matrix codes.
LapOp2() shows considerably slower mass transfer through the diameter as shown by the
trough and crest.
Figure 8.4: Analysis of small time error along Heaviside diameter. The diameter
axis denotes the left edge at azimuth ˘π as ´1 and the right edge at azimuth 0 as






































































(b) Using smoothed tanh() boundary
Figure 8.6: The simple expedient of using a smooth approximation to the Heaviside boundary is able to reduce the error by half. Error
along 0 Ñ ˘π diameter for 2nd´4th order block matrix.
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8.4 Conclusion and extensions
In this chapter the main goal of achieving a fast and stable numerical scheme for the
examination of mixed boundary formulations has been achieved through the Laplace
operator block matrix. This 4th order scheme offers significantly better accuracy
than the 2nd, especially around the difficult boundary points and central singularity,
at the minor cost of a small run time increase.
The main application of this chapter is that it serves as a stepping stone to the
3D cylindrical model. However, it is also a good approximation to a long cylindrical
string. Using a braiding technique to form a micro-rope of biopolymer, these have
been suggested as a post-operative, implanted drug delivery system by Dr. Kara
Vine-Perrow of Wollongong University’s IHMRI cancer research team [142]. The
occlusion provided by the bound, inward-facing surfaces of the strings would have
a different flux condition than that of the outward-facing surfaces. With some
adjustment for the angle of occlusion, the existing code would provide a model for
an individual string within the rope. Unfortunately, the hoped-for data from the
laboratory studies conducted by Dr. Perow into marine snail compounds’ effects on
breast cancers was not forthcoming.
An idea that keeps cropping up in reference material, particularly that of Trefethen
[143], Fornberg [144] and Higham [145], is a non-linear spatial discretization. This
accentuates areas of greater curvature by clustering points there, at the expense of less
dynamic regions. For instance, in this model, having a tighter radial mesh around the
outer boundary would allow for better flux calculations, which, in turn, increases the
accuracy of mass transfer data. It turns out that Chebyshev points are the solution
for this and the application segues directly into conversion to Pseudo-Spectral (PS)
method solutions.
Future work should investigate the implementation of Flyer and Fornberg’s cor-
rective corner functions [146] to ameliorate the clash of IC and outer BC at r “ r0.
This is not a large error and it only occurs over a small time period during the initial
burst mode of the transient IBVP. However, it is necessary for a more accurate model
of the initial behaviour.
Chapter 9
2D Diatom model
The development of a diatom port model based on the block matrix formulation
with a mixed boundary condition is discussed in Section 9.1 and the effect of port
size and position on the time required for 90% fractional mass transfer, T90, are
investigated. The quantity angular lag-time, ∆T90, is introduced and shown to be
largely independent of the port speed parameter γB.
An example using six ports in various arrangements, (1 ˚ 6, 2 ˚ 3, 3 ˚ 2, 6 ˚ 1,
number*port width) but of equal total open boundary, illustrates the effect of
distributed port arrangement . A similar example is based on a half open, half closed
boundary composed of either 2,6,10 or 30 boundary elements at the suggestion of
A/P Nelson. This led to an examination of a rotational symmetry simplification
which shows that under certain conditions a smaller problem will suffice.
9.1 Diatom model
The mixed boundary code can be adjusted so that the majority of the boundary is
Neumann condition (γT “ 0) with a few ‘gates’ or ‘ports’ that have either Dirichlet
(perfect sink) or Robin condition. The modified code is packaged as diatom().
This problem is not likely to have a closed-form solution, hence the importance of
ensuring that the Block-MoL machinery gives accurate results in the split boundary
problem.
Using γB “ 999, for example, pushes the Robin condition towards the Dirichlet end
of the spectrum – prioritizing conduction over convection. This simulates the action
of so called ‘fast’ drugs such as caffeine. These are often water-soluble. As these
runs are faster, they were the first type performed. Typically, these programs consist
of several loops within which the block matrix MoL code is run. For a fine mesh,
runtimes can be many hours long, thus employing the parallel processing capabilities
of MATLAB allows multiple variations to be calculated simultaneously.
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The models were also run with γB “ 1 condition at the ports. This Robin condition
balances the convective and conductive fluxes. In essence, it assumes that convection
removes mass as fast as conduction delivers it to the surface. Small γB values mimic
slower, often fat-soluble, drugs such as doxyrubicin and other chemotherapies. These
hydrophobic compounds represent the majority of the drugs in development.
Due to the dramatic increase in speed accrued by the block matrix form over
Schiesser’s dss004() MoL forms, the block matrix will be used exclusively in this
section.
9.1.1 Single port size
An investigation of the effect of port size on time for 90% mass transfer, T90. Port
size is defined as the portion of the circumference subtended by the angle at the
center Initially, as shown in Figure 9.1, these runs used a changing θ-mesh of 2p ` 1
and kept only the first and last (overlap) port open. Thus each iteration had a
different mesh which raised concerns about uniformity. For this instance the outer

















“ 0 otherwise. (9.1.1)
Later runs are based on a fixed mesh of nt “ 101, nr “ 51, nth “ 513a with the
outer boundary vector given by Gp1 : 2p´1q “ γB. Thus the open boundary is halved
each iteration while maintaining the same mesh grid throughout the run. In this

















“ 0 otherwise. (9.1.2)
This finer θ´mesh requires a considerably longer runtime, but the results appear to
be more uniform. By using a logarithmic scale for values of T90, the exponential fit
can be compared to a straight line. As the port sizes becomes smaller, they conform
more accurately to the log-linear fit. This is especially the case for γB “ 1. A
comparison of the output from both values of γB is shown in Figure 9.2. In general,
as p increases the port angle halves leading to an increased time for 90% delivery.
Thus the values 10 and 9 indicates an entire and half open boundary respectively.
The increase in T90 is greater for already small values, especially for faster port
conditions. There is a noticeably better fit for the slower drug run since the fast
aIncludes the first/last θ-node overlap.










1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Port: p 
Figure 9.1: Early output based on simply halving port size. The results indicate
a rough linear fit for p ď 7, but clearly non-linear for p ą 7. The θ-mesh changes
with each calculation, this was improved in future code. Time for 90% mass
transfer (T90) for single port of diameter 2π{2p with γB “ 100.
drug through either a full or half open boundary are anomalously rapid. Thus for
best results the port size should not be larger than one quarter of the boundary. At
the smallest scale measured, the port angle is π{256 rads. In Thalassiosira sp., with
a diameter of 3µm, this would equate to a port aperture of under 40nm.
9.1.2 Improper loading
As noted in the introduction, improper (inner) loading during manufacture and
(outer) matrix depletion over storage time are serious problems that skew uniform
initial loading outwards towards the device surface and inwards towards the device
center respectively. In this run, an insulated disk with single port of size 10%





1´ r{1.676q representing the normal, improper inner and
depleted outer cases. All ICs are normalized to give an initial load mass of π units.
Figure 9.3 shows the deviation of the mass transfer from the unit loading for the
inner and outer depleted configurations. The initial gradient reversal results from
the “sloshing” of the load as it evens out uniformly. The difference is more marked
for the inner depleted case as there is greater load closer to the exit port, vice versa
for the outer depletion case. Time for 90% mass transfer in the three cases are
p164.09; 163.95; 164.51q respectively, showing clearly the rate limiting advantage of
ported delivery. The burst mode shows a spread less than Op´2q, indicating that
this simple, available and inexpensive technology can be effective in solving these
problems.
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(a) Fast, hydrophilic drugs such as aspirin or caffeine are modelled using ‘Dirichlet’ boundary
γB “ 999. MATLAB’s exponential curve fitter gives a “ 308.1; b “ ´0.2976; R2 “ 0.9897.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
















(b) Slower, often hydrophobic drugs are represented by γB “ 1. The exponential fitted
curve has parameters a “ 1192; b “ ´0.6685; R2 “ 0.9999.
Figure 9.2: Single port size: graphs showing time for 90% mass transfer via a
single port of subtended angle 2π ˚ 2p´1{512 rads. Using a logarithmic vertical
scale shows a good linear fit as the port size decreases. This implies that there is












































Figure 9.3: Improper loading: comparison of mass transfer rates for inner deficit IC π
?
r{2.513 and degraded outer IC π
?
1´ r{1.676
against standard unit load IC using 4th order block matrix MoL with single port of γB “ 1. Time-dependence in the source term has also
been suggested as a method of modeling the complex swelling, degrading and changing porosity seen in the behaviour of polymeric delivery
devices [5]. The results suggest the inherent danger in unregulated drug manufacture, particularly for inner deficit errors that might occur
from microbubbles developing within the injectors.
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9.1.3 Dual port angle
The time for 90% mass transfer (T90) is compared with the angle between two equal

















“ 0 otherwise. (9.1.3)
As expected the solution is symmetric about the diametric port arrangement. A
minimal solution exists for diametric ports i.e. when pp´ 1q ¨ 2π{pnth´ 1q “ π.
A double adjacent port is the slowest, which is consistent with fluid mechanics of
obstructed flows [147, p.398]. This seems intuitive, a comparison with emergency
exit design in public spaces shows the fastest evacuation algorithms are typically
based on shortest distance to exit as long as port size doesn’t constrain the contents
– a phenomenon known as ‘arching’ in pedestrian models [148].
Average runtime about 35 seconds per port combination. Standard run parameters
saved to parmlistDiadual.txt. Total port size is 2π{31 rads. A comparison of the
output from both values of γB with the parameter list given below is shown in
Figure 9.4-9.5.
1 IC tf nt nr nth gT gB tol ports:th()
2 1 500 101 51 63 0 1-999 1e-07 1;2-32
Earlier investigation into the shape focused on the entire symmetric curve. However,
it showed poor fit for both quadratic and catenary curves. The quartic fit was
mediocre but requires five parameters. Further investigating the shape of the curve is
facilitated by converting the port number index to the angle between the two ports,
a value between 2{pnth´ 1q and 1 (π radians). Then subtract the minimum solution
to show ∆T90, the angular lag-time.
MATLAB’s Curve Fitting Package uses non-linear, least squares by default. A two
parameter exponential fit a ˚ exppb ˚ xq has an R2 “ 0.9932. If a third parameter is
admitted, then the three-parameter rational fit pa˚x`bq{px`cq achieves R2 “ 0.9990
with particularly good approximation of the asymptotic values as port angle tends
to zero. Both fits have the least accuracy near the value one.
The output for the fast, hydrophilic profile γB “ 999 is shown in Figure 9.4. The
top graph shows the original T90 values, the one below shows the adjusted ∆T90
data with a fitted rational curve. Repeating the procedure for the slow, hydrophobic
profile γB “ 1, see Figure 9.5, shows there is very little difference to the angular
lag-time. This suggests that the angular lag-time is largely independent of γB. This
could be heralded as good news since a simple geometric device can be used to
enhance many classes of drugs.













0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
Angle (*pi rads) 
(a) The hyperbolic shape shows that dual adjacent ports and those which are nearby have
the greatest effect on T90. The fastest transfer is for diametric ports and the approach to
this minimum is asymptotic.
(b) Subtraction of minpT90q gives angular lag-time ∆T90. Rational fit: R2 “ 0.9988
Figure 9.4: Hydrophilic dual port: effect of port angle on time to achieve 90%
mass fraction transfer for fast drugs, γB “ 999.
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Angle (*pi rads) 
(a) Hydrophobic mass transfer is notably slower. However, the similarity of shape to the
hydrophilic curve indicates that the effect of port angle is largely independent of the value
of γB.
(b) Angular lag-time ∆T90 shows very little dependence on γB . Hence this simple technology
works equally well for fast and slow drugs. Rational fit: R2 “ 0.9990
Figure 9.5: Hydrophobic dual port: effect of port angle on time to achieve 90%
mass fraction transfer for slow drugs, γB “ 1.
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9.1.4 Tri-port angle









“ 0 for 0 ď θ ă π{48, 4π{3 ď θ ă 65π{48 and








“ 0 otherwise. (9.1.5)
In an effort to keep the total open port size similar to the dual port run, set nth “ 97.
Thus the total open port size is π{16 rads. An additional complication is that
LapOpBlk() requires nth to be odd and, in order to have equi-spaced ports, nth´ 1
must be divisible by three. In a manner consistent with the dual port model, the
moving port value is assigned to port angle which varies between 3{pnth´ 1q and
1 ( ˆ2π{3 rads ). Similarly the angular lag-time is normalized by subtracting the
minimum value of T90 to produce ∆T90.
Figure 9.6 shows the comparison of output data for fast, hydrophilic compounds
γB “ 999, with that of slower, hydrophobic ones γB “ 1. Both were fitted with
a three-parameter rational curve (R2 “ 0.9990) which proves more accurate than
the two-parameter exponential curve (R2 “ 0.9964). Both fits struggle with the
asymptote as ∆T90 Ñ 0. While the difference between the two runs is now more
marked than for the dual-port model (14.04 vs 16.07), it is small in comparison to the
difference in respective T90 values (45.91 vs 415.66). As anticipated, the minimum
solution is for equispaced ports. A dual port plus a single port arrangement is the
slowest. The maximum value of ∆T90 is noticeably smaller for three ports as the
mean free path length of a molecule to an open port is decreased.
Again, the T90 curve does not conform well to either a quadratic or a catenary
curve. While the evidence supports the idea that several smaller ports are faster
than a single large port, the comparison of minimum values for dual-port (46.05) vs.
tri-port (31.75) is somewhat surprising as the total open boundary on the dual port
is slightly larger. However, the decreased mean free path length created by the third
port ensures a faster result.
9.1.5 Comparison
As an illustrative example, compare the four possible combinations of six open ports
out of 60 boundary elements, i.e. 1ˆ 6, 2ˆ 3, 3ˆ 2, 6ˆ 1. Each combination has an
open boundary of size π{5 and the distribution of ports in each case minimizes T90 –
they are equidistant – as can be seen in the PolarPlot() output in Figure 9.7.
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(-3.791*x + 3.466) / (x + 0.2113)
(a) Fast, hydrophilic profile γB “ 999. Rational fit: R2 “ 0.9990










(-3.352*x + 3.063) / (x + 0.1559)
(b) Slow, hydrophobic profile γB “ 1. Rational fit: R2 “ 0.9990
Figure 9.6: Tri-port position for angular lag-time ∆T90 vs. port angle. Despite a
tenfold ratio in the maxpT90q values, the ∆T90 results remain close and apparently
indifferent to the value of γB.
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Uni: 0 ď θ ă π{5,
Bi: 0 ď θ ă π{10 & π ď θ ă 11π{10 ,
Tri: x ˚ 2π{3 ď θ ă p20x` 3q ˚ π{30 for x P t0, 1, 2u,








“ 0, otherwise. (9.1.6)
Modified from diatom() by specifying the arrangement of open ports for each
iteration of the geometry loop. The mass transfer data for each port configuration
can then be graphically compared, as shown in Figure 9.8, for the parameter set
1 IC tf nt nr nth gT gB tol
2 1 170 851 51 61 0 1 1e-07.
As anticipated the single port geometry has the slowest value, T90 “ 164.1. As the
number of port groups increases the value of T90 decreases. A comparison between
the accuracy of the 2nd and 4th order codes revealed that the increase is only Op´3q.
While this is somewhat disappointing given the amount of effort required to get the
code working, it is also reassuring inasmuch as it vindicates the accuracy of the 2nd
order code for variables such as the mass transfer that benefit from the smoothing
effects of numerical integration.
9.1.6 Rotational symmetry
At the suggestion of A/P Nelson, a similar problem involving the division of the
half-open i.e. Heaviside boundary into smaller repeated units was investigated.
If a unit of boundary is defined as an open sector followed by a closed sector of
equal perimeter, then let the angle subtended by the unit be 4θ0 “ 2π{N radians,
where positive integer N units complete the circumference. Within each unit the
radii that constitute the angular bisectors of the open and closed sectors are no flux
boundary conditions by the bilateral symmetry within those sectors. A schematic of











































































Figure 9.7: The four arrangements of six ports used in comparison calculation. Left to right: 1 ˚ 6, 2 ˚ 3, 3 ˚ 2, 6 ˚ 1, number*port width.
















































Figure 9.8: Comparison of T90 for four geometries with equal open port length using 4th order block matrix MoL. As the ports become more
distributed, the value of T90 decreases. However, the transition from a single to two ports has a greater effect than subsequent transitions.
‘Pep’ represents the Korsmeyer-Peppas cylindrical approximation D t0.43 for comparison.
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Further, the disk will exhibit rotational symmetry of order N after a rotation
through 2π{N . If a cell is defined as the sector sandwiched between two no flux
radii, then the outer boundary is half open/closed and is subtended by an angle of



















Figure 9.9: A unit of a semi-symmetric mixed boundary problem comprises four
sectors of θ0. Blue sectors have an open outer boundary while those in yellow
are closed. OP and OR are no flux lines defined by bisection of the closed and
open sections of the mixed boundary PQR to define a cell. Adjacent cells are
reflected across the no-flux radii to create a symmetric tiling. If the disc boundary
is comprised of N closed-open units, then the angle subtended by PQ or QR is
π{2N . Arrows indicate the direction of flux within each cell.
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Figure 9.10: Comparison of the effect of distributing a half-open Heaviside
boundary, as shown in Figure 9.9, over #units.
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9.1.7 Analysis of cell model
Examining a cell of this model, it can be seen that the sector OPQR is impermeable
on both radii and half of its circumference, as displayed in Figure 9.9. If the
mixed boundary PQR is temporarily replaced by the condition examined in the




















The concentration is subject to the initial condition
upr, θ, 0q “ F pr, θq for 0 ď r ď a and 0 ď θ ď 2θ0 (9.1.8)
with radial boundary conditions
lim
rÑ0
|upr, θ, tq| ă 8 for 0 ď θ ď 2θ0, (9.1.9)
αupa, θ, tq ` β
B
Br
upa, θ, tq “ gpθq for 0 ď θ ď 2θ0, α ¨ β ą 0, (9.1.10)
for t ą 0. The azimuthal, no-flux boundary conditions are now along the narrow
sector radii θ “ 0 and θ “ 2θ0.
B
Bθ
upr, 0, tq “ 0 for 0 ď r ď a, (9.1.11)
B
Bθ
upr, 2θ0, tq “ 0 for 0 ď r ď a. (9.1.12)
By nullifying the periodic boundary conditions, the limit boundaries make the
azimuthal variable consistent with a standard Cartesian framework. The Fourier
cosine transform method would be appropriate rather than the Hankel. As seen
previously in Chapter 7, we can use superposition to assemble the solution from
the homogeneous solution (including the inhomogenous outer boundary) ūpr, θq
derived from the eigenvalue expansion and the transient solution incorporating the
inhomogeneous initial condition pupr, θ, tq. Thus
upr, θ, tq “ pupr, θ, tq ` ūpr, θq, (9.1.13)
where the inhomogeneous boundary is now
α ūpa, θq ` β
B
Br
ūpa, θq “ gpθq. (9.1.14)
bWhich could be a Heaviside function or a smooth approximation, for instance.
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This value must be subtracted from the IC as input for the transient initial value
problem. Let fpr, θ, 0q “ F pr, θ, 0q ´ ūpr, θq. This yields solution







































r drdθ, n, k P N,
(9.1.17)
and for n “ 0
A0k “
λ20k









r drdθ, k P N. (9.1.18)








fpr, θq dθ rdr. (9.1.19)
The eigenvalues λnk are the sequential, non-zero solutions to the transcendental
(6.3.6), viz.
paα ` nβqJnpλnaq ´ βλnaJn`1pλnaq “ 0. (9.1.20)
This calculation is clearly only valid if the diatom displays a rotational symmetry.
The codes for the Laplacian block matrix do not require this condition. However, by
concentrating on a smaller section of the (symmetric) diatom it allows the limited
computer memory resources to be applied to a finer mesh, thus ensuring more
accurate results that can then be multiplied by the number of cells to produce a mass
transfer time, T90, for the entire diatom. More importantly, the existence of closed
form analytic solutions offers an excellent opportunity at calibration with symmetric
forms to ensure increased accuracy with non-linear, asymmetric forms.
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9.2 Conclusions and extensions
The size of a port has an exponential effect on the time for 90% mass transfer. This
value can be further manipulated by varying the arrangement of ports. The angular
lag-time, ∆T90, is shown to be largely independent of the port speed parameter γB.
This implies that the simple geometric process of drilling two holes in the surface
of an insulated delivery device – regardless of the contents – will have very similar
effect based just on the angle between the holes.
It is quite possible that the code developed could model the flux and mass transfer
from complex arrangements of ports such as those seen in geometrically regular
diatom frustules. In particular, it seems clear that the use of frustules, with their
semi-insulated surfaces, could ameliorate the adverse effects attributed to improper
loading and matrix degradation.
While the primary focus of this 2D diatom work is to provide a stepping stone
to the full 3D model, it also serves as a good model for the long ‘string’ cylindrical
biopolymers being utilized in post-operative implants.
Future work could further investigate the advantages of the rotational symmetry
simplification. This would require a major rewriting of the existing codes but would
facilitate more resolution and accuracy as the finite computer resources are focused
on a single mixed-boundary ‘cell’. However, the allure of a closed-form analytic
comparison for the numerical scheme makes this a likely direction of exploration.
Chapter 10
3D Cylindrical model
In this chapter the extension to the 3D cylindrical analytical model is examined.
While this is not novel research, the development of a comprehensive mathematical
simulation using the extended Laplacian, fourth order block matrix represents a
considerable effort necessary to perform various initial and boundary value prob-
lems.
Following a brief sampling of the literature, the 3D cylinder is solved by standard
SoV and the pertinent pharmaceutical formulae are derived.
These results form the basis of the extension of the disk Laplacian developed in
Chapter 8 to the full cylindrical,fourth order Laplacian block matrix. This, in turn,
is used to examine a range of biased initial conditions designed to highlight the risks
involved in matrix degradation of expired pharmaceutical or improper loading of
drug within the matrix material. The IC set is tested on numerous variations of the
mixed outer boundary and a basic solution matching algorithm is used to improve
the short time behaviour of the model.
10.1 Literature review
10.1.1 Carslaw (1921)
Prior to the release of the first edition of Carslaw and Jaeger’s monumental “Con-
duction of Heat in Solids” [93] in 1946, Carslaw’s original work on the subject had
been republished as “Introduction to the Mathematical Theory of the Conduction
of Heat in Solids” in 1921. The majority of the cylindrical cases dealt with involve
148
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infinite and semi-infinite geometry. However, there is [149, p. 124] §60 (and §61)





“ ∇2u, for 0 ă r ă a, ´l ă z ă l, (10.1.1)
upr, θ, z, 0q “ fpr, θ, zq, (10.1.2)
upa, θ, z, tq “ upr, θ,˘l, tq “ 0. (10.1.3)
A solution to (10.1.1) and (10.1.3) is given as





where m P N, n P N0 and λ satisfies Jnpλaq “ 0. The IC is then expanded as a
Fourier series




an cosnθ ` bn sinnθ, (10.1.5)
where an and bn are functions, given by Fnpr, zq and Gnpr, zq. Expand both in series
of Bessel functions in λ using the sine series as coefficients. Hence









Jnpλrq sinrmπp1` 2z{lqs expp´Dtrλ
2
` pmπ{2lq2sq




































The similar expressions for Bλ,m,n have θ integrand sinnθfpr, θ, zq. Further, §61,








upr, θ,´lq ` γupr, θ,´lq “ 0. (10.1.10)
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Let u “ v ` w, where v, w satisfy (10.1.1) and (10.1.3)-(10.1.10) with
v “ tfpr, θ, zq ´ fpr, θ,´zqu{2, t “ 0, (10.1.11)
and w “ tfpr, θ, zq ` fpr, θ,´zqu{2, t “ 0. (10.1.12)
Then the expression
Jnpλrq cotnθ sinµz expp´Dtrλ
2
` µ2sq, (10.1.13)
satisfies (10.1.1) and (10.1.3) if λ is a root of
λJ 1npλaq ` γJnpλaq “ 0. (10.1.14)
It satisfies (10.1.9) and (10.1.10) if µ is a root of













ˆ pAµ,λ,n cosnθ `Bµ,λ,n sinnθq , (10.1.16)
where µ and λ sum over the roots of (10.1.14) and (10.1.15) respectively. Similarly,
for w, with λ from













ˆ pAµ,λ,n cosnθ `Bµ,λ,n sinnθq . (10.1.18)
10.1.2 Simon and Ospina (2015)
Simon and Ospina perform a a 3D analysis using the Laplace transform of perforated
cylindrical drug delivery device. The small rectangular perforation in the cylindrical
wall uses a Robin condition, otherwise an insulated Neumann BC is used. The 2D
analogue of this cylindrical model [9, p. 169] is axisymmetric and places a circular
opening on the top surface of the cylinder. After standard non-dimensionalization,
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´Sh ¨ Cpτ, θ, ζq, in window,
0, else.
(10.1.19)
The non-dimensional Sherwood number, defined as Sh “ Rkm{ηA, is a measure of
convective to diffusive mass transfer where ηA is the drug diffusion coefficient in the
matrix and km is the boundary layer mass transfer coefficient. The paper gives “a
large expression that is difficult to manipulate” as the frequency-space solution and
consequently resorts to a first-order approximation given asb















π2R2 ` sH2{HqpA1,1 cos θ `B1,1 sin θq
ı
. (10.1.20)
The values of the coefficients A and B are implicitly defined by six orthogonalized






















The Laplace inversion is performed using either the Residue theorem or the com-


































, tKi, aiu P C. (10.1.24)
Collins’ effective time constant [151], is defined in terms of the Laplace space
aThe manuscript has a typographic error and reports the BC ito ζ, not ρ. There are several other
‘typos’. International Journal of Pharmaceutics (ISSN: 0378-5173) is an Elsevier peer-reviewed
journal with a current H-index of 190. In 2015 it had an impact factor (IF) of 3.994, which has
subsequently risen to 4.213 under Editor-in-Chief Professor Jurgen Siepmann. It is the second most
cited journal in the pharmaceutical sciences after Journal of Controlled Release (H-index 237). A
citation analysis using Clarivate on Web of Science shows no citations of this paper as of 23/9/19.
Given the strong reputation of this peer-reviewed journal, it is more than a little disconcerting that
the numerous typographic and mathematical style faux pas were not detected prior to publication.
bGiven that iI1pxq “ J1pixq it is unclear why the authors chose to express the result as a mixture
of modified and ordinary Bessel functions.












where sΨpsq the Laplace transform of Mpτq{M8 and the steady state value shows
the application of the final value theorem (FVT): Ψss “ limsÑ0 ssΨpsq. It should be
noted that the authors do not carry out the checks suggested by control theory to
confirm valid FVT results [152] viz.
1. all non-zero roots of the function denominator have negative real parts.
2. the function has no more than a single pole at the origin.
10.2 3D Cylindrical initial and boundary value prob-
lem
The non-axisymmetric model can be extended to the third dimension for both
cylindrical and spherical geometries. In the cylindrical case this is achieved by
incorporating the height z; for the spherical case it is the polar angle ϕ. In both cases
it is achieved by an extra separation of variables parameter that leads to another
summation series. Thus both solutions are expressed as triple summation series. The
framework for both models comes from Özişik [50]. The former is Fourier-Bessel
(Ex4.14 p.164), the latter is Fourier-Bessel-Legendre (Ex5.10 p.218). While the
increase in complexity is by no means trivial, the methods utilized are unchanged
from the polar disk model. The cylindrical case is the geometry of interest for a
Thalassiosira model.

































where the solution is subject to the following conditions
upr, θ, z, 0q “ fpr, θ, zq Initial (10.2.2)
upr, θ, z, tq “upr, θ ` 2π, z, tq Periodic (10.2.3)
B
Bθ
upr, θ, z, tq “
B
Bθ
upr, θ ` 2π, tq Flux matched (10.2.4)
lim
rÑ0
|upr, θ, z, tq| ă8 Inner bounded (10.2.5)





“ 0 Outer Robin (10.2.6)





“ 0 Lower Neumann (10.2.7)





“ 0 Upper Robin (10.2.8)
for t ą 0, 0 ď r ď a, 0 ď θ ď 2π, 0 ď z ď z0.
The lower boundary no flux condition eases the calculation. It indicates that
z “ 0 is a plane of symmetry, thus we can mirror the condition defined at z “ z0 to
z “ ´z0 and the solution outlined below can be doubled for ´z0 ď z ď z0.
Solving by SoV, assume
upr, θ, z, tq “ RprqΘpθqZpzqT ptq. (10.2.9)




























The separated time equation has solution
T ptq “ C1 expp´Dλ
2tq. (10.2.11)























This yields the solution
Zpzq “ C2 cos µz, (10.2.13)
after evaluation with the no flux boundary condition at z “ 0. Further, the Robin
BC at z “ z0 shows that the µ-eigenvalues satisfy
α cosµz0 ´ βµ sin µz0 “ 0. (10.2.14)
In the event that β “ 0, a Dirichlet condition exists at z “ z0 and the z-eigenvalues
are µm “ pm` 12qπ{z0 for m P N0.


















We know from the polar disk section that the solution satisfying θ-periodicity is
Θpθq “ C4 cos nθ ` C5 sin nθ, n P N0. (10.2.16)
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R “ 0, (10.2.17)
where ν2 “ λ2 ´ µ2. The solution, as before, is
Rprq “ C6Jnpνrq `
C7Ynpνrq (10.2.18)








Combining all the parts gives











¨ pAnmk cos nθ `Bnmk sin nθq ¨ expp´Dλ
2
nmktq, (10.2.20)
with Anmk “ C1C2C4C6, Bnmk “ C1C2C5C6 and λnmk “ ν2nk ` µ2m.
The initial condition leads to










Jnpνnkrq ¨ pcosµmzq ¨ pAnmk cos nθ `Bnmk sin nθq .
(10.2.21)


















































rfpr, θ, zq Jnpνnkrq cosµmz cosnθ dr dθ dz. (10.2.24)




cos kθdθ Ñ ˚
ş2π
0
sin kθdθ leads to
Bnmk “
4µm


















rfpr, θ, zq Jnpνnkrq cosµmz sinnθ dθ dr dz, (10.2.25)
where the Bessel integrals of the denominator are evaluated according to the method
described previously in the polar disk chapter, refer to (6.4.7). The fundamental
mode coefficients (n “ 0) are evaluated as
A0mk “
4µm


















rfpr, θ, zq J0pν0krq cosµmz dr dθ dz, (10.2.26)
B0mk “0 (10.2.27)
10.2.1 Pharma-quantities
The formulae for the surface flux and the fractional mass transfer extend directly from























where it is understood that the latter, insulated, boundary is zero in this case. The




































upr, θ, z, tqdθ r dr dz
N
m8. (10.2.30)
10.3 3D numerical simulations
The extension of the 2D disk models to the 3D cylinder model has been carried
out for the analytic, method of lines, finite difference and Laplacian block matrix
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codes. A comparison between the models’ output provides an indicator of accuracy
and allows for calibration. While the design and testing of the codes represents a
substantial amount of work, in an effort to streamline the chapter, the details and
results of the testing can be found in the 3D numerics Appendix D.
There are now two flux surfaces, viz. the former radial boundary extended through
z to the cylinder edge and the top face of the cylinderc – which requires the calculation
of the partial derivative B
Bz
upr, θ, z, tq. To provide increased functionality, the 2D
Robin-parameter boundary vector bweight() is replaced by the boundary matrices
bwR(repmat*nz) and bwZ(repmat*nr) allowing individual values for each boundary
element. It is noted that while all elements of bwR() are equal areas, the disk
shaped bwZ() is radially dependent – thus any comparison of disk elements must
take account of the differing area. An example of the layout for the half-insulated
cylinder example below is shown in fig. 10.1d.
The models are calculated across all u´values and then ‘squeezed’ to yield the
surfaces of interest. After addition of the center and periodic flux matching, the
total surface flux is evaluated by area integrals using trapz(). The initial values are
smoothed using backwards spline interpolation. These values can be used to derive
the mass transfer using cumtrapz() - the cumulative integral over time. Incorporation
of another layer of trapz() facilitates the output of fractional mass transfer values
derived from the volume integral of concentration, parceled into the sub-routine
tripint(). The function then looks for the comparative values for 90% mass transfer
by interpolation of the mass data, which in turn is saved to the run-time data
parmlist().
Spatial output is tricky since the dependent variable had previously used the third
space. Using squeeze() to flatten the data along specific boundaries, particularly
the upper and lower z-bounds, allows them to be displayed using polarplot3D(). In
other instances, it is more useful to look at r´ z cross-sections over a diameter. The
function FluxMass3D() handles the calculations for surface flux and mass transfer.
It had been hoped that the powerful slice() or contourslice() viewers could be used
for colormap ‘voxel’ rendering. However, the simple expedient of using pol2cart()
to convert the disk pr, θq mesh into its rectangular analogue fails to create a mesh
that can be used by the built-in interpolator for the slice() family of functions. The
MATLAB staffer Doug Hull provides a series of webinars that cover the introduction
to (rectangular) volume visualization strategies [153]. The MATLAB web forum has
numerous posts attesting to this coordinate system bias [154]. One suggestion that
is currently being investigated is the use of ScatterInterpolant() to reinterpolate the
solution on the newly defined meshgrid [155].
What is the effect of increasing the amount of mixed boundary interface? Let
the reference problem be the extension of the half-open disk, so that a semi-circular
half of the cylinder insulated as a contiguous surface. The surface nets for this
half-open arranagement are shown on the top line of Figure 10.1. The surface could
also be half-insulated while having many small ports evenly distributed over its
surface mimicking the many ports of a diatom. In this case the Z-surface resembles a
dartboard (fig. 10.1d), while the R-surface looks like a checkerboard (fig. 10.1c).
cThe bottom face of the cylinder being insulated.
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The more complicated boundary increases the stiffness of the problem and so
requires longer computation time – surprisingly the fourth order code is a little
faster here, completing in 126 seconds vs. 136 for the second order. The T90 scores
are 17.85 and 17.89 respectively, showing that the increased distribution of ports
shortens the delivery time by shortening the mean free path to an exit. This is
analogous to the 2D results for distributed ports being faster than a single larger
port. Figure B.32a shows the checkerboard arrangement is able to sustain a higher
flux than the half-insulated case, despite starting at the same value. The mass
and flux values again show close agreement between the second an fourth orders.
Figure B.33b shows an error comparison for t “ 2.0. Most interesting here is the
distinction between the relatively large errors in the lower corners (z “ 0), where
the insulated surface condition and the R-mixed boundary are in effect, versus the
far more uniform interaction of the R- and Z- Robin boundaries. The image was
chosen to show the largest error and its effect diminishes rapidly. Still, it might be
amenable to Flyer’s corner treatment as described in Appendix B.2.3.
Figure 10.3 shows the polar slices through bottom, middle and top of the cylinder
height for the same value of time (t “ 2.0). As expected the concentration is higher
the further away from the top surface. The increased amplitude of the lower skirt
is likely due to the difficulty of even a stiff solver like ode15s() dealing with the
conflict between the lower and lateral boundary conditions. The values Rsum() and
Zsum() simply reflect the number of matrix elements in each surface that are open
ports.
Next, we further restrict the area over which the Robin boundary is active. A
‘seam’ is the cylindrical analogue of a single port in the disk model. The fraction
of the surface under Robin condition is simply 1{pnth´ 1q. Thus, continuing with
the parameters given above, viz. nth “ 31, it would be reasonable to assume that
a thirty-fold reduction in flux surface area would require a thirty-fold increase in
time compared to an entire surface with the Robin condition. This is borne out in
the results as the LO4 and LO2 solvers provide solutions 291.7 and 295.5 seconds
respectively compared to the entire Robin T90 scores of 9.808 vs. 9.811 seconds
respectively. The runtimes for both solvers are about 80 seconds and the T90 values
are in close agreementd.
There is a seemingly limitless array of combinations, but Simon’s cylindrical wall
hole deserves some attention. In their paper Simon et al. [9] placed a rectangular hole
midway up the cylindrical wall of a delivery device. Holding with the same geometry
as previous runs, for consistency, a 3ˆ 3 port is placed around pr0, π{2, z0{2q.
As the number of ports decreases, the value of T90 is expected to increase and
so too the value of the time-step dt. A possible explanation for the larger spread of
Seam values is because the stability metric vNeu() is much higher. While the Laplace
Operator block matrix is an unconditionally stable method it becomes less accurate
as the von Neumann stability index increases – even extending to nt=1501, the index
has a value over one hundred. This can be ameliorated by either decreasing the value
of D or increasing the value of γB, but this would change the run parameters
dThe finite difference solver completes the same task in just 9.5 seconds but shows the slightly























































































Figure 10.1: The Robin-parameter matrices bwR() and bwZ() for half-open (above) and half-checkered (below) mixed boundary. Yellow boundaries are




















































































































(b) checkerboard distributed half-open


































































































Figure 10.2: Mass transfer comparison for half-open, ‘checkerboard’, seam and hole arrangements. LO4 (Sol1) vs. LO2 (Sol2) with Robin (γB “ 1)





























































































Figure 10.3: Polar slices through checkerboard cylinder using open-source Polarplot3D(). As anticipated, the lower, insulated disk boundary results in
a slower release while the upper disk developed a tesselated profile due to the many local ports. MATLAB has a clear bias towards Cartesian coordinates
for voxel-based output [154].
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making it harder to identify trends. As is, the discrepancy between the second and
fourth order scheme values for T90 is now almost 10% (721.0 vs 714.8 seconds).
10.3.1 Initial condition comparison
The fourth order scheme is used to compare the release profiles of a hypothet-
ical improperly loaded delivery device as well as one that has suffered matrix
degradation. A sequence of initial loadings is examined, both inwardly biased
pr0 ´ rq
nkeven (degraded) and outwardly biased rnkodd (improperly loaded), where
the index n P t0.5, 1, 2, 3u i.e. square root, linear, quadratic, or cubic. The higher
the index the greater the bias. In an effort to maintain consistency, each loading has
a parameter ki determined by volume integral to establish an initial load equivalent
to that of the uniform unit load: 2πr20z0. Figure 10.4 shows the IC concentration
curves with notably higher values of ki for the inwardly biased ICs than for outwardly
biased. This is a consequence of the volume integral in cylindrical coordinates, i.e.
dV “ rdrdθdz. As much of the interesting detail is over small time, it was decided
not to include any interpolative smoothing in this output; hence the somewhat jagged
initial curves. Using the unit (γB “ 1) Robin boundary condition as a baseline, it
is clear the effect of an outward bias IC is to increase the rate of the burst mode.
Indeed, there is such an accumulation of mass near the boundary that there is a
more rapid increase after which the release is fairly steady. This highlights the
dangers inherent in improperly loaded delivery devices. The depleted matrix is far
less dangerous as the initial smoothing of the IC from the center to the boundary
produces a far slower flux.
An examination of the release profiles for the six ICs together with the uniform
IC was performed. As expected, diffusive smoothing takes effect after the initial
redistribution and equalization of the IC mass. Since it is rather difficult to analyze
the fine behavior from a standard fractional mass graph, Figure 10.5 displays the
mass difference between the biased IC and the uniform IC load. Here it is clear that
outward bias has an additive effect, while inward bias has a subtractive effect. It is
interesting that inwards and outwards effects are not equal; there is clearly a greater
effect, given the same index, for the inward bias than the outward. The size of the
effect is greater for larger indices. The maximum variation across the loading is just
over 12%.
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Figure 10.4: Reference list of inwardly and outwardly skewed ICs used in





























































Figure 10.5: The difference in mass transfer between the uniform IC and inwardly biased pr0 ´ rqnkeven (degraded) or outwardly biased
rnkodd (improperly loaded). The index order is n P t0.5, 1, 2, 3u, i.e. square root, linear, quadratic or cubic, for each set of curves. Entire
Robin (γB “ 1) boundary using matched mtrapz() (long) and and mflux() (short) calculations.
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10.3.2 Small time error and solution matching
There is something unexpected happening at small time. While the outward bias ICs
t9, 11, 13, 15u behave as expected with increasing rates of mass fraction accumulation,
the same is not true of the inward bias ICs. Zooming in on the first fraction of a
time unit, a clear distinction between the fractional index ICst6, 8u, which exhibit
a delayed start described as an initially negative mass flux, and the higher order
polynomial ICs t12, 14u whose curves have a non-zero vertical intercept. This is
counter-intuitive. The higher the polynomial index the closer the IC is to a Dirac
function – with all the mass piled up in an infinitesimal point – one would expect
there to be some delay while the mass smooths out within the device to reach the
boundary, causing the release profile to be delayed but approximately the same slope.
Conversely, the fractional values are initially most like the unit IC and should be
closest to that curve. From t “ 0.25 onward this is the case when the boundary
is unobstructed. As the boundary becomes more insulated the error exacerbates.
The examples of the seam and the hole boundary have particularly unusual small
time behaviour for the inner (even) ICs, especially the sqrt – IC8 – as witnessed in
fig. 10.7e and 10.7c. It is well known that small time diffusion is often problematic
and may require a separate formulation, often asymptotic [51]. It may be that the
small time behavior is related to some sort of “snap” effect based on the large values
of the mass equivalence parameter.
Imagine the effect as the snap of an elastic band being released. The reverberations
effect the mass calculation based on remaining mass within the device - mtrapz().
The other mass calculation is the time integral of surface flux – mflux(). This
registers the correct zero flux and translates it into a delayed profile while the initial
condition smoothes itself within the device. Therefore a perspicacious ‘boundary’
matching between the two methods offers the best of both. The mininum value of
the logarithmic difference between the two mass method, tsw “ minplog |mtrapzptq ´
mfluxptq|q, provides the switch time for the unit IC run.
The small time and longer time solutions are blended with a hyperbolic tangent
over a range. This is used as a reference mass for the others. As usual, this turned out
to be rather more involved than expected. Having experimented with the difference
between the trapz (concentration-based) mass calculations and the reference value,
an attempt was made to splice the values at the turning point. It is not as neat as
one might like, mostly due to the separate curves having such varied profiles, but it
has obviated the initial, trapz-based error, especially for the inward biased (even)
ICs while maintaining the long time accuracy of the trapz() solution.
Figure 10.6 illustrates the effect on the checkerboard half-insulated boundary. Top
row shows the short-time surface flux based mass calculation on the left and longer-
time concentration based solution on the right. Below are the matched solution and
a zoom of the beginning. It is not quite right, especially with the pesky squareroot
IC, but it is better than it was.
Returning to a comparison of the ICs on the different boundary geometries, we
examine the half-insulated Robin cylinder, effectively a single large hole. This
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boundary delays the T90 time and also curtails the mass difference values by about
50% of the full Robin variation.
The checkerboard arrangement also has a half-open boundary, but one that is
much more widely distributed so that the length of the mixed boundary has increased.
As anticipated the release times are all faster as the mean free distance to the exterior
is shorter. In other regards the curves are analogous to those for the previous two
trials, slotting in between the full and half Robin boundaries. So too for the seam –
this one is surprising as it was expected that the outward load would decrease as the
exposure surface area decreased, however it appears to be a systemic problem .
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(a) Mflx() performs better over small time.






















(b) Mtrapz() performs better over long time











































(d) Zoom of matching point.
Figure 10.6: LO4 IC comparison. Mass difference from unit IC (γB “ 1) with nr “ 17, nth “ 31, nz “
17, nt “ 601, tf “ 30 comparing six initial loads on the checkers half-insulated boundary.
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(b) Half-open, mixed mass.




















































(d) Hole, mixed mass.
(e) Seam. (f) Seam, mixed mass.
Figure 10.7: Mass difference from unit IC (γB “ 1) comparing eight initial loads for half-open, hole and
seam Robin boundaries. LO4 IC comparison with nr “ 17, nth “ 31, nz “ 17, nt “ 401, tf “ 10. Left column
shows raw mtrapz() solutions; right column shows matched solutions.
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10.4 Conclusion
The attempt to create a numerical simulation for the 3D cylinder has been realised
through the fourth order, 3D Laplace operator block matrix which offers a good
compromise of speed, accuracy and stability. This model was then used to compare
several arrangements of boundary conditions. These included the contiguous and
checkers half-open boundary as well as the seam and Simon’s hole boundary.
The boundaries were tested with a set of inwardly or outwardly biased initial
conditions designed to model the effect of matrix depletion or improper loading
respectively. In all cases the outward bias accelerated delivery time and the inward
bias decelerated the delivery time.
Analysis of small time behaviour showed that the mass transfer was more accurately
captured using the mflx() routine, while mtrapz() is preferred over longer time. A
matching algorithm based on the time of minimum separation was introduced. This
solved the short-time mass transfer problem, but also made some obvious jumps
between the matched solutions. The jumps were largest for the fractional index
initial conditions.
The ability of mixed boundary geometries to mitigate the effects of both inwardly
and outwardly biased initial loadings has been effectively demonstrated. The next
step would be to secure some empirically derived laboratory data against which
to calibrate the major parameter D. The entire model would also benefit from
the development of a second partial differential equation simulating a stagnant
(boundary layer) concentration, through which the known partition coefficient for
a given matrix-drug combination could be modeled. It is anticipated that this too
would have a mitigating effect on the deviation from uniform loading. This is a large
undertaking as it would require extensive re-coding of the central block matrix.
It is disappointing that MATLAB’s inbuilt voxel mapping procedures, such as
slice() and contourslice(), do not easily translate to non-rectangular coordinate
systems as this visual aid would offer a neater insight into the flux dynamics at work
within the simulation. It remains an avenue of exploration.
A trenchant criticism may be that the differing ICs should not necessarily be of
equal initial loading, since the matrix degradation would yield a load less than 100%.
In this case the inward, equal loading could be interpreted as improper loading due
to injector malfunction.
Chapter 11
Conclusions, extensions and future
work
This thesis commenced with the aim of solving a mixed boundary problem in non-
axisymmetric cylindrical geometry. However, the proposed analytic solution, based
on the Laplace transform method, was judged to be incomplete by Prof. Frank de
Hoog. Consequently, the focus shifted to numerical simulations of the problem.
The 2D model, investigated in Chapter 6-8, effectively shows a logarithmic re-
lationship between port size and the time taken for 90% mass transfer to occur,
T90. The angle between ports can also be utilized to adjust the T90 value by up
to 15%. The angle responds to a rational, three parameter curve fitting. Both of
these quantities appear to be independent of the value of γB, i.e. they are valid for
all classes of drugs, both fast and slow.
The 3D model, developed in Chapter 10, is capable of simulating a variety of
boundary arrangements. It was tested for entire Robin, contiguous and distributed
half-open, seam and R-surface hole boundaries against a set of biased initial conditions.
All obstructing boundaries demonstrate that the effect of improperly loaded or
degraded matrix delivery systems are significantly ameliorated. This indicates that
diatom frustule coats over standard delivery matrix would curtail potentially fatal
improperly loaded drug delivery devices..
An idea that keeps cropping up in reference material, particularly that of Trefethen
[143], Fornberg [144] and Higham [145], is non-linear spatial discretization. This
accentuates areas of greater curvature by clustering points there, at the expense of
less dynamic regions. For instance, having a tighter radial mesh around the outer
boundary would allow for better flux calculations, which, in turn, increases the
accuracy of mass transfer data. It turns out that Chebyshev points are the solution
for this and the application segues directly into conversion to Pseudo-Spectral (PS)
method solutions.
It is well known that hyper-loaded, reservoir models offer far closer zero-order
delivery than matrix models [1, 11]. The problem being that reservoir rupture can
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be fatal. Perhaps it is possible to encase the reservoir in the shell of a diatom, thus
making it an ‘armored reservoir’? Alternatively, loading fixed-volume diatoms with
swellable hydrogel could produce results similar to those previously seen in osmotic
pump delivery systems (OROS) [156]. In fact, there has recently been promising
results in this area. Wu et al. (2015) [157] describe their method of preparing oral
push-pull osmotic pump devices from mesoporous silica nanoparticles for the delivery
of BCSa class II (poorly water-soluble but highly permeable) drugs that provide
increased bioavailability whilst lowering maximum plasma concentration.
11.1 Multilayer models
Multilayer models have strong application in the controlled release domain. Multi-
layered deliver systems have been extensively used in plant fertilizers [158] and are
now being increasingly utilized in medications and nutraceuticals [159]. These con-
centrically layered annulus models have been derived from years of physics research
into the behaviour of nuclear fuel rods [160].
11.1.1 Stagnant layer extension
A starting point for a multilayer model could incorporate a boundary layer outside
the diatom surface. These “stagnant” layers of biosolvent are well documented and
have significant effect on the rate of drug diffusion from the device. To accomplish
this extension a second PDE system must be introduced with a boundary interface
condition. It would also be advantageous to include partition coefficients in this
model. These would take cognizance of the fact that not all environments perform
like perfect sinks – often surfaces behave in a rate limiting manner that prevents
total drug transfer. For example, in ocular therapies the finite volume of the eyeball
restricts the rate and limits the amount of drug that can diffuse into the eye. The
incorporation of partition coefficients into the boundary interface conditions can
model these compartment scenarios.
As outlined in Grassi [5, p. 231], the stagnant layer that develops around release
surfaces is a common phenomenon in the swelling and degradation of polymeric
delivery systems. It generally exerts a resistance to diffusion greater than that of
highly swollen hydrogel matrix. Secondly, many delivery devices are coated with a
membrane that typically behaves like a stagnant layer, i.e. the membrane determines
the rate of drug transfer.
Together with the apparatus described in Section 10.2, the introduction of a
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Initially, the stagnant layer has zero drug concentration, thus usl “ 0 at t “ 0.
The matrix/stagnant boundary condition prohibits drug accumulation at the
boundary
Dsl∇usl “ D∇u. (11.1.2)







The interface partition coefficients for matrix/stagnant and stagnant/release environ-









Grassi claims this problem has no analytic solution when D ‰ Dsl and so must
be solved numerically. However, Singh et al. [161] have developed a finite integral
transform method for a multilayer polar geometry for use in the nuclear industry.
This could feasibly be ported to a diatom multilayer model. Since diatoms have
numerous nested coats within their frustules, the model would ultimately have to
represent several layers. Figure 11.1 shows a SEM image of these layers within the
extinct freshwater species Paralia sulcata.
11.2 The finite integral transform (FIT)
The FIT extension is a well understood method that has been applied to numerous
fields in heat and mass transfer in particular. Since it can be conceptualized as
modular, those modules which do not have application may simply be ignored until
the model becomes elaborate enough to require them. For instance, an interpretation
of the time-dependence in source terms could be that the device contains super
saturated, crystaline or polymeric drug reservoirs that only release their drug when
the concentration in the matrix drops below saturation level; time-dependence in the
outer boundary could model the swelling and degradation of a matrix polymer.
The application of integral transform techniques to cylindrical IBVPs is investi-
gated. Having first derived the transform-inversion pairs and established the general
form of the solution, we then turn our attention to several test cases. A comparison
for the inhomogeneous separation of variables, Chapter 7, solutions is desirable. To
this end, the continuous Dirichlet and the mixed Neumann boundary conditions
are both evaluated. The physiological interpretation of these models was previously
described in Section 7.5.
Recall that it was previously determined that the Laplace transform solution of the
homogeneous, mixed boundary problem with inversion by Cauchy’s residue theory is
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Figure 11.1: Scanning electromicrograph of Paralia sulcata shows nested layers
of structures within the frustule. Once common in fresh water, this species is now
extinct. The frustules have been found in high concentrations within silaceous
oozes in the North Sea.
not feasible. A solution based on the product of Green’s functions is also not feasible
for upr, θ, tq geometry because the coupling of Bessel function order to the θ-variable
cannot be separated [50, p. 347]. However, the eigenfunction expansion method can
still be applied. Duffy [104, p. 328] approaches the problem with Laplace transforms,
having split the problem into homogeneous and particular solutions. The Laplace
inversion presents a more difficult challenge than the method described here.
While the inhomogeneous mixed boundary problem yields a closed-form solution,
the method is limited by the form of the outer boundary. Further, it is a rather
cumbersome method. The finite integral transform method offers an integral equation
solution for a wide range of non-linear extensions to the diffusion equation. Some
of these options may not be immediately necessary for the complexity of the given
mixed boundary problem, these portions of the solution may be excised until required.
The availability of time-dependent boundary and source/sink conditions offers a
standardized format for extension to more complex models. One of the breakthrough
areas of controlled release pharmacology is temporal delivery systems [1]. Through
polymer degradation over time and changing porosity within the material as it
reptates, the physical ability of molecules to be released from the matrix is changed.
These complex chemical phenomena can be modeled by the time-dependent boundary
condition. Spatial and targeted delivery systems are also advancing rapidly. Using
micro- and nanoparticles as well as liposomes and other polymer constructs, it is
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possible to ensure the required drug is not released until reaching its intended site.
This can be modeled by a biphasic profile in the BC or in the source term. Time-
dependence in the source term has also been suggested as a method of modeling
the complex swelling, degrading and changing porosity seen in the behaviour of
polymeric delivery devices [5].
Özişik describes integral transform technique as “systematic, efficient and straight-
forward”[50, p. 547]. It is convenient for non-homogeneous and time-dependent
boundary conditions and source terms. The method can be traced back to Olcer
[162] and Doetsch [163]. Cotta and Mikhailov have also been long-time proponents
of the integral transform method as a generalized method of solution for non-linear
partial differential equations [164].
The overall approach can be separated into three steps. In step one we develop
the integral transform pair, i.e. the integral transform for the chosen space variable
and its inversion formula. This usually involves double integration by parts or the
application of Green’s theorem. The effect is to replace the spatial variable with
an eigenfunction expansion to the appropriate eigenvalue problem. In step two, the
second-order space partial derivatives are removed by application of the integral
transform. This reduces the PDE to a time-dependent, first-order ODE. Finally, in
step three, we solve ODE with transformed IC, then apply the inversion formulae to
obtain the solution to the original problem.
For multiple space variables, the process is applied repeatedly. It is imperative
that the θ-variable be transformed before the r-variable. This is because the r-
eigenfunctions are dependent on the θ-eigenvalues. The θ-space transform is Fourier,
while that of the r-space is a Hankel transform.
Singh et al. [161] use the FIT method to solve for neutron flux within a multilayered,
cylindrical nuclear fuel rod. Their model uses an mixed outer and an inner boundary,
i.e. the central singularity is excised.
As described previously by (6.1.2)-(6.1.4), the non-axisymmetric cylindrical diffu-
sion problem has been extended to show this method allows for time-dependency in



















` gpr, θ, tq. (11.2.1)
The concentration is subject to the initial condition
upr, θ, 0q “ F pr, θq, for 0 ď r ď a and 0 ď θ ď 2π, (11.2.2)
with the standard periodic boundary and finite center conditions, plus the inhomoge-
neous outer boundary
αupa, θ, tq ` β
B
Br
upa, θ, tq “ fpθ, tq ě 0, for 0 ď θ ď 2π, (11.2.3)
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when t ą 0. The requirement α ¨β ě 0, α
Ž
β ‰ 0, together with non-negative fpθ, tq
can also be implemented. The interpretation prevents the backflow of drug from
outside the delivery device.
11.2.1 The θ-transform pair
This method is valid for any θ domain. Since the domain of interest is the entire
circle, 0 ď θ ď 2π, the particular eigenvalue problem has been seen and dealt with
previously, (6.2.6) with BCs (6.1.6) and (6.1.7).
Integral transform supr,m, tq “
ż 2π
0
upr, ϕ, tq cosmpθ ´ ϕq dϕ. (11.2.4)
Inversion formula upr, θ, tq “
1
2π







where m P N. For the sake of compactness, the fundamental (m “ 0) term can be
incorporated into the series. However, the important proviso remains to halve the
m “ 0 term during the inversion. Some readers may prefer the expressions separated
as shown above in 11.2.5.
In effect, the integral transform converts a function of a spatial variable into an
eigenfunction expansion of an a priori known eigenvalue problem.































































Periodic boundary conditions on u together with the 2π periodicity of Φpϕq imply
the bracketed terms are zero. The remaining integral is treated by recalling the
2π-cyclic eigenvalue problem (6.2.6), viz.
d2Φpϕq
dϕ2
`m2Φpϕq “ 0, for 0 ď ϕ ď 2π. (11.2.9)










“ ´m2supr,m, tq. (11.2.11)
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Where the last simplification is by transform definition. The transformed equation

















together with the transformed conditions
supr,m, 0q “ sF pr,mq and (11.2.13)
αsupa,m, tq ` β
B
Br
supa,m, tq “ sfpm, tq. (11.2.14)
11.2.2 The r-transform pair
While this method is valid for a range of domains including hollow, semi-infinite and
infinite cylinders, the domain of interest is 0 ď r ď a. The associated eigenvalue
problem has also been previously solved, hence the transform pair is derived from
(6.2.19)-(6.2.21)
Integral transform rsupλmk,m, tq “
ż a
0
ρRmpλmk, ρq supρ,m, tq dρ. (11.2.15)




Rmpλmk, rq rsupλmk,m, tq{Npλmkq, (11.2.16)
where Rm, λmk and Npλmkq are the eigenfunctions, eigenvalues and L2-norm of the
associated eigenvalue problem (6.2.19)-(6.2.21).

























































The lower limit of the first term is clearly zero. From the referenced eigenvalue














Rm “ 0, 0 ď ρ ă a. (11.2.19)
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su dρ “ ´λ2mk
ż a
0





To simplify the upper limit of the LHS bracketed term, utilize the boundary conditions
(11.2.14) and (6.2.19),
αsupa,m, tq ` β
B
Bρ
supa,m, tq “ sfpm, tq, (11.2.21)
αRmpλmk, aq ` β
d
dρ
Rmpλmk, aq “ 0. (11.2.22)
















Rmpλmk, aq sfpm, tq. (11.2.23)




















supλmk,m, tq “ Drsgpλmk,m, tq `
aD
β
Rmpλmk, aq sfpm, tq
(11.2.25)
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Applying the inversion formulae, (11.2.16) and (11.2.5), produces the result


















exp pDλ2mkτqApλmk,m, τq dτ

, (11.2.28)







ρRmpλmk, ρq cosmpθ ´ ϕqF pρ, ϕqdϕ dρ, (11.2.29)











ρRmpλmk, ρq cosmpθ ´ ϕqgpρ, ϕqdϕ dρ, (11.2.32)
where Rm, λmk and Npλmkq are the eigenfunctions, eigenvalues and L2-norm respec-
tively of the associated eigenvalue problem. If β “ 0, i.e. the outer boundary type is
Dirichlet, then the quantityRmpλmk, ρq{β|ρ“a must be replaced by´ ddρRmpλmk, ρq|ρ“a
in (11.2.30).
The full expansion can be arranged as































fpϕ, τq cosmpθ ´ ϕqdϕ dτ
*
ˆ exp p´Dλ2mktq. (11.2.33)
When m “ 0, replace 1{π with 1{2π.
11.2.4 Extension to 3D cylindrical solution
The incorporation of the z´coordinate, 0 ď z ď L, is achieved by including a trans-
form/inversion pair based on the Cartesian z transform. Since the z´eigenfunctions
are independent of the other two spatial variables the order of operations is only
constrained by θ before r; Özişik suggests pz, θ, rq, but pθ, r, zq is equally acceptable
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[50, p. 572].














qrsupρ,m, z1, tq Rmpλmk, ρq dz
1,
(11.2.35)
where pu represents the transform with respect to the z´variable and ζp, Zpζp, zq and
Npζpq are the eigenvalues, eigenfunctions and L2´norm pertinent to the problem
setup (boundaries and geometry) respectively.b
11.3 Test cases
To demonstrate the utility of this method, several test cases are evaluated.
11.3.1 Perfect sink
Using the simplest of situations to check the calculation against the known algebraic
solution, we begin with a uniform initial condition, no sources/sinks and the ‘perfect
sink’ boundary as described by Higuchi [14]. This BC is interpreted as the behaviour
of a really fast, hydrophilic compound e.g. aspirin, that is conducted away from
the device boundary as rapidly as it diffuses i.e. the partition fraction for this drug
would be zero.
Thus:
F pr, θ, 0q “ u0, fpa, θq “ 0 with α “ 1, β “ 0 and g “ 0. (11.3.1)
The radial eigenvalues are solutions to Jmpλmkaq “ 0. From the associated r-
eigenvalue problem we have
Rmpλmk, rq “ Jmpλmkrq and 1{Npλmkq “ 2{pa2J2m`1pλmkaqq. (11.3.2)
The associated θ-eigenfunction integral,
ş2π
0
cosmpθ ´ ϕqdϕ, is zero except when
m “ 0, thus
r
sF pλ0k, 0q “ 2πu0aJ1pλ0kaq{λ0k. (11.3.3)
bFrom Özişik Table 2-1 [50, p. 46].
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Similarly, sf “ 0, hence Apλmk,m, τq “ 0. Instantiation of these values into (11.2.28)
gives
















This is as expected. The constant boundary condition has only a fundamental mode,
m “ 0, solution.
11.3.2 Zero flux
While the zero flux case is not of particular application since no drug is transferred,
it does serve to check that the solution template has been derived correctly. This
will enable more elaborate models as described later.
If the outer boundary is Neumann zero flux, du
dr
|r“a “ 0, with all other values
unchanged, then the radial eigenvalues are solutions to
d
dr
Jmpλmkrq|r“a “ 0 ùñ
m
λmka
Jmpλmkaq “ Jm`1pλmkaq; (11.3.5)
except when λmk “ 0 , which is handled separately. Note that for m “ 0, this implies
J1pλ0kaq “ 0.
r
sF and A are the same as before.
The Neumann constantc C0 is required because α “ 0, so λ0 “ 0 is an allowed









ρu0dϕ dρ“ u0. (11.3.6)
The θ-eigenfunction integral is again only non-zero for the fundamental mode. So







Assemble these values in (11.2.28) to obtain











“ u0, since J1pλ0kaq “ 0. (11.3.8)
cThe value associated with the zero eigenvalue, which is only non-trivial under a Neumann
boundary condition.
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Again, this is as expected. The zero flux condition nullifies the fundamental mode
leaving only the Neumann constant, i.e. the initial condition.
11.3.3 Continuous, θ-dependent, Dirichlet BC
If a Dirichlet outer boundary is set with fpa, θq “ u0θp2π ´ θq{π2, then the inho-
mogeneous boundary has a quadratic profile that varies from 0 to 1. There is a
small perfect sink ‘hole’ surrounded by an increasingly concentrated environment
as the angle approached π. One interpretation of this is the condition experienced
by an implanted device. The perfect sink represents the local blood vessel and
the increasing ambient concentration references slow tissue such as fatty deposits,
bone and connective tissue. Inbetween these extremes lie the well-perfused tissues
such as muscle. While this problem was previously solved using the inhomogeneous
separation of variables method in Section 7.5.1, the utility of the FIT method is
demonstrated by this far quicker and less cumbersome method.
The radial eigenvalues are solutions to Jmpλmkaq “ 0. As with the first example














, m ą 0 (11.3.10)
where the m “ 0 integral is evaluated separately. Thus the value A is calculated
as












, m ą 0,
(11.3.11)
where the cancellation occurs by direct substitution of the transcendental.
Given that F pr, θ, 0q “ u0, we again have rsF pλ0k, 0q “ 2πu0aJ1pλ0kaq{λ0k.
Since A is not time-dependent, evaluation of the integral is straight forward.
Assemble to show






















¨ Apλmk,m, τq. (11.3.12)
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Separate the fundamental mode pm “ 0q solutiond from the second term:

































































ˆ p1´ exp p´Dλ2mktqq. (11.3.14)
The solution features components of the fundamental mode derived from both the
IC and outer BC. The θ-dependence of the BC leads to harmonic modes (m P N) in
the solution.
11.3.4 Mixed, Neumann θ-boundary
The main criticism of the previous example, Section 11.3.3, is that over time the
concentration within the device will become lower than that of the slow tissues.
This would result in a diffusion gradient into the device from the slow tissues. This
objection can be avoided by having a θ-dependent variable flux boundary. Applying
the solution (11.2.33) to the non-homogeneous mixed boundary problem (7.1.1), we
have
F pr, θ, 0q “ u0, fpa, θq “ ωHpπ ´ θq (11.3.15)




Jmpλmkrq|r“a “ 0 ùñ
m
λmka
Jmpλmkaq “ Jm`1pλmkaq; (11.3.16)
except when λ “ 0 , which is handled separately.
The example excludes sources, so g “ 0.
dRemembering to halve!
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As with the no-flux example, section 11.3.2, the fundamental mode contribution from
r
sF is negated by (11.3.16)
r






J1pλ0kaq “ 0. (11.3.18)
Instead, the Neumann constant is required and is again evaluated as C0 “ u0.
Similar instantiation shows that
sfpmq “ ω
ˆ




, m ą 0, (11.3.19)








, m P odd. (11.3.20)
Combining these in (11.2.28) gives


























Separation of the (halved) fundamental mode and some cancellation reveals






















p1´ exp p´Dλ2mktqq. (11.3.22)
11.4 Conclusion
The finite integral transform method offers substantial benefits over the separation of
variables technique. The method is systematic and the ease of solution preferable. It
is flexible, affording non-linear extensions such as time-dependence in the source/sink
term and the outer boundary condition. Both of these have practical application
within the field of controlled release.
Singh et al. [161] show that the finite integral transform method is capable of
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handling multilayer cylindrical problems, so it would also be a good fit for the
extension to the stagnant layer model.
Appendix A
Miscellaneous calculation details
A.0.1 Crank’s small-time erfc formula (6.21)






a sinh ξ r




















The latter exponential form is structured as the infinite sum of the geometric
series





Rearrange to match appropriate inverse transform
















Using Spiegel [102, p.250, #86]
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A.0.2 Orthogonality integral
The evaluation of the orthogonalized Fourier-Bessel series involves showing that, if
the outer boundary condition was of Robin type





“ 0, γ “
α
β











The proof is modified from that shown in [126, p.346].
Let k be some fixed, but arbitrary, positive integer and define
y “ Jnprλkq
Then Bessel’s DE in self-adjoint form, where 1 represents d
dr




` λ2k yr “ 0 (A.0.7)
with yp0q ă 8 and pγy ` y1q|r“a “ 0. (A.0.8)




py1rq1 ¨ y1r dr “ 2
ż a
0
pn2 ´ λ2k r
2













the latter achieved by integration by parts of right hand. Since y is a solution, it




y2r dr “ py1rq2
∣∣
r“a





















































producing the result A.0.6.
It should be noted that this result with γ “ 0 represents the orthogonality relation
for a Neumann type boundary condition.
In the event that β “ 0, the BC is Dirichlet viz. upa, θ, tq “ Jnprλkq|r“a “ y|r“a “













Applying the BC cancels the leading term in (A.0.14) and the second term of














A.0.3 Norms of first eigenvalues in Fourier series expansions
It is worth pointing out that the use of a Fourier series expansion for the Heaviside
function introduces infinite orders of ν “ 2n ´ 1. Generally in this thesis the IC
has been expressed i.t.o. a single order of trigonometric function. When the IC is
constant, e.g. when u0 “ 1, order is 0. Else u0pr, θq “ kfprq cosnθ has order n. This
has the effect of making the Fourier-Bessel coefficients zero for all orders that are
not present in the IC. With the advent of infinite orders, as from a Fourier series
expansion of the Heaviside function, an investigation of their effect is required. To







a2pγ2 ` λ2mkq ´m
2







Focusing on the second factor shows that eigenvalues close to the Bessel order have a
far heavier weighting. Indeed, for the Neumann case (γ “ 0) with a “ 1 we see that
the factor is now p1´m2{λ2mkq´1. The initial eigenvalue for each transcendental order
is always larger than the order, thus m{λm1 ă 1. Since the sequence of eigenvalues
for each transcendental are spaced about π units apart, using a basic loop procedure
in MAPLE it is possible to analyse the behaviour of norm coefficient over a wide
range of orders. Figure A.1a shows the first eigenvalue to order ratio – together with
a hyperbolic fitted curve and comparison cubic spline. The 3-parameter, hyperbolic
fit is given by
fpmq “ ´0.726ˆ 10´3 ¨ pm` 0.744q ¨ pm´ 1500q{m (A.0.18)
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Figure A.1b shows the norm coefficient of the first eigenvalue to order ratio for m
from 1 to 100, (a “ 1),
2{rJ2mpλm1q ¨ p1` pγ
2
´m2q{λ2m1qs ¨ 1{m (A.0.19)
The effect is ameliorated by the exponential decay which scales rapidly with the
(a) ratio λm1{m. (b) ratio N´1pλm1q{m.
Figure A.1: MAPLE investigation of norm coefficient of first eigenvalue over
large range of orders.
squared eigenvalue. Investigating further it’s possible to establish an approximate
decay relationship between successive eigenvalues within an order sequence. This
allows for an rough view of the ‘eigenspace’.
A.0.4 Bessel functions and their properties
There are numerous Bessel relations used in simplification, often of the transcendental
equation, for instance are now displayed at the individual relation text within the
footnotes for easier reference.
Additionally, the resources for all-things Bessel (Special Functions) have been
• Jeffrey Handbook of Mathematical Formulas and Integrals [98]. Favorite for
ease, compactness and legibility.
• Erdélyi et al. (1954) The Bateman Manuscript [165–168]. The monumental
undertaking of California Institute of Technology Professor Emeritus Harry
Bateman to standardize the field of special functions. Edited by teams of
researchers after his passing under the leadership of Arthur Erdélyi. These five
volumes form the basis of all later works.
• Olver NIST Handbook of Mathematical Functions [169] for whatever else you
formerly used Abramowitz & Stegun [125]
• The NIST hosts the website DLMF.NIST.org [170]. The Digital Library of
Mathematical Functions is a treasure trove, especially useful graphs of complex
plane cuts.
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Figure A.2: Ratio of N´1pλmkq{N´1pλm1q
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• Watson (1944) A treatise on the theory of Bessel functions [171]. The original
and still valuable, though historically challenging notation at times.
• For the truly diabolical list of integrals, the go-to resource is still Gradshteyn
& Ryzhik [172]
A.1 Supplementary material to uniform moving bound-
ary ADE
A.1.1 Cartesian 1D












, 0 ă r ă Rptq, t ą 0. (A.1.1)
subject to the boundary and initial conditions




up0, tq “ 0, t ą 0 (No flux @left bnd.), (A.1.3)
IC : upr, 0q “ F prq, 0 ď r ă R0 (Generic concentration), (A.1.4)
C4 : νpR0, 0q “ ν0, (Initial advection velocity). (A.1.5)
























, 0 ă r ă Rptq, t ą 0. (A.1.7)











, 0 ă ζ ă 1, τ ą 0. (A.1.8)
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subject to the boundary and initial conditions




up0, τq “ 0, τ ą 0 (A.1.10)
IC : upζ, 0q “ F pζq, 0 ă ζ ă 1. (A.1.11)
Standard separation of variables with upζ, τq “ Zpζq ¨ T pτq gives
Z2 ` λ2Z “ 0, with Z 1p0q “ 0 and Zp1q “ 0 (A.1.12)
for solution
Zpζq “ an cos pn` 1{2qπζ. (A.1.13)





















dt` ln k, (A.1.15)











Using superposition and orthogonality arguments arrive at original variables solu-
tion

















R´2τ dτ and λn “ pn ´ 1{2qπ. Assuming uniform initial condition
F pρq “ u0 gives
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A.1.2 Spherical separation of variables solution
Assume ansatz solution sV pζ, t˚q “ Zpζq ¨ T pt˚q. Substitute into (5.2.31)








Thus yielding the two DEs
T 1 ` λ2T “ 0 (A.1.21)
and Z2 ` λ2Z “ 0, (A.1.22)
with solutions:





Zpζq “ A sinλζ `B cosλζ. (A.1.24)
Applying the boundary condition (5.2.28) shows B “ 0. Using (5.2.27), requiring a
non-trivial solution, supplies the transcendental
sinλnR0 “ 0 ùñ λn “ nπ{R0. (A.1.25)
The solution can now be assembled as













The fundamental mode coefficient A0 (corresponding to λ “ 0) leads to the degenerate
DE Z2 “ 0. Solving leads to A0 “ 0. The Fourier coefficients An are determined by












sinpnπζ{R0q sinpmπζ{R0q dζ (A.1.27)





ζF pζq sinpnπζ{R0q dζ, n P N. (A.1.28)
Hence the scaled solution is
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“ 0, τ ą 0 (A.1.38)
IC : u0u
1
pr1, 0q “ 1 ùñ u1pr1, 0q “ 1{u0 “ 1, 0 ď r
1
ă 1 (A.1.39)
C4 : ν 1pR1p0q, 0q “ 1. (A.1.40)
The domains are now
u1pr1, τq ď 1{u0 “ 1, 0 ď r
1
ď R1, τ ě 0, R1pτq ě 1. (A.1.41)
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A.1.4 Summation approximation
A.1.4.1 Bessel roots approximation
The sequence of roots tjnu that satisfy the cylindrical trancendental J0pjnq “ 0 can
be easily accessed [98] or calculated. To find a linear approximation, note that
trn, jn{πsu “ tr1, 0.7654797s, r2, 1.7570954s, r3, 2.7545671s, r4, 3.7533620s,
r5, 4.7526587s, r6, 5.7521983s, r7, 6.7518736s, r8, 7.7516324s,
r9, 8.7514462s, r10, 9.7512981s, . . . u. (A.1.42)
A simple linear fit of the first ten roots using MAPLE’s Statistics package (see
Hydrogels.m) shows
jn « p0.998868n´ 0.239613qπ, Adj. R-squared: 1.0000. (A.1.43)
Thus, the cylindrical eigenvalues can be approximated by
λn « pn´ 0.24qπ ùñ k1 “ 0.24 (A.1.44)
A.1.4.2 Observations on spherical approximation
Replacing Λ “ η, x “ 2, λ1 “ π in (5.7.17) with the logistic boundary, gives














Clearly, if there is a most accurate value of η, then it lies between 1 and 2. If we
examine the error ϕpt, ηq between (A.1.45) and (5.4.3), while varying the parameter
η, it is seen that the zero values appear to form a hyperbolic curve, as shown in
Figure A.3. This looks like a boundary layer problem, where the inner layer (t ă 1)
and the outer layer have significantly different trajectories. Were one to choose a
single value of η, the argument could be made that the vertex (of the hyperbola) is
a good choice. In this particular example, the vertex is η « 1.0537. Of course this





ϕpt, 1.0537qdt « ´4.246ˆ 10´4 (A.1.46)
Figure A.4 shows how better accuracy can be achieved by the use of splines or
least squares to define the values ηptq. The MAPLE code Hydrogels.mw/Cauchy
bounds provides a procedure for extracting point values from ϕ and producing a
fitted curve using either cubic Spline() or logarithmic LeastSquares().
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There is clear utility in having a single-term, closed-form approximation to this
problem. It seems the fractional values emerge since η is the continuous variable
(integral) analogue of the discrete series index n, perhaps it has some segue-way into
the fractional calculus diffusion equation? Further exploration merited.
Figure A.3: MAPLE plot of error between Fourier series solution and (A.1.45)
with varying parameter η.
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(a) Cubic spline – always good. (b) Exploring ln-ln relation
(c) Spline error: ϕpη, tq. (d) ln-ln error.





All the codes can be downloaded in a single .zip file. The included readme.txt gives
a brief description of each code: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1J_
zhKJmHqU4aAIn-ogouR4bg1YS3JunY?usp=sharing
B.2 2D Numerics codes details and testing
We begin with a review, based on the work of Smith [105], of the second order forward-
time, centered-space (FTCS) finite difference scheme. The coding in MATLAB of the
analytic solution to the pr, θq diffusion equation is then detailed in Appendix B.2.1.
A comparison of the numeric versus analytic output is discussed and the issue of the
central spike anomaly created by the singularity is inspected.
In Appendix B.2.2, the Method of Lines (MoL) is next investigated to harness the
power of MATLAB’s ode() and Schiesser’s dss() higher order finite difference routines.
The adapted, fourth-order dss004circ() routine is shown to deal with the circulant
nature of the periodic boundary conditions. It is tested using various boundary
and initial conditions, both axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric. At the end of
Appendix B.2.2, a block matrix formulationis developed to the second-order. This
proves to be a sweet-spot for computational speed versus accuracy. The model is then
calibrated against the analytic solution for a non-axisymmetric initial condition.
The numeric call is handled by FDisk() which adjusts the boundary code based
on the input parameters α and β. The function applies the Courant-Friedrich-
Lewy (CFL) stability condition. The time step dt is chosen based on the radial
and azimuthal grid steps to be the largest value that still allows sequence stability.
Originally, this timestep was then passed to the analytic function so that equivalent
solution matrices could be directly compared. For fine spatial meshes this resulted
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in large matrices (ą 105 elements) that were slow to evaluate. Intermediate versions
made use of the mod() function on time to reduce the number of analytic calculations
while still being able to compare the two time meshesa. Once the move to a general
mesh definition was made, the FDisk() code was updated to create an internal time
mesh that was fine enough to satisfy the CFL condition. The mod() function then
selects those time values that agree with the general time mesh.
FDisk() uses nested loops rather than matrix code. Once the problem of coding
in matrix form was resolved, the implementation of implicit (BTCS) and Crank-
Nicholson schemes could be completed. These allow larger time steps, without
compromising accuracy, and hence evaluate much faster. The conversion method is
as follows:
1. Substitute µÑ ´µ in block A to produce matrix for implicit scheme M.
2. Combine the average of the explicit and implicit schemes for Crank-Nicholson.
3. Solve using A ˚ up:, t` 1q “M ˚ up:, tq
Figure B.1 shows a collection of early style outputs to the mixed boundary problem.
The error sizes were exacerbated by the mistaken belief that the analytic solution by
residue analysis was correct.
1 D=0.1; tol=1e-6; r0=1.0; th=0,2*pi; tf=1.0; % final time
2 gammaT=1.5; gammaB=0.5 %robin parameters
3 nr=21; nth=21; dt=0.003; % # radial, angular s w/ overlap nodes, time step
4 nord=31; nk=15; % orders and number of roots for exact solution
B.2.1 Closed-form (analytic) solution
This section attempts to produce a discretized reference for comparison based on the
analytic solution (??),viz.












paα ` nβqJnpλnkaq ´ βλnkaJn`1pλnkaq “ 0. (B.2.2)
In order to do this, we must have the eigenvalues in sequential orders of the
transcendental function (6.3.6). The code transJCyl() produces a table of k roots
of orders 0, . . . , n. It distinguishes between Dirichlet and Robin outer BCs by using
the global parameters α and β. A loop structure searches for changes in sign based
aThis is why the early comparison output for this work was shown as point graphs rather than
line graphs.
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(a) Time contour curves along diameter.

























































(c) Time error along ´π : π




























(d) Radial error along π
Figure B.1: Early output comparing FD and (flawed) residue solution.
on an anonymous function call to the transcendental for the particular order. This
is possible because the roots of Bessel functions are roughly π units apart. The
MATLAB function fzero() b is then used on each interval to find the root to the
value specified by tol() – the required tolerance. The roots are packaged into an
array. Sample output from trts.txt is shown below:
1 Table of 5 roots for orders 0 1 2 3 4 5
2 for transcendental with alpha = 1 and beta =1
3 Order 0: 1.255783 4.079473 7.155797 10.270977 13.398388
4 Order 1: 2.404826 5.520115 8.653688 11.791510 14.930901
5 Order 2: 3.518319 6.866263 10.072989 13.247684 16.409419
6 Order 3: 4.612563 8.157848 11.439878 14.657186 17.846502
bBased on a Fortran algorithm of T. Dekker, it utilizes a combination of bisection, secant and
inverse quadratic interpolation methods. See Moler (1977) [173].
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7 Order 4: 5.694315 9.412673 12.768889 16.030655 19.250225
8 Order 5: 6.767159 10.641056 14.068648 17.375649 20.627028
The code ExactDisk_v7() calls to transJCyl() and then calculates the analytic
solution by first evaluating the Fourier-Bessel (FB) series coefficients and then
assembling a 3d matrix of upr, θ, tq values by judicious manipulation of several
repmat() structures:
• N: row vector of root orders and numbers – equivalent to the double summation
over n and k; dimension p1, nn ˚ nkq.
• besmat: 2d matrix of r´values composed with N – equivalent to Bessel term;
dimension pN, nrq.
• thmat: 2d matrix of θ´values composed with Fourier-Bessel coefficients –
equivalent to trig terms; dimension pnth,Nq.
• Emat: 2d matrix of exp´values composed with θ´values – equivalent to exp
term for each time step; dimension pnth,Nq.
• eX: 3d matrix of pr, θ, tq ; dimension pnr, nth, ntq.
As outlined in Section 6.4.1, the form of the Fourier-Bessel coefficients depends
on the outer boundary type; a Dirichlet (type 1) BC requires a separate formula to
Robin (type 3) or Neumann (type 2). Furthermore, the Neumann condition incurs












F pr, θqϕCnk r drdθ, n, k P N, (B.2.3)
and for n “ 0
A0k “
λ20k






F pr, θqϕC0k r drdθ, k P N. (B.2.4)
Similarly, for the sine eigenfunction
Bnk “
2λ2nk








F pr, θqϕSnk r drdθ, n, k P N. (B.2.5)





















F pr, θqϕCnk r drdθ, n, k P N, (B.2.7)
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and for n “ 0
A0k “
1





F pr, θqϕC0k r drdθ, k P N. (B.2.8)








F pr, θqϕSnk r drdθ, n, k P N. (B.2.9)
For Dirichlet BC, c0 “ 0.
The code is particularly sensitive to order and number of roots for small time and
radius. While five is adequately accurate 0p´3q for longer time values, to achieve
similar accuracy for small time values or inhomogeneous, θ-dependent boundary
conditions,as many as 200 roots have been routinely calculated. Early on this was
a run of 30 minutes on an Intel® CoreTM i7-2600K CPU @3.40GHz ˆ4. It was
later discovered that MATLAB does not automatically invoke parallel or even multi-
thread processing and have begun experimenting with the open source multicore
library.
The situation was vastly improved by changing the order of integration in the
symbolic double integrator, integral2(), used for the FB coefficients – integrating
over θ, then r is far more efficient than vice versac [174]. Together with a conversion
to the ‘iterated’ method and a slackening of the relative tolerance, this resulted in
more than a twenty-fold speed increase!
The computation time can be further reduced by tailoring the code to match the IC
input. Since all the FB coefficients are derived by applying the mutual orthogonality
of eigenfunctions argument, the only non-zero values will be for orders 0 and whatever
multiplier exists for trigonometric factors within the IC. For instance, given the IC:
fpr, θ, 0q “ p1´ r2q p1´ cos θq{2, the lack of any sin terms indicates that all B-values
i.e. sin nθ coefficients will be zero, hence the entire integral loop of sin can be avoided.
Similarly only A-values of orders 0 and 1 will be non-zero. This is true as long as
the integrals are over an interval of 2π and is a direct consequence of Fourier series.
This is particularly pertinent later on, when the IC/BC utilize Heaviside functions
that involve potentially infinite sum Fourier series expansions.
Following the advice of Trefethen, who devotes an entire SIAM Review article in
praise of the effectiveness of MATLAB’s trapz() [115], the analytic code was updated
to utilize the trapz() function instead of symbolic variables. The deceptively simple
trapezium rule becomes surprisingly accurate as the spatial mesh sizes decrease.
trapzDisk() runs at least two orders of magnitude faster than ExactDisk_v7().
However, despite its obvious speed advantage, trapzDisk() is not as accurate on
larger spaced meshes as the symbolic integrator – critically for the double integrals
necessary to evaluate the Fourier-Bessel coefficients. This is particularly noticeable
when t ! 1, since the errors are amplified by the exponential factor. Careful
cThis is due to the coupling of Bessel function order to the θ-variable eigenvalues [50, p. 347] and
is consistent with the order of variable requirements in the finite integral transform (FIT) method
of solution used in later chapters.
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debugging showed, that for ptf, nt, nr, nth, nkq “ p1e´ 4, 101, 101, 7, 100q, the error
between FB coefficients in ExactDisk_v7() vs. trapzDisk() was Op´4q d. As can be
seen in Figure B.2a, an axisymmetric comparison using IC“ 2p1´ r2q, this error is
concentrated in a central spike. Since trapz() responds exponentially to finer mesh
size, a “zoom” factor – multiplying the number of time divisions – is incorporated into
the revision trapzDiskV2(). With zoom = 100, the error is reduced to Op´9q while
still allowing trapzDiskV2() to complete in a fraction of the time. In Figure B.2b the
development of a small-time, central spike is now Op´5q. This is attenuated by finer
r-mesh size, but it never disappears. Effectively, this cautions that trapzDiskV2() is
better suited to longer t " 1 time runs.
The error does not change when the tolerance is beyond tol “ Op´10q but it
is responsive, albeit very slowly, to the number of eigenvalues used, nk. As will
be discussed later, in Appendix B.2.2, the slow convergence of exponential series
solutions is a clear example of diminishing returns.
B.2.1.1 Explicit vs. Analytic output
The code FDiskCompare() checks the absolute error between the second-order
Forward Time Centred Space (FTCS) explicit finite difference scheme and the
analytic solution for all outer boundary condition types. The initial condition is
input via the function InitialCondition(). The initial conditions tested are
• constant: fpr, θ, 0q “ 1.0,
• axisymmetric: fpr, θ, 0q “ σxp1´ r2q,
• azimuthal with flux-matched boundary: fpr, θ, 0q “ σzp1´r2q¨p1´cosnθq{2, n P
N.
The second option is smooth, the first and third values exhibit discontinuities.
The constant IC coupled with a Dirichlet (perfect sink) boundary condition has a
discontinuity between u|răa “ 1 and u|r“a “ 0. The third option shows a discontinuity
at the center, where limrÑ0 upr, πq “ σz while limrÑ0 upr, πq “ 0. As will be discussed
later, these sorts of discontinuities are less debilitating to parabolic than hyperbolic
or elliptic PDEs. The dispersive nature of diffusion equations smooths out the
discontinuities. The discontinuities do, however, affect the accuracy and rate of
convergence of the solution, especially during the short (transient) time. A scaling
factor, σ,e was introduced. It serves to normalize the initial mass to unit equivalent
for comparison. This also ensures that for a no-flux boundary, the steady-state
coefficient is 1.
Early output focused on contours plots of the solutions. The TimeContour2D()
function was adapted to draw a profile of the solution over a diameter for various
times, hence the centre is now at ‘1’ in Figure B.5a – which exhibits characteristic
problem with the central singularity. RadialContour2D() performs a similar function
by taking a range of radial slices through time as shown in Figure B.5b.
dThroughout this chapter the notation Op´xq means an error of 10´x or less.
eσx “ 2, σz “ 4.
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As this was the earliest work completed in this area, the code needed updating
- particularly to globalize the meshes and standardize the output. Figure B.4
shows more recent output from MixDiskCompare() which can also handle a mixed
boundary. The output makes use of the function polarplot3D(). The getframe() call
and imwrite() function are used to assemble an animated .gif file. The cloud link
to the animation file is available in Appendix D. Snapshots of the output for the
non-axisymmetric, finite difference solution and the error between FTCS and the
analytic solution are shown in ??. The graphs show the comparison of finite difference
and analytic results for the Robin analogue of a Dirichlet boundary. As γ Ñ 8, the
boundary condition γupa, θ, tq ` Bu{Br|r“a “ 0, behaves like a perfect sink Dirichlet
boundary. The initial condition, fpr, θ, 0q “ p1´ r2q p1´ cos θq{2, is of no particular
significance. It is not axisymmetric, so it highlights faults in θ´programming; it is
also flux-matched and so satisfies the periodic boundary condition (6.1.7). Since the
results are no longer axisymmetric it should be clear that an azimuthal slice must be
selected. This is accomplished by setting the global parameter th_slice within the
DefMesh() routine.
While the loop structure of the code core hasn’t changed much, advances in
interface and globalized variable structures make it easier to use and view. Standard
output now includes time and radial contour comparisons of the error between two
models, the mass transfer and surface flux plot sets. In all cases, Sol1 and Sol2
represent the output of the former and latter methods being compared. Figure B.6a
shows the fractional mass transfer values for the compared solutions (left) together
with a common logarithmic error comparison of the absolute value of the error
between the two solutions. The Fickian curve shows a t0.451 dependence, representing
the Korsmeyer-Peppas simplification for cylindrical diffusion [16, 107]; as such it
gives a general idea of the magnitude of the diffusivity constant D.
Peppas defines Fickian diffusion for delivery devices as Mt{M8 “ ktn for Mt ď 0.6
where k is an experimentally derived, macromolecular constant akin to the diffusivity
coefficient D and n “ p0.50, 0.451, 0.432q for the slab, cylinder and sphere geometry
respectively. These results are derived from Crank’s 1D asymptotic (small-time)
solutions.
Figure B.6b shows total surface flux (Left) and a close up of the early time
flux (Right) for both models being compared. Beneath is the common logarithmic
error comparison of the flux calculations for the two models. Both mass and flux
show at least Op´2q correlation between the numeric and analytic output. For the
parameters: nth “ 51, nr “ 31, dt “ 0.1, nord “ 1, nk “ 100, γ “ 999, the runtimes
for both analytic and numeric loops were under five seconds when using all eight
processor threads. The constraint is the amount of memory available for the FD
matrix variable upr, th, tq, which for dense time- and spatial-meshes becomes huge
very rapidly. It is always surprising to me, despite the tight time-mesh restriction,
how quickly the relatively simple FTCS scheme runs. As can be seen from Figure B.5a
and Figure B.5b, the FD model still struggles with the difficult central discontinuity
initially – represented by the blue error curve – specifically, the movement of mass
through the center is deficient. However, once the diffusive smoothing effect kicks in
this simple numerical method is able to deliver Op´2q accuracy for both flux and
mass values. This is reflected in the times for 90% mass transfer, viz. 4.004 vs. 3.876
non-dimensional time units (FD vs. Analytic).
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B.2.1.2 Central spike anomaly
At this point it was unknown whether the central spike anomaly – clearly visible as
blue curve in Figure B.5a and Figure B.5b – is due to poor analytic convergence of the
exponential based solution around r “ 0 for small time, or was a calculation deficit in
the FTCS scheme. As it continued to plague the Method of Lines comparisons, this
prompted the development of an analogous Maple code, NonAxiDiskCheck, which is
discussed in section 8.2.1.3.
B.2.2 The method of lines (MoL)
Ford-Versypt [46] utilized MoL and referenced Schiesser (2012)[133]. This turned
out to be a valuable resource as it furnished numerous dss() spatial differential
routines utilizing 5th order centered difference methods. Implementation of MoL
is fundamentally a conversion from a partial differential equation to a system of
ordinary differential equations, usually in time, which are then integrated numerically.
The spatial discretization can occur as previously outlined, either explicitly or
implicitly. The great advantages are that the evaluation is computed by highly
efficient, optimized ODE routines and the time step size constraint is relaxed. While
it is nominally stable for any size it is generally advised to keep the von Neumann
stability indicator within single digits. Since the number of ODEs in the system is
equal to the number of nodes in the spatial discretization, fine spatial meshes can
result in very large and computationally demanding systems. In order for MoL to
be successful the PDE must be well posed as a Cauchy problem. For our purposes
this effectively means that the initial condition is well-defined since the routine ODE
solvers in MATLAB, ode45 and ode15s, are initial value problem solvers. For this
reason it is generally better suited to parabolic and hyperbolic PDEs, rather than
elliptic PDEs.
B.2.2.1 Learning example: Haberman’s Ring
To familiarize myself with the method, work commenced with an elementary example
that involved periodic boundary conditions: the Haberman Ring problem cf.[175,
2.4.2, p.54]. Consider a thin wire of length 2L that is bent into a circle, modeled by














upx, 0q “ fpxq. (B.2.13)
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For the sake of a neat solution, let
fpxq “ sinx and L “ π,
then the only non-zero Fourier coefficient is B1 “ 1,
6 upx, tq “ sinx ¨ expp´κtq. (B.2.16)
Since Schiesser did not include any periodic BC examples in his book, it was
unclear whether the problem should be formulated with a repeat element in the
matrix for upx, tq, i.e. should up1, :q “ upend, :q ? In personal correspondence with
Professor Schiesser, he was unable to provide a solution to this problem of coding
for periodic boundary conditions. Early efforts resulted in the spatial discretizer
pde_ring1(). This is a simple, second-order, centred, finite difference scheme that
allows for either repeat or no-repeat. It turns out that both can work, but the results
look neater if the default is repeat. This prompted the investigation of Schiesser’s
dss004() discretizer – part of the “differentiation in space subroutine” library. Based
on a 1941 paper by Bickley [176], it uses classical 5-point, fourth order accuracy
finite difference to calculate the first order derivative. Centered space is preferred,
but forward/backward differences must be applied near boundaries. The coefficient
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Since it was developed for non-periodic BCs the initial and final pairs of values relied
on five-point forward and backward differences respectively. Once it was decided that
up1, :q “ upend, :q it was relatively straightforward to convert all values for five-point
centered difference with a circulant structure representing the periodic boundary.
The result is the discretizer dss004circ(). It is called via pde_ring2() and generally
yields two or more orders of magnitude greater accuracy than pde_ring1().
The next choice was which ODE solver to use? The system is marginally stiff
for the periodic IC. An ODE system is said to be stiff when “stability is more of a
constraint than accuracy”[112]. In the quoted article, Higham and Trefethen note
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that stiffness depends on many factors including the IC, the discretization and the
Jacobian matrix of the system. Consequently the stiff solver ode15s is used, though
the non-stiff solver ode45 is marginally faster. This is because the latter is based on
a single-step, explicit Runge-Kutta(4,5) schemef, whereas the former uses multi-step,
variable-order numerical and backward difference formulae, i.e. it is implicit.
The low-order solver ode23s is a single-step solver using a modified second order
Rosenbrock formula. While its relative simplicity makes it a rapid solver, it is not
as accurate as ode15s [178]. The stiff solver ode23tb, based on a combination of
trapezoidal rule and backward differentiationg, was also examined. It achieves the
same accuracy but is considerably slower than ode15s.
Figure B.7 shows a comparison of the absolute error between the analytic and
fourth-order MoL solutions for 51 time and 51 space steps for stiff vs non-stiff solvers
(ode15s vs ode45). The non-stiff solver takes 409 calls to evaluate to within tolerance
O(-7). Since these are mostly function evaluations, it is able to complete the task
more swiftly. In contrast, the stiff solver requires just 118 calls – many of which are
complicated LU matrix decompositions requiring more computation but yielding
a visibly smoother result. The danger of ‘runaway’ error in the non-stiff solver is
clearly shown by the spiky nature of the time-lines.
The work is packaged up into HabRing(), which compares the MoL schemes
against the analytic (exact) solution and provides graphical output. The lessons
learned from this example include the formulation of the circulant discretizer to
model periodic boundary conditions and the consequent superiority of stiff over
non-stiff ode solvers for this particular problem.
fThe Dormand-Prince pair[177].
gTR-BDF2, an implicit Runge-Kutta formula with a trapezoidal rule step as its first stage and
a backward differentiation formula of order two as its second stage [179].
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(a) trapzDisk() vs ExactDisk().

















(b) trapzDiskV2() with zoom = 100 vs ExactDisk().
Figure B.2: Reducing small-time, central spike error between symbolic integrals
and trapz(). pnt, nr, nthq “ p101, 101, 7q;nk “ 100; tf “ 1e´4 with IC“ 2p1´ r2q
and perfect sink BC.




































































Figure B.4: Typical 3d output and error
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(a) Time contour error curves.






















(b) Radial contour error curves.
Figure B.5: Standard output for FTCS finite difference versus analytic.
IC: fpr, θ, 0q “ 2p1 ´ r2q p1 ´ cos θq, BC: 999upa, θ, tq ` Bu{Br|r“a “ 0, through
θ “ ´π Ñ π.
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(a) Typical mass transfer output.
















































(b) Total surface flux output.
Figure B.6: Pharmaceutical quantities of interest for the FTCS versus analytic









































































1.51 2 3 2
Figure B.7: Comparison of absolute error (Exact - MoL) for (left) Non-stiff solver: ode45, timer “ 0.108381, ncall “ 409 vs. (right) Stiff solver: ode15s,
timer“ 0.138139, ncall“ 118
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B.2.2.2 Block matrix
The following code snippet produces Figure B.8 as seen via the spy function.
1 clc; clear all; close all
2 n=5; e=ones(n,1);
3 I=spdiags(e,0,n,n);











The code blockmatV5() creates the septa-diagonal block matrix A as shown in Fig-
ure 8.2, a trace created by spy(A). There is clear similarity with kron(I,C)+kron(C,I)
in Figure B.8. After many hours of painstaking debugging it was realized there
is a duplication of the circulant elements that were ultimately removed from the
NE (upper) and SW (lower) diagonals. Alternatively, they could be removed from
the individual kron(I,C), r-blocks, but there cannot be duplicates. There are two
versions of the block matrix formulation developed in conjunction with A/P Charlie
Macaskill at University of Sydney. One is node-based, blockmat(), the other is
operator-based, LapOp2(). They are both valid and have their advantages over one
another. In the node-based model each matrix node is given its entire structure
within the diagonal, the sparse matrix is then constructed using spdiags(); while the
operator-based model constructs the matrix by superimposing the parts for each
term in the Laplacian operator using the kron function. The node model runs faster,
but the operator model is perhaps easier to understand and hence adjust. Either
code can now be used as the discretizer for finite difference or the MoL code described
later. The visible similarity between Figure 8.4b–?? and Figure B.9b–B.9c indicates
that LapOp2() does not distinguish between the analytic solution and the fourth
order Laplacian block matrix.
B.2.2.3 Comparison with analytic solution
Figure B.9a shows a comparison between trapzDiskV2() and LapOp2() with the
same parameter inputs as previously tested for the pde_rthV3b() MoL code. It
should be noted that the level of accuracy for the second order code is less than that
for the previous MoL code. This is because the block matrix code is assembled from
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Figure B.8: Output from MATLAB kron.
second order finite difference schemes, whereas the original MoL code uses Schiesser’s
dss004() – fourth order FD. The great advantage of the block matrix formulation
is its speed. The runtime for pde_rthV3b() was 123.6s; the comparable time for
LapOp2() was 6.2s. The twenty-fold increase in speed can be invested in finer meshes
that compensate for the lower order finite difference approximations. The largest
error, Op´3q, for LapOp2() occurs at small time over the centre and the left outer
boundary. This indicates some difficulty calculating flux through the centre and on
the more massive edge of the disk. Figure B.9b and Figure B.9c display the common
logarithm of the errors for mass transfer and surface flux respectively. Both are less
than Op´3q and logarithmically convergent.
B.2.3 Axisymmetric disk or sphere
We continue with the MoL adaptation of the original IBV problems: Spherical:
(2.2.1)-(2.2.4) and Cylindrical (3.2.1)-(3.2.4). The function mol_r() is the MoL
analogue of FTCS() and handles both Dirichlet and Robin-style outer boundary
conditions. It is only valid for axisymmetric initial conditions and, therefore, must
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(a) Error time contours along ˘π Ñ 0 (discontinuous) diagonal.
(b) Log mass error. (c) Log flux error.
Figure B.9: Second order Laplacian block matrix, LapOp2() (Sol1), vs.
TrapzDiskV2() (Sol2); Robin (γ “ 1) boundary, non-axisymmetric MoL with
nr “ 51, nth “ 51, nt “ 151, tf “ 15, nk “ 100, tol “ 1E ´ 10.
obey the no-flux inner boundary condition. Hence the central singularity can be
handled by the standard expedient of using l’Hôpital’s rule to establish the limit as r
tends to zero. Given the same space mesh, the MoL code generally achieves at least
two orders of magnitude greater accuracy than FTCS() in a small fraction of the
time. The switch geom allows for both cylindrical(1) and spherical(2) solutions. The
system is assembled by discretizer pde_4r(), using the dss004() fourth-order finite
difference library. This system, with unit initial condition, is stiffer than the previous
example, as indicated by the considerable difference in the number of function calls
(ncalls) between ode45 and ode15s, 49570 vs. 830, and more than a tenfold increase
in computational time. The MoL code is tested against the analytic solution XSph()
– using Crank’s formulae [51, p.91] – with the first 100 eigenvalues.
Figure B.13 shows the output for 101 space and 51 time steps using the stiff solver
ode15s with a Dirichlet boundary condition and unit initial condition. Particularly
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(a) Log mass error. (b) Log flux error.
Figure B.10: Fourth order Laplacian block matrix, LapOp4() (Sol1), vs.
TrapzDiskV2() (Sol2).
noteworthy is the complete absence of any error around the central singularity
as shown by the blue curve in Figure B.13b. The early time error, displayed in
Figure B.13a, is maximal for the second time step and then decays rapidly. It is
largely due to insufficient data for finite difference calculations in dss004() and the
initial perturbation developed from the discontinuity of the initial and outer boundary
conditions at upr “ 1, t “ 0q. This produces a ’swell’ that travels forwards in time
and towards r “ 0. This ’corner’ phenomenon is well documented and has little effect
on long time solutions of dispersive equations [180, 181]. For small-time (transient)
solutions, Flyer and Fornberg [146] suggest the implementation of corrective corner
functions.
The radial contours, Figure B.13b, and the time contours, Figure B.13c, both
show rapid convergence after the initial disturbance. Notably, the latter’s blue
curve shows the small time error clustered towards the outer boundary; while the
former’s indicates little to no disturbance about the center. Figure B.14a displays
the increased accuracy of the mass calculation, now Op´8q. The dotted curve plots
t0.43, which is the Fickian release rate for spherical diffusion. Both the analytic and
numeric values are subsub-Fickian. Figure B.14b shows a characteristic monotonically
decreasing, biphasic, Dirichlet flux profile together with increased accuracy in the flux
calculations, now Op´7q. The downward spikes in both mass and flux logarithmic
error plots simply indicate the change of sign within the absolute value required for
the logarithmic value to be created – the analytic and numeric curves crossed one
another.
In this example we have seen that a small time error exists by virtue of the discon-
tinuity between the initial and outer boundary conditions coupled with insufficient
data points for fourth order finite difference. There is notably no evidence of error
associated with the numerical evaluation of the central singularity. The method of
lines formulation offers major improvements in speed and accuracy over the finite
difference scheme.
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B.2.3.1 Comparison of block matrix and MoL solutions
For the purpose of completeness – and because these two methods are used to compare
the mixed boundary problem in the next section – the non-axisymmetric case is
compared using the method of lines with discretizer pde_rthV3b and the Laplacian
fourth order block matrix LapOp4. Graphical output is shown in Figure B.15. The
small time error, Figure B.15a, shows the Op´4q left boundary error that can be
attributed to the block matrix. The initial error about the center indicates that MoL
central flux is faster than that of LapOp4. This is borne out by a comparison of
previous figures B.19a and ??: the former shows that MoL is slightly faster through
the central discontinuity than the analytic trapz solution, while the latter figure shows
the block matrix is somewhat slower than the analytic. The figures for logarithmic
error in mass transfer and flux, B.15b and B.15c respectively, show greater than
Op´5q agreement with flux values converging more rapidly than mass. Both methods
arrive at a T90 value of 14.683808, this is in agreement with analytic value to 6
d.p. However, the block matrix completes the calculation in 23.3 seconds while the
considerably more laborious MoL takes 854.8 seconds – making the block matrix
formulation more than 36 times more efficient.
B.2.3.2 Flux and mass calculations
One of the difficult practical lessons of learning to code has been writing separate
specific functions rather than unkempt reams of code. The mass and flux calculations
described above were eventually transferred to their own function FluxMassVx(), now
in its fifth incarnation. The common complaint with any finite difference scheme is
poor accuracy near boundaries where a backwards difference scheme requires several
steps to secure the data necessary for accurate results [105, p. 7]. A solution is to
use MATLAB’s spline interpolation to smooth the initial ‘burst’ data with a denser
time-mesh. Since the mass transfer profile is often referred to as ‘bi-phasic’, this
dual time scale approach works well.
When the spatial mesh was adjusted to reflect Fornberg’s overstep of the center –
having an r-mesh from dr{2, not zero – it creates a problem for mass calculation;
similar to the error discussed in the trapzDisk analytic solution. Using Simpson’s
rule requires a uniform mesh space. Adapting the calculation by adding the missing
central quantity fared poorly. ‘Kludging’ to start from zero was worse as it causes a
mismatch between the stretched r-value and the input u-value. Both calculations
resulted in non-zero starting mass – a clear violation of Fick’s law.
The situation was satisfactorily resolved by augmenting the center to the radial
mesh vector and a concomitant averaging of the inner annulus to provide the solution
value for the center. Since trapz accepts mesh input and is very fast, it was used
with appended center point r-mesh. This provides the best results. The revised code
is contained in FluxMassV5. Better still, is to calculate the individual center values
along each diameter - thus giving a clearer idea of the direction of radial flux.
During the course of that task, it was realized that assuming the normaliza-
tion mass (i.e. initial loading mass) was always the same was not valid. For
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instance, smoothing IC“ 1` outer sink –choice1– to the exponential approximation,
IC“ 1{p1` exppkpr ´ aqq –choice5– loses mass. Scaling parameters had previously
been included to normalize the mass equal to that of a constant IC case i.e. π ˚ a2 ˚ u0
, but hadn’t looked at non-dimensionalized parameters like a or u0 being anything
else than unit values. Any deviation from these values would have resulted in the
mass fraction not being equal to one, due to division by the incorrect total mass.
Deciding where total mass should be calculated was a challenge; eventually m_tot
was put in the IC section of the DefMesh function as a symbolic integral from early
analytics work. The situation is thus remedied.
B.2.3.3 Non-axisymmetric disk
This is effectively a combination of the previous two examples inasmuch as it employs
the dss004/dss004circ-based discretizer with periodic boundaries. The comparison is
done for the θ´dependent, non-axisymmetric initial condition choice(3)
upr, θ, 0q “ 2p1´ r2qp1´ cos θq.
The code mol_disk() solves the system (6.1.2)-(6.1.3) using either the basic FD-
basedh pde1_rth() or the dss004() based pde_rthV3b(). Both Dirichlet or Robin
outer boundaries and cylindrical or spherical geometries are handled by mol_disk().
This was also the first code to utilize DefMesh() and global variables to define a
global mesh for all functions, centralizing parameter settings and obviating a lot of
tedious debugging. Based on the suggestion of Fornberg [144], the radial mesh is
defined from dr{2 to r0, thus it effectively skips the troublesome central singularity
while maintaining a uniform radial grid over the diameter. A rough metric for the
stability is provided by vNeuStab(), evaluated as 2 ˚ D ˚ dt{pdr2 ` dth2q. While
the method of lines is nominally unconditionally stable, it is generally considered
best for solution convergence that the von Neumann style metric is smaller than
Op1q [182, p.51]. The mesh defining function DefMesh() also controls the initial
condition selection via the switch choice(). It can calculate flux by two methods:
backwards, 3-point FD and dss004() 5-point FD. Mass transfer is also calculated
by dual methods: Simpson’s rule using concentration in concentric annuli and the
trapezium method using outward surface flux, again via dss004(). The function
parmlist() records the run parameters in parms%nt%nr.txt.
It is compared against the analytic output of symbolic variable integrator Exact-
Disk_v7() or the faster trapezium rule integrator trapzDiskV2(). Using discretizer
pde_rthV3b() with ode15s()i and a Robin outer boundary condition together with the
following input parameters provides the results displayed in Figures B.19-B.17.
1 D=0.1; tol=1e-10; tf=15.0; % diffusion coeff., ode tolerance, final time
2 alpha=1; beta=1; %robin parameters
3 nr=51; nth=51; nt=151; % # radial, angular w/ overlap, time nodes
hThe second-order, FTCS code of the previous section
iode15s() gives 331s and 4862 calls vs. ode45(): 2082s and 15175 - so the system becomes stiffer
as it becomes larger.
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4 nord=1; nk=100; % orders and number of roots for exact solution
The increased stiffness of this problem requires a finer tolerance for the ODE suite to
operate effectively. Reducing the tolerance to Op´10q means more function calls and
thus a longer runtime. Larger tolerances result in the small time error propagating
further through time.
Of note, however, is the large, early central and r “ 1 boundary errors shown in the
surface plots of error along the discontinuous diameter π Ñ 0, Figure B.19a and the
symmetric diameter ´π{2 Ñ π{2, Figure B.19b, respectively. For Figure B.19a the
discontinuity at the center sets up an Op´5q wave-like swell that propagates forward
through time. This indicates pde_rthV3b() struggles, compared with analytic models,
to allow sufficient material to pass through the center and at r “ 1.
Notice too that the smooth boundary at r “ ´1 exhibits considerably less error
than even the symmetric boundaries during the initial time steps. This seems to
indicate that increasing distance from the central discontinuity mitigates error. The
discontinuity between the initial condition and the Robin boundary condition does not
have as great an effect as the center. It is unknown whether the central discontinuity
can effect the early boundary error. Since the ˘π Ñ 0 axis has the greatest gradient
and therefore largest flux, one would expect the other diameters to show lower error
values. In fact, the symmetric ´π{2 Ñ π{2 axis not only suffers less central error, but
the error disperses much more rapidly than that of the non-axisymmetric axis.
Figure B.16 shows the model fares well over longer time scales. Figure B.16b
shows the sub-Fickian mass values rapidly reach greater than Op´7q accuracy. The
Robin boundary produces a characteristic humped flux curve in Figure B.16c which
also displays Op´7q accuracy. Noting that the scale of Figure B.18b is Op´3q, it
is clear that the small time error is increasingly dominated by the r “ 1 error.
This indicates that MoL code does not perform as well as the analytic for transient
solution, particularly during the initial time steps when insufficient data for the finite
difference routines will be amplified by small ∆t values. The small time (tf “ 1)
output comparison for the model is shown in figure B.17. As anticipated, [146], the
overall error is increased in comparison to the longer time run and the blue ‘spike’
in Figure B.17a is now prominent since it ’snapshots’ a time closer to zero. Future
work should investigate implementation of Flyer’s corner functions to the transient
(small time) IBVP.
There are several other points of contention regarding the small time solution. The
numeric flux evaluation Figure B.17c produces negative flux values over very small-
time – this is an artifact of the interpolated smoothing used for the dual time-scale
and effect of the mismatch between the initial and Robin boundary conditions.
It can be concluded that while the model performs adequately for longer time-
frames due to the smoothing nature of the dispersive PDE, it fairs poorly over small
time and a more elaborate method involving Flyer’s corner functions is required for
a more accurate small-time, transient solution.
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B.2.4 Non-axisymmetric graphs






















(a) Radial contour error along θ “ 0.
































































































(c) Flux output after implementation of dual time-scale with interpolated short-time.
Figure B.16: Graphical output for Robin boundary, non-axisymmetric MoL with
nr “ 51, nth “ 51, nt “ 151, nk “ 100, tol “ 1E ´ 10.
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(a) Radial contour error along along θ “ 0.




























































































Figure B.17: Small time output for same run.







































Figure B.18: Surface error: Non-axisymmetric MoL vs. Analytic over short time,
∆t “ 0.00 96.
B.2.4.1 Non-axisymmetric comparison with dss() MoL solution
For the purpose of completeness – and because these two methods are used to
compare the mixed boundary problem in the next section – the non-axisymmetric
case is compared using the method of lines with discretizer pde_rthV3b and the
Laplacian fourth order block matrix LapOp4(). The small time error displayed in
Figure B.15, shows the Op´4q left boundary error that can be attributed to the
block matrix. The initial error about the center indicates that MoL central flux is
faster than that of LapOp4(). This is borne out by a comparison of previous figures
B.19a and ??: the former shows that MoL is slightly faster through the central
discontinuity than the analytic trapz solution, while the latter figure shows the block
matrix is somewhat slower than the analytic.
The logarithmic error in mass transfer and flux show greater than Op´5q agreement
with flux values converging more rapidly than mass. Both methods arrive at a T90
value of 14.683808, this is in agreement with analytic value to 6 d.p. However, the
block matrix completes the calculation in 23.3 seconds while the considerably more
laborious MoL takes 854.8 seconds – making the block matrix formulation more than
36 times more efficient.
B.2.4.2 Finite difference code MBP
MATLAB codes written to model polar circular pr, θq diffusion by explicit, sec-
ond order, finite difference were adapted to reflect type-3 boundary conditions
(Cyl2DRobin()) and then split boundary conditions (C2DMx()) on the upper and
lower semi-circles.
As the time mesh for explicit FD must be determined by the radial and angular
meshes it soon becomes extremely fine. It was not sensible – in some cases not
even feasible, due to physical memory limitations – to use such a fine mesh on later
comparison codes and so a modulus filter was written for comparisons. This is why
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early comparison graphs show dots rather than lines. Together with the graphical
output subroutine calls, this forms MixDiskCompare.
Later versions of the original FD code proved quite efficient over longer time scales.
The subsequent introduction of vectorization, a fine time scale constant – a mesh grid
“zoom” – and a Fornberg center treatment improved the code’s performance. These
improvements are packaged in FMixDiskFBV2() the output of which is compared
with the block matrix code in the next section. This makes the future conversion to
a fourth order, implicit scheme like Crank-Nicholson seem an attractive avenue to
pursue.
B.2.5 MoL - block matrix MBP
This is where all the effort is starting to pay off. First the blockmatV3() code
from the previous section is further extended to include flux-matching terms at the
γB ´ γT boundaries. The end result is an 11-diagonal matrix as shown in figure
B.20. The green-labeled triplets are the backwards difference replacements for the
circulant (periodic boundary) elements. As the number of diagonals increase the
method becomes more like a Pseudo-Spectral space(PS) solution, much beloved by
Trefethen and Higham. This can now be used as a spatial discretizer for the Method
of Lines code developed for the previous chapter. This allows for any time-mesh and
so the comparison between methods can be on a globally defined mesh, DefMesh.
An effort has been made for consistency in orientation and the positioning of scales.
Figure B.21 shows standard output, using the Polarplot3D package, for the mixed
boundary problem described above with γB “ 1, γT “ 0. The boundary values are
defined by bweight()pθq “ pγB ` γT q{2´ pγB ´ γT q{2 ˚ sgnpcos θq, which is in keeping
with (8.3.3) and indicates the convective (γB “ 1), semi-circular boundary is centered
at the -180 i.e. ˘π azimuthal mark, which is also designated the ´1 radial value,
usually to the left. Hence the insulated (γT “ 0), semi-circular boundary is centered
at the 0 azimuthal mark, designated the 1 radial value, usually to the right.


















(a) Small time error along ˘π Ñ 0 (discontinuous) diagonal.
(b) Log mass error. (c) Log flux error.
Figure B.11: Fourth order Laplacian block matrix, LapOp4() (Sol1), vs.
LapOp2() (Sol2); same parameters.




















(a) Small time error along ˘π Ñ 0 (discontinuous) diagonal.
(b) Log mass error. (c) Log flux error.
Figure B.12: Method of lines, pde_rthV3b() (Sol1), vs. LapOp4() (Sol2); same
parameters.
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(a) Small time error.














































Figure B.13: Comparison: axisymmetric Dirichlet MoL vs. Analytic with
nr “ 101, nt “ 51, nk “ 100.
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(a) Normalized mass transfer.
















































Figure B.14: Quantities of pharmaceutical interest for axisymmetric Dirichlet
MoL vs. Analytic




















(a) Small time error along ˘π Ñ 0 (discontinuous) diagonal.
(b) Log mass error. (c) Log flux error.
Figure B.15: Method of lines, pde_rthV3b(Sol1), vs. LapOp4(Sol2); same
parameters.








































Figure B.19: Surface error: Non-axisymmetric MoL vs. Analytic, ∆t “ 0.1.


















































































Figure B.21: Typical Polarplot3D output: Orientation and boundary discontinuity.
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Since no analytic solution code has yet worked for the mixed boundary, the
output for blockmatV3() is first compared against the other second order scheme,






















(a) Error across diameter.
(b) Flux error. (c) Mass error.
Figure B.22: Evolved FD vs. 2nd order, flux-matched block matrix MoL
B.2.5.1 Polar flux map
Whereas previously only the boundary flux had been investigated, I took the oppor-
tunity to leverage the computational swiftness of the model to look at the entire flux
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map using Schiesser’s dss004() [113] for each radial solution of upnr, nth, ntq. The
mixed-boundary flux values are both problematic and instructive. Since outward flux
is positive, if one boundary is Neumann then mass flow from the region interior to
that boundary will be directed towards the nearest open boundary. This will make
some values negative – those between the no-flux boundary and the centre – while
others will register as positive. This is alleviated by the simple expedient of absolute
value: |Bu{Br| effectively shows diametric flux towards nearest open boundary. The
absolute flux map Figure B.23 now shows several notable ’artifacts’. The first is
the cleft centre – even when the appended centre average is made using absolute
values. This is a result of flipping the negative flux in abs(). Second is the peak
values at the edges of the no-flux boundary. Since the flux from the insulated area
is effectively being funneled around to these points, this is expected but still seems
overly large/concentrated. Third, and most interesting, is the development of a
symmetric ‘trough’ of low flux behind the peaks. As yet it is unclear whether this is
a genuine effect of the model or a computational artifact. Since this is radial flux it
could indicate that in those areas the flux is tangential to the radius.
Figure B.23: Absolute radial flux map of block matrix solution.
The direct effect of this investigation is to encourage the next level of develop-
ment.
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Uni Bi Tri Hex
2nd order 164.33447 141.69312 134.36326 127.36085
4th order 164.09021 141.28681 133.85119 126.41418
Difference 0.24426 0.40631 0.51207 0.94667
∆ % 0.15 0.29 0.38 0.74
Table B.1: T90 values by geometry and block matrix order.
B.2.6 2nd and 4th order block matrix
As the previous work was written before the advent of 4th order code, and being
loathe to update it all, the panacea of an updated comparison seemed a reasonable
compromise. As can be seen from Figure B.25, the increase is only Op´3q.
dual port exponential fit: Figure B.27 repeats the process for the exponential fit.
Figure B.28 shows the polar surface maps for concentration and flux for the
symmetric arrangement of ports at positions r1, 33, 65s out of 97. The animated .gif
file is available from the cloud download link in Appendix D. Both maps rapidly
assume the form shown and scale uniformly with time. Figure B.29 reveals the
similarity of the moving tri-port T90 values to those of the dual-port model.
B.3 3D Numerics: code details and testing
B.3.1 Disk codes extension to 3D
The mesh defining procedure is readily extended to three spatial dimensions by the
simple expedient of including a z-linspace(). In keeping with Fu et al. [183], a height-
radius ratio parameter, zratio“ z0{r0, links z0 and r0. As zratio() increases, the
cylinder “spaghettifies”. For values less than one the cylinder is the more traditional
tablet shape.
It is noted that there are two values of particular interest. If zratio“ 0.5, then
the Z- and R-flux surface areas are equal. The solution reflection across the no-flux
z “ 0 axis does not change this.
Also, the well-known, undergraduate optimization problem shows that a zratio()
of 2 minimizes surface area for a given volume. Given the advantages implicit in
administering large doses while minimizing the effects of burst mode, this seems
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sensible. Since the adoption of a symmetry condition requires mirroring, this would
make zratio“ 1 for minimum surface area.
The initial condition function is revamped to include z-variable. This requires
integral3() to perform the triple integral for total initial mass.
The method of lines code, mol_disk(), is also relatively easily extended once the
loops to convert the 4D arrays to column vector input for the ODE routines are
organized. This can also be achieved by reshape(), but the ‘hands-on’ approach
somehow feels safer. The discretizer pde3D_zrth() is extended from the previous
incarnation by the repeated application of dss004() to the z-vector.
The analytic code Exact3D() proves rather more tricky to develop from the
existing 2D formulation. Some manipulation of the series solution shows the m-series
can be separated out.














Jnpνnkrq pAnk cos nθ `Bnk sin nθq expp´Dν
2
nktq, (B.3.1)
with Ank “ C1C4C6, Bnk “ C1C5C6. Where the second line shows the previous disk
solution.
The z-eigenvalues are assembled by transZ3D(), which assumes a Neumann
boundary at z “ 0 and Robin at z “ z0. In a similar manner to the Bessel eigenvalue
finder, the z-eigenvalues are exposed by the sign change between successive search
intervals. The fzero() function is then applied to the interval to establish the value
to a prescribed tolerance. Once again, judicious manipulation of γ “ α{β parameter
in the boundary condition allows for either a Dirichlet or Neumann boundary. The
calculation of the Fourier-Bessel-trig coefficients is effected by an extra layer of
trapz() integration over z. The “zoomed” space mesh that aids the accuracy of
trapz() is now handled by a three space ndgrid() command. The summation of z-
eigenvalue, trig terms is encapsulated in the new array zmat which is then vectorized
by multiplication by the exponential factor. The 2D disk solution is then multiplied
the z-array (reshaped z-vector: size p1, 1, nzq) in the time loop to create the z-layer
disks using bsxfun(@times,rthmat,zarray) to establish the 4D solution array.
B.3.2 Finite difference vs. dss method of lines
The 2D Fornberg-center, second order, Euler FD code is extended by inclusion
of the z´variable. The CFL condition is implemented by finding the minimum
meshsize defined by DefMesh() and setting delt “ minprdr, dth, dzsq2{8. An internal
convergent time mesh is established. Even though this can result in a very large t-
vector, the computation time of this slim function is quite remarkable. In comparison
with a Schiesser-style, dss-based, method of lines code using ode15s, it is several
hundred times faster! It is, however, limited by memory availability and thus is
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hampered in comparison to the Laplace operator based block matrix method of lines
discussed below.
Two adjustments have been made: firstly, the anonymous function handle @vrepthz()
allows for greater vectorization of the main calculation, reducing the size of the code
dramatically. Secondly, the function pwmod() serves to modulate the periodic theta
values; again obviating a lot of finicky sub-case code reducing the overall size of the
program and improving runtime. The z-boundary conditions are implemented and
then the fine-time mesh is matched with that of DefMesh3D.
Figure B.30 shows the output for the comparison of dssMoL vs. FD3 for a half-
insulated cylinder with zratio“ 1 and γB “ 1. The runtimes were 4098 vs. 29.3
seconds. As anticipated the fourth order dssMoL has better accuracy and produces
a T90 score of 26.179s compared to the FD3 value of 27.015s.
B.3.3 Block matrix solvers
The pr, θq Laplacian block matrix solvers of second and fourth order are extended
to the third dimension by inclusion of the Toeplitz matrix for the second-order
partial derivative of z which is handled by z2deriv() or z2deriv4() respectively. The
development of the boundary condition must now be split into bwR() and bwZ() that
control the Robin parameter for each node in the cylindrical R-surface and the upper
disk Z-surface in turn. After experimenting with several output forms, a triple polar
plot shows cross-sections through the cylinder height at z “ 0, z “ z0{2 and z “ z0.
I’d hoped to be able to leverage the powerful slice() viewer, but as it is only for
rectangular coordinates this would require either rewriting the code in rectangular
or a very messy conversion of pr, θq results into px, yq. The fora on the MATLAB
support website have numerous requests for this feature to be developed.
To check the solvers, they are run against each other on a unit cylinder pr0 “
z0 “ 1q with unit initial loading for the half-insulated, split Robin boundary as
above. The runtimes for both solvers are about 99 seconds and the T90 values are
in close agreement: 26.184 vs. 26.246 seconds. ?? shows selected output from the
comparison. There is very little to call between the second and fourth order schemes.
Figures B.31a and B.31b show the comparative total surface flux and mass transfer
values. Windowed within each plot is a logarithmic error curve showing that the
agreement between the two block solvers is at least O(-3). In fig. B.31c the individual
surface fluxes are mapped: R (cylindrical), Z (top disk) and I (insulated bottom
disk). With the unit zratio, the R surface is twice as large as the Z surface and this
is mirrored in the flux values. Finally, fig. B.31d shows an R-Z surface slice through
the mixed boundary with the largest discrepancy occuring at the top disk surface
boundary interface. Again it is in at least O(-3) agreement.
1 IC tf nt nr nth nz gT gB tol
2 1 10 301 17 31 17 0 1 1e-07
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The anticipated increase in bilateral symmetry across the section through the
hole is shown in the lower and upper slices of fig. B.36. The error profile shown in
fig. B.34c is typical of the run; it shows the largest margin of error around the edges
of the hole and the slightly slower clearing of the second order scheme. Figure B.34a
and B.34b show that as the size of the diffusive port decreases the slower release
approaches a zero order profile.





















(a) Error across diameter.
(b) Flux error. (c) Mass error.
Figure B.24: 2nd order vs. 4th order block matrix MoL
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Figure B.25: The overall accuracy increase between 2nd and 4th order block
matrix MoL.
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(a) Exponential fit: R2 “ 0.9929
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(b) Exponential fit: R2 “ 0.9932
Figure B.26: Port position: T90 for dual ports at r1, ps out of 63
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(a) γB “ 1. Exponential fit: R2 “ 0.9940











(b) γB “ 999. Exponential fit: R2 “ 0.9964
Figure B.27: Tri-port position for ∆T90 vs. port angle




















Disk MoL: 97 angular-steps, 51 radial-steps,
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Figure B.29: T90 for triple ports r1, p, 65s with γB “ 999.
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(a) Total surface flux comparison with small time flux and log error (inset).
















































(b) Mass transfer comparison with log error (inset).












































(d) Error surface contours along ˘π Ñ 0 (discon-
tinuous) diagonal,tf “ 30 .
Figure B.30: dssMoL (Sol1), vs. FD3 (Sol2); Robin (γB “ 1) half-insulated
boundary with nr “ 17, nth “ 31, nz “ 17, nt “ 301, tf “ 30, tol “ 1E ´ 7.
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(b) Mass transfer comparison












































(d) Error surface contours along ˘π Ñ 0 (discon-
tinuous) diagonal, tf “ 30.
Figure B.31: LO4 (Sol1), vs. LO2 (Sol2); Robin (γB “ 1) half-insulated boundary
with nr “ 17, nth “ 31, nz “ 17, nt “ 301, tf “ 30, tol “ 1E ´ 7.
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(b) Mass transfer comparison
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(c) Error surface contours along ˘π Ñ 0 (discontinuous) diagonal, t “ 2.
Figure B.32: LO4 (Sol1), vs. LO2 (Sol2); Robin (γB “ 1) half-insulated,
‘checkerboard’, boundary with nr “ 17, nth “ 31, nz “ 17, nt “ 301, tf “ 30, tol “
1E ´ 7.
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(c) Error surface contours along ˘π Ñ 0 (discontinuous) diagonal, t “ 2.
Figure B.33: LO4 (Sol1), vs. LO2 (Sol2); Robin (γB “ 1) R-Z ‘seam’ boundary
with nr “ 17, nth “ 31, nz “ 17, nt “ 601, tf “ 300, tol “ 1E ´ 7.
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(c) Error surface contours along ˘π Ñ 0 (discontinuous) diagonal, t “ 2.
Figure B.34: LO4 (Sol1), vs. LO2 (Sol2); Robin (γB “ 1) Simon-type hole


































































































































































































































































Figure B.37: LO4 Robin entire boundary (γB “ 1) with nr “ 17, nth “ 31, nz “ 17, nt “ 401, tf “ 10 comparing 7 initial loads.Mass
difference vs. unit loading.
Appendix C
2D Analytic solution attempts
C.1 Laplace transform solution to Heaviside IC prob-
lem
To do: amend for normalized IC form pa{ρq3.














for 0 ď r ď 1. (C.1.1)
The drug concentration u is subject to initial condition
upr, 0q “ U0tHprq ´Hpr ´ ρqu, 0 ă ρ ă 1 (C.1.2)
where Hp¨q is the Heaviside step function.
Standard boundary conditions used: finite inner, Dirichlet outer (perfect sink)
lim
rÑ0
|upr, tq| ă 8, (C.1.3)
up1, tq “ 0 for t ą 0. (C.1.4)
The aim is to concentrate the same unit quantity of drug (6 U0 “ 1{ρ3) within an
inner core to attenuate the rapid initial mass flux. In the limit as ρÑ 0 this becomes
the Dirac delta functiona i.e. the infinite point source diffusion equation. Adjusting
parameter ρ should allow fitting the surface mass flux curve to some prescribed
controlled release profile
aHowever, this wouldn’t satisfy the finite condition and so we restrict ρ to positive values.
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Figure C.1: Heaviside initial condition for parameter ρ
Let u “ upr, tq then Û “ Ûpr, sq “ Ltupr, tqu. Taking the Laplace transform of














t1´Hpr ´ ρqu (C.1.5)












Ûp1, sq “ 0. (C.1.7)
To find the general solution (ÛG), we find the homogeneous solution plus a partic-
ular solution.












Û “ 0. (C.1.8)
Letting Û “ r´1{2Rprq and ξ2 “
s
κ








´ pξ2r2 ` 1{4qR “ 0. (C.1.9)
This is the Modified Bessel of order 1{2. The solution to this equation is
Ûpr, sq “ r´
1{2
`





2{πz sinhpzq and I´1{2pzq “
a
2{πz coshpzq [98, p.298, #1&2]
























pξρ sinhpξρq ´ coshpξρqq `
coshpξrq
ξr
psinhpξρq ´ ξρ coshpξρqq ` 1
*
(C.1.12)
Construct the general solution by
ÛG “ ÛH ` ÛP (C.1.13)




coshpξ rq{r “ 8. (C.1.14)
This means that C2 “ 0. Further, in the particular solution, the limit switches off








Ûpr, sq “ ÛG “ C1
sinhpξ rq
r
` ÛP . (C.1.16)
To determine the constant C1, first evaluate the particular solution. It is again
noted that the inner finite boundary condition does not exclude the coshpξrq
ξr
term in





ξρ coshpξp1´ ρqq ` sinhpξp1´ ρqq
ξ3ρ3κ
. (C.1.17)
verified with Maple, see 2LTv4 (2.9)
Using the boundary condition (C.1.6), we have
0 “ C1 sinh ξ `
ξρ coshpξp1´ ρqq ` sinhpξp1´ ρqq
ξ3ρ3κ
ùñ C1 “ ´
sinhpξp1´ ρqq ` ξρ coshpξp1´ ρqq
ξ3ρ3κ sinh ξ
. (C.1.18)
bassuming it’s safe to stash the additional factor of ξ in C1?
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Substituting (C.1.18) back into (C.1.16) and a fair amount of manipulation eventually

















consistent with Maple, see 2LTv4 (2.1.1.5 )



































coshpξpr ´ 1` ρqq ´ ξρ sinhpξpr ´ 1` ρqq
r sinh ξ
´
coshpξpr ´ 1´ ρqq ` ξρ sinhpξpr ´ 1´ ρqq
r sinh ξ

if r ą ρ
(C.1.20)
verified with Maple, see 2LTv3 (2.9)
There are two ways to proceed. To determine the inverse Laplace transform
of Ûpr, sq, requires the use of either Residue theory or a table of inverse Laplace
transforms.
If a table of inverse Laplace transforms is used (e.g. [102]) then the solution is written
terms of (separation of variables) eigenfunctions.
Recalling that ξ “
a




















































The incorporation of the extra s factor in the denominator of the cosh terms is




















cwhere it is understood that L tF puqu “ fpsq
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2π2κt sinpnπpr ´ 1˘ ρqq,(C.1.24)
L´1
#






























Then the inverse Laplace transform of (C.1.20) is calculated term-wise over the
inner and outer transforms. This calculation is very messy with much cancellation
and a great deal of algebraic simplification best checked with Maple. See Appendix
for Maple code listing.



































































Further, we note that when r “ ρ the outer and inner solutions should be equiva-
lent.
Trying for a more compact form . . .












































if r ą ρ
(C.1.30)
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Further, this is a non-converging, oscillating sequence.
































































It is noted that at t “ 0 we have Qp0q “ 0.
C.2 Simon/Ospina style solution to mixed BVP
This solution is modelled on the work of Simon and Ospina [95, p.107].



















subject to the initial condition
upr, θ, 0q “ u0 P R (C.2.2)
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“ 0 for ´π ď θ ă 0 (C.2.4)
where γT ‰ γB.
We require periodicity of solution, therefore
upr, θ, tq “ upr, θ ` 2π, tq, (C.2.5)
Due to (C.2.3-C.2.4), a boundary exists along the radii θ “ 0 and θ “ π for all r and
t. In other words, there exists an artificial boundary between the top and bottom
semi-circular regions. Therefore, we have an added solution requirement that there is
continuity of solution and flux across these artificial boundaries at θ “ 0 and θ “ π.
This will be described by
lim
θÑ0`
upr, θ, tq “ lim
θÑ0´
upr, θ, tq, (C.2.6)
lim
θÑπ
upr, θ, tq “ lim
θÑ´π



















upr, θ, tq (C.2.9)
These conditions are valid for all values of r and t, but are particularly important
on the boundary at r “ a where the boundary conditions (C.2.3-C.2.4) change.
It should also be noted that a consequence of the artificial BCs is that, given a
radially symmetric IC, the solution will show bilateral symmetry about the vertical
diagonal. Hence
upr, θ, tq “ upr, π ´ θ, tq, for ´π{2 ď θ ď π{2 (C.2.10)
This really should be explicitly shown...
Also, it is required that the solution be finite for all values r, θ and t. That is,
|upr, θ, tq| ă 8 (C.2.11)
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C.2.1 Laplace transform
Let
L tupr, θ, tqu “
ż 8
0
upr, θ, tq e´st dt “ Upr, θ, sq (C.2.12)
Recognising the role of s as a parameter, we will replace Upr, θ, sq with Upr, θq for
the sake of brevity.







































“ 0 for π ď θ ă 2π (C.2.15)
the artificial BC’s continuity of solution and flux conditions become
lim
θÑ0`



























with periodicity of solution (C.2.5) given by
Upr, θq “ Upr, θ ` 2πq. (C.2.20)





T if 0 ď θ ă π
B if ´ π ď θ ă 0
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It is noted that (C.2.13) is a non-homogeneous partial differential equation. To
find the general solution we set
Ukpr, θq “ Hkprq ` F kpr, θq, (C.2.22)
where k P tT,Bu, then Hkprq is the ‘particular’ or ‘steady-state’ solution and F kpr, θq























This is a non-homogeneous, modified Bessel’s equation of order zero.
The ‘ansatz’ solution to (C.2.23) is










Since the solution Ukpr, θq is required to be finite at r “ 0, then C2 “ 0 in (C.2.24).
Therefore,




As Hkprq satisfies the boundary condition found in (C.2.21), we have
C1 pξ I
1


















I 10pξaq ` I0pξaq
¯ . (C.2.28)









I 10pξaq ` I0pξaq
¸
, k P tT,Bu . (C.2.29)
Note that ξ (i.e. s) will be determined by the inverse Laplace transform of
Upr, θq.

















F k “ 0. (C.2.30)
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Since Hkprq satisfies the homogeneous boundary condition as described in (C.2.21),










“ 0, k P tT,Bu . (C.2.31)
We can now apply the separation of variables technique, such that
F kpr, θq “ Rkprq Φkpθq. (C.2.32)




















` µ2Φk “ 0. (C.2.34)
(C.2.34) is Euler’s equation with periodic BCs. From Stürm-Liouville theory this
has solution when µ2 ě 0 [128, p.77].
Φkµpθq “ cospµθq ` sinpµθq, µ P N0 (C.2.35)
Further, the conditions (C.2.16-C.2.20) require that µ is even and so
µ “ 2n, n P N0 (C.2.36)
The case where n “ 0 has been considered using Hkprq and produces the funda-
mental mode.
Therefore, the eigenfunction for Φkpθq is given by
Φknpθq “ cosp2nθq, n P N. (C.2.37)
(C.2.33) is a homogeneous, modified Bessel’s equation of integer order µ. Thus it
has a solution of form
Rkprq “ C5 Iµpξrq ` C6 I´µpξrq (C.2.38)
Since µ is an integer, I´2npξrq “ I2npξrq. Letting C5 “ C5`C6, the eigenfunction
is given by
F kn pr, θq “ I2npξrq cosp2nθq, n P N. (C.2.39)
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Applying the boundary condition (C.2.31), we have thatd
ξ I 12npξaq ` γkI2npξaq “ 0. (C.2.40)
This equation is the transcendental relation for the k region. We note that, for
each n, there are infinitely many eigenvalues, ξn. Apply an ordering on the ξn such
that
ξn,1 ă ξn,2 ă . . . ă ξn,m ă . . .
The transcendental relation will now be written as




n,maq ` γk I2npξ
k
n,maq “ 0, m, n P N, k P tT,Bu . (C.2.41)
Note that (C.2.41) is a function of the Laplace transform parameter s.
Combining (C.2.29) with (C.2.39) and applying the principle of superposition, we
obtain the general solution for Uknpr, θ, sq:

















I 10pξaq ` I0pξaq
¸
, (C.2.43)
F kn,mpr, θq “ I2npξ
k
n,mrq cosp2nθq, (C.2.44)






n,maq ` γk I2npξ
k
n,maq “ 0.(C.2.45)
Note once again that (C.2.43) has identifiable values of Laplace transform parameter
s that will be determined by the inverse Laplace transform in the next section.
Finally we need to determine the constants Ckn,m, k P tT,Bu .
Using C.2.16-C.2.18, evaluate the limits for r “ a.









From (C.2.46), we have that




n,mpa, 0q “ H
B





dOr that cosp2nθq “ 0.












Therefore, (C.2.42) can be written as




HT0 paq ´ H
B









The flux condition (C.2.47) becomes
HT
1








HT0 paq ´ H
B



















T pa, 0q ´ FBn,mpa, 0q F
T 1
n,mpa, 0q




FBn,mpa, 0q ‰ 0. (C.2.53)
The denominator of (C.2.52) is the Wronskian of the complementary solution evalu-
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C.2.2 Inversion by residues
Recall that





Upr, θ, sq est ds (C.2.59)
where s “ α is a vertical line such that all singularities are to the left.
C.2.2.1 Residue
Consider the residue for (C.2.58)at s “ 0. A singularity occurs at
s “ 0 (C.2.60)
Checking with Maple, no branch point exists for s “ 0.
Next we examine the residue at ΨT ΨB “ 0
ΨT ΨB “ 0. (C.2.61)





n aq ` γT I0pξ
T









It is noted here that only imaginary solutions exist for (C.2.62) to have zero solutions.




P R and so
Ipξrq “ Jpζrq (C.2.64)





n aq ` γB I0pξ
B









Hence, the residue for the nth pole of (C.2.58 ) will be written as
Residuen
`
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Given that




I 10pξaq I0pξaq (C.2.68)





ps ´ sTn q Residuen
`























ps ´ sBn q Residuen
`




















































































subject to the initial condition
upr, θ, 0q “ u0 P R (C.2.74)
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“ 0 for 0 ď θ ă π (C.2.75)
u |r“a “ 0 for ´π ď θ ă 0 (C.2.76)
Figure C.2: Mixed boundaries on circular domain; upper Neumann (no flux),
lower Dirichlet (perfect sink).
We require periodicity of solution, therefore
upr, θ, tq “ upr, θ ` 2π, tq, (C.2.77)
Due to (C.2.75-C.2.76), a boundary exists along the radii θ “ 0 and θ “ π for all r
and t. In other words, there exists an artificial boundary between the top and bottom
semi-circular regions. Therefore, we have an added solution requirement that there is
continuity of solution and flux across these artificial boundaries at θ “ 0 and θ “ π.
This will be described by
lim
θÑ0`
upr, θ, tq “ lim
θÑ0´
upr, θ, tq, (C.2.78)
lim
θÑπ
upr, θ, tq “ lim
θÑ´π



















upr, θ, tq (C.2.81)
These conditions are valid for all values of r and t, but are particularly important
on the boundary at r “ a where the boundary conditions (C.2.75-C.2.76) change.
It should also be noted that a consequence of the periodicity is that, given a radially
symmetric IC, the solution will show bilateral symmetry about the vertical diagonal.
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Hence
upr, θ, tq “ upr, π ´ θ, tq, for ´π{2 ď θ ď π{2 (C.2.82)









NB for conversion to other boundary - what are the obvious symmetry conditions?
The standard inner boundary condition for axisymmetric polar problems would only
be applicable where the initial condition and the boundary conditions displayed
radial symmetry. This is a condition that is too stringent and so we require that the
solution be finite for all values r, θ and t. e
|upr, θ, tq| ă 8 (C.2.84)
C.3 Incorrect method - homogeneous PDE
This is incorrect as it makes the BCs inhomogenous preventing the applicataion
of separation of variables. Leave IC and solve inhomogenous PDE We show that
no linear transformation can resolve this issue We commence by making the initial





, 0 ě v ě 1
6 u “ u0p1´ vq.
NB Another difficulty for generalisation, e.g. fpr, θq.





















































|vpr, θ, tq| ă 8. (C.3.3)
eReally just required at r “ 0 to ignore Bessel’s of second kind Kνprq
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T if 0 ď θ ă π
B if ´ π ď θ ă 0
,
and the initial condition is now homogeneous
vpr, θ, 0q “ 0. (C.3.5)
C.4 Solution method - Laplace transform
Let
L tupr, θ, tqu “
ż 8
0
upr, θ, tq e´st dt “ V pr, θ, sq (C.4.1)
Recognising the role of s as a parameter, replace V pr, θ, sq with V pr, θq for brevity.
Taking the Laplace transform of (C.2.73) and using (C.2.77), we have an inho-
































“ 0, k P tT,Bu . (C.4.3)









|V p0, θ, sq| ă 8, (C.4.5)
and periodicity of solution given by , no bilateral symmetry? π ´ θ
V pr, θq “ V pr, θ ` 2πlq, l P Z. (C.4.6)
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C.4.1 Separation of variables
We can now apply the separation of variables technique to the homogeneous PDE,
such that
V pr, θq “ Rprq Φpθq. (C.4.7)

















R “ 0. (C.4.8)
and the angular (azimuthal) equation
d2Φ
dθ2
` µ2Φ “ 0. (C.4.9)
ODE (C.4.9) is Euler’s equation with periodic BCs , I think this is wrong! Shows
hztl rather than vtcl bilateral symmetry?
Φpθq “ Φpθ ` 2nπq and Φ1pπ{2q “ Φ1p´π{2q “ 0.
(C.4.10)





A cospµθq `B sinpµθq, µ P N,
Cθ `D, µ “ 0.
(C.4.11)
C.4.2 Angular solution: finding Φpθq
Since the solution to (C.4.9) is known to have infinitely many eigenvalues that can
be ordered sequentially as
µ1 ă µ2 ă . . . ă µn ă . . . ,
we write
Φnpθq “ An cospµnθq `Bn sinpµnθq. (C.4.12)
where the An and Bn will represent the Fourier coefficients of the nth harmonic.
The periodicity requirement in (C.4.4) means that
Anpcospµnpθ ` 2πqq ´ cospµnθq
loooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooon
fcnpθq




´µnAnpsinpµnpθ ` 2πqq ´ sinpµnθqq ` µnBnpcospµnpθ ` 2πqq ´ cospµnθqq “ 0.(C 4.14)
From (C.4.13), we have f cnpθq “ ´
Bn
An
f snpθq, subbed into (C.4.14) gives









“ 0 ùñ Bn “ iAn, but An, Bn P R
or f snpθq “ 0 ùñ f
c
npθq “ 0. (C.4.15)
This is obviously true for µn “ t0, 1u. Let µn “ n P N, then




´ sinpnθq sinpn2πq “ cospnθq





` cospnθq sinpn2πq “ sinpnθq (C.4.16)
Consider the case where µn “ ρ P C´ N0, then
cos ρ2π “ 1 and sin ρ2π “ 0 ùñ ρ2π “ 2πm, m P N0 ùñ ρ P N0
Therefore, the only solutions to (C.4.12) are
An cospnθq `Bn sinpnθq, n P N0. (C.4.17)




q “ 0 create









































“ 0 ùñ sinµπ “ 0 ùñ µ “ n P N0
(C.4.19)
Hence, the solution to the singular SL problem is the full Fourier series
Φnpθq “ An cospnθq `Bn sinpnθq, n P N0 (C.4.20)
We note that @n, Φnpθq components form an orthogonal basis on θ P pc, c` 2πq.
The case where n “ 0 produces the fundamental mode, A0.
C.4.3 Radial solution: finding Rprq
(C.4.8) is a homogeneous, modified Bessel’s equation of integer order µ “ n
[Jeffrey2003handbook]. Thus it has a solution of form
Rnprq “ EInpξrq ` FKnpξrq (C.4.21)





. Since Rp0q ă 8, F “ 0. Therefore, the eigenfunctions are given
by
Rnprq “ Inpξrq, n P N0. (C.4.22)
C.4.4 General solution
Combining (C.4.20) with (C.4.22) and the particular solution u0{s and applying the
principle of superposition, we obtain the general solution for V pr, θ, sq:






Inpξrq rAn cospnθq `Bn sinpnθqs. (C.4.23)
Note, once again, that (C.4.23) has identifiable values of Laplace transform parameter
s, which will be determined by the inverse Laplace transform.










pξ I 1npξaq`γk InpξaqqrAn cospnθq`Bn sinpnθqs,
(C.4.24)
with I 1pxq “ d
dx
Ipxq. Edit(10/9/16): note the ξ presupposes no chain rule term in




“ a10 ` a0 γk `
ÿ
nPN
pa1n ` an γkq cosnθ ` pb
1
n ` bn γkq sinnθ., (C.4.25)
where
a10 “ A0ξ I
1
0pξaq , a0 “ A0 I0pξaq, (C.4.26)
a1n “ Anξ I
1
npξaq , an “ An Inpξaq, (C.4.27)
b1n “ Bnξ I
1
npξaq , bn “ Bn Inpξaq. (C.4.28)
We now define a filter function,
γk “ γT rHpθq ´Hpθ ´ πq
looooooooomooooooooon
FT








“ a10`a0 pγT FT`γB FBq`
ÿ
nPN
pa1n`an pγT FT`γB FBqq cosnθ`pb
1
n`bn pγT FT`γB FBqq sinnθ.
(C.4.30)
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C.4.5 Orthogonalisation
To find the Fourier coefficients of the full Fourier Series expansion of a general
function














, then integrate over a
continuous interval the length of the period, θ P pc, c` 2Lq.






















“ 0, m ‰ n,














“ 0, m ‰ n,



























dθ, n P N. (C.4.38)






































s rξ I 10pξaq ` γ̄I0pξaqs
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pa1n ` γkanq cosnθ cosmθ dθ. (C.4.40)















































6 An “ 0.










pb1n ` γk bnq sinnθ sinmθ dθ. (C.4.41)




























0, if m “ 2n, n P N.
2u0
s p2n´ 1q
pγB ´ γT q, if m “ 2n´ 1.































ξI 12n´1pξaq ` γ̄I2n´1pξaq
, where γ̂ “ γB ´ γT . (C.4.42)
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Therefore the general solution is expressed as


















where Ψν “ ξ I 1νpξaq ` γ̄Iνpξaq, ν P t0, 2n´ 1u, γ̄ “
pγT ` γBq
2
and γ̂ “ γB ´ γT .
(C.4.44)
Insert standard check that solution satisfied PDE and BCs
C.4.5.1 Checks and balances
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if 0 ă θ ă π
´π
4









pγB ` γT q ˘
1
2






γT ´ γT “ 0 if 0 ă θ ă π
γB ´ γB “ 0 if ´ π ă θ ă 0
˝






















“ 0, ν is odd˝
4. (C.4.43) satisfies the BC (C.4.5)
V pr, θ ` 2nπq involves sinpνrθ ` 2nπsq “ sinpνθq cospν2nπq `(((((
((((sinpν2nπq cospνθq,
cospν2nπq “ cospk2πq “ 1.
“ sinpνθq i.e. V pr, θq˝
5. (C.4.43) satisfies the BC (C.4.6): finite center

























This one is tricky and connected to the sufficient condition for the existence
fo the Laplace transform. If we use the ξ “ iζ conversion (from later), it gets
even trickier:
Ψ0 “ γ̄J0pζaq ´ ζJ1pζaq,
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This has infinite number of zeroes and singularities. See Figures C.3 and C.5
below. Hardly surprising as Iνpξq is monotonically increasing and positive,
whereas Jνpζq is periodic.





7. Initial value theorem: u0 “ lim
sÑ8
s ¨V pr, θ, sq Restatement of above and ties into

























































p4ν2 ´ 12qp4ν2 ´ 32q . . . p4ν2 ´ p2k ´ 1q2q
k! 8k







































s ¨ V pr, θ, sq “ u0 ˝
C.4.6 Transcendental equations
We know that the order-dependent transcendentals, Ψν determine the eigenvalues of
the SL problem. Removing the ‘prime’ notation using [jeffrey2003handbook](17.10.2.4)
d
dx
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(a) finite and convergent? (b) Close up







for γ̄ “ 1
Figure C.4: ζ form of |V p0, θ, sq| and Ψ0












Figure C.5: MAPLE point plots of sequences germane to IVT proof.




Iνpξaqq ` γ̄Iνpξaq “ 0 (C.4.46)
ùñ Ψν : ξIν`1pξaq ` pγ̄ `
ν
a
q Iνpξaq “ 0. (C.4.47)
Note that the only roots of (C.4.47) are purely imaginaryf. During the process of






“ iζ ùñ s “ ´Dζ2, ζ P R. (C.4.48)
Separating out the imaginary constant, i, based on [98, pp. 17.7.1.1.4, 17.2.1.1.4]:
Iνpξrq “ i





i´ν Jνpζrq, ν even.
i´ν`2 Jνpζrq, ν odd.
(C.4.49)
Thus (C.4.47) becomesg
iζIν`1piζaq ` pγ̄ `
ν
a
q Iνpiζaq “ 0, (C.4.50)
ùñ iζi´pν`1q Jν`1pζaq ` pγ̄ `
ν
a
q i´ν`2Jνpζaq “ 0, (C.4.51)
ùñ Ψν : paγ̄ ` νq Jνpζaq ´ ζa Jν`1pζaq “ 0. (C.4.52)
f According to AW, an unsubstantiated claim that appears to be baseless.
gν is odd, except ν “ 0.
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which is in perfect agreement with the transcendental equation derived by separation
of variables in the previous chapter (for odd n).
paα ` nβqJnpλnaq ´ βλnaJn`1pλnaq “ 0 (C.4.53)
C.5 Laplace inversion
Recall that the complex inversion formula h states





V pr, θ, sq est ds (C.5.1)
where s “ α is a vertical line such that all singularities are to the left.
Further, the residue theorem assures us that if spnq are the poles of V , then
ż α`i8
α´i8




where spnq´1 represents the residue of pole at spnq.
C.5.1 Residue at s “ 0 : fundamental mode
Consider the residue for (C.4.43). A singularity occurs at s “ 0. Checking with
Maple, the Laurent expansion about s “ 0 gives finite value, hence no branch point
exists for s “ 0. Therefore it is a simple pole.











I0p0q “ 1. (C.5.4)
C.5.2 Residue at Ψ0 “ 0 : fundamental mode











ha.k.a. Bromwich’s integral formula.
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pξ I1pξaq ` γ̄I0pξaqq. (C.5.10)
Careful use of the Chain rule gives
d
dξ
p¨q “ I1pξaq ` ξ I
1
1pξaq a` γ̄I1pξaq a (C.5.11)




























rξI0pξaq ` γ̄I1pξaqs . (C.5.15)




ξ0,ma rξ0,mI0pξ0,maq ` γ̄I1pξ0,maqs
. (C.5.16)





























ζma rζmJ0pζmaq ` γ̄ J1pζmaqs
J0pζmrq e
´Dζ2mt. (C.5.19)
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Don’t forget that L´1t1
s
u “ 1.









where ζm satisfy γ̄J0pζaq ´ ζ J1pζaq “ 0. (C.5.21)
C.5.3 Residue at Ψν “ 0 : harmonic modes

































rξaI2npξaq{I2n´1pξaqs ` aγ̄ ` 2n´ 1






r´ζaJ2npζaq{J2n´1pζaqs ` aγ̄ ` 2n´ 1
Bessel asymptotic form for small argument 0 ă z ăă
?


















































































, ´π ď θ ă 0,
π
4









paγ̄ ´ 1q ` 2n
pr ‰ aq
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Else Jeffrey 17.2.3.1 gives


















p2n´ 1qpaγ̄ ` 2n´ 1q
“











is the Digamma function. Random kinda interesting formula . . .
Ψpp
q
























































cospζr sin θq ¨ r sin θ
J0pζaq ´ J1pζaq{ζa
“ 2r sin θ







cospζr sin θq ¨ r sin θ
J2pζaq ´ 3J3pζaq{ζa
“ sgnprq sgnpsin θq8
Division by 0. Presumably because, for small x, J1pxq ą sinpxq ą J3pxq. NOpe
J1pxq ă sinpxq
What next? Some form of Asymptotics?
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where γ̂ “ γB ´ γT , Ψν “ ξ I 1νpξaq ` γ̄Iνpξaq and ν “ 2n´ 1. (C.5.22)
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Gather the Bessel orders
d
dξ
p¨q “ ξa Iν`2pξaq ` p2pν ` 1q ` aγ̄qIν`1pξaq `
ν
ξa
paγ̄ ` νqIνpξaq. (C.5.27)
From [98](17.10.2.1) derive















p2pν ` 1q ` aγ̄qIν`1pξaq `
ν
ξa
paγ̄ ` νqIνpξaq, (C.5.29)














































































































































There are no harmonic terms if γ̂ “ 0 or when θ “ 0, π, as we’d expect.
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C.5.4 General solution
By the complex inversion formula and Cauchy’s Residue theorem, we have








































Since ζ0,m satisfy γ̄J0pζaq´ζ J1pζaq “ 0 and ζν,m satisfy pνa`γ̄qJνpζaq´ζ Jν`1pζaq “
0, this allows simplification of the denominators by substitution of the higher order
Bessel values to yield the miraculously symmetric
































Edit 12/9/16 adjusted both γ values and removed common factors from summation.
Comparison with previously chapter’s:












shows the fundamental terms agree, but harmonic terms are slipping too quickly.
Rough work on harmonic residue of zero
Why isn’t there an s “ 0 residue for the harmonics? s “ 0 is not a simple pole.
Solution: The pole of Ψν at zero is order 2 since one comes from s and the other
from sν,1.














































rξaI2npξaq{I2n´1pξaqs ` aγ̄ ` 2n´ 1
(C.5.38)






r´ζaJ2npζaq{J2n´1pζaqs ` aγ̄ ` 2n´ 1
(C.5.39)
Bessel asymptotic form for small argument 0 ă z ăă
?
α ` 1 [125, p.360, 9.1.7]


















































































, ´π ď θ ă 0,
π
4









paγ̄ ´ 1q ` 2n
pr ‰ aq (C.5.40)
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Else Jeffrey 17.2.3.1 gives



















p2n´ 1qpaγ̄ ` 2n´ 1q
“











is the Digamma function.
Random kinda interesting formula from Gauss . . .
Ψpp
q


























































cospζr sin θq ¨ r sin θ
J0pζaq ´ J1pζaq{ζa
“ 2r sin θ







cospζr sin θq ¨ r sin θ
J2pζaq ´ 3J3pζaq{ζa
“ sgnprq sgnpsin θq8
Division by 0. What next? Some form of Asymptotics?
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(a) Bessels of 1st kind, integer order. (b) Bessels of 2nd kind, integer order.




This chapter is a moderately reworked version of the paper published in International
Journal of Mathematical Education in Science and Technology as part of their
Classroom Notes series [54].
D.1.1 Introduction
Hospitalization frequently involves the use of an intra-venous drip to supply med-
ications. This is because it ensures a precise and constant rate of drug deliverya
directly to the place where it can most easily be effective: the patient’s blood plasma.
However, the application and maintenance of an IV requires skilled medical personnel.
In 1990, Medical Engineering Professors Mathiowitz, Langer et al. were awarded
the US Patent for their invention of a controlled release polymer composite for drug
delivery [185]. Polymers are high molecular weight chains of repeated subunits that
are often hydrophilic (water-attracting). As they absorb water they break down by a
process called hydrolysis and any content loaded into their matrix begins to leak out.
The process utilizes spheres of polymers such as PEG and PLGAb to form a hydrogel
on contact with body fluid. These are typically extremely small: microspheres
1´ 300µm, nanospheres 10´ 1000nm.
The use of polymeric drug delivery devices on the micro- and nano-scale is a
highly active research area [1, 186, 187] with an increasingly broad array of materials
and designs. However, they all rely on diffusion in one way or another.
Controlled-release systems are designed to enhance drug therapies by:
aaka zero-order release kinetics.
b PolyEthyleneGlycol and Poly(Lactic-co-Glycolic Acid
286
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• enabling better control of the drug exposure over time; smaller doses of medicine
more often or a continuous trickle reduce the likelihood of counter-indications
(undesirable side effects).
• shielding the drug from premature (first-pass) elimination; this is the fraction
of the ingested drug lost to the digestive tract, particularly the liver, before it
can become available to the rest of the body via the blood plasma. Creating
a pill that delivers a more effective dosage is more difficult than you might
imagine.
• facilitating efficient biological-barrier crossing; particularly epithelia (e.g. skin),
immune system and blood-brain barriers. Often this is because the delivery
devices are sub-dermal injections or implants, though they can be effectively
absorbed via sub-lingual, intra-ocular, nasal, pulmonary, epidermal or rectal
application.
• steering the drug to a target location whilst minimizing widespread exposure;
this is especially effective in gene and peptide (protein) therapies, but controlled
release can also depend on pH, temperature, particular enzymes, electro-
magnetic field strength, ultrasound or a variety of other factors.
• increasing patient compliance due to less frequent dosing; implanted devices
can be effective for months.
• reducing variability of performance, thus ensuring faster approval by govern-
mental agencies such as the FDA.
In Figure D.1 the stylised curves show the danger inherent in repeated or daily dosage
(DD). Non-compliance may result in a toxic amount of drug in the plasma exceeding
maximum safe concentration , or dropping below minimum effective concentration.
The pronounced saw-tooth profile indicates the larger doses of fast-acting drug
required. This is mostly lost (i.e. wasted) to liver metabolism and kidney excretion.
The aim is to achieve a constant (zero-order) effective concentration through modified
release (MR) or, better, controlled release (CR).
Consider the diffusion of a drug from a spherical delivery device such as a polymeric
nano- or microsphere. The initial and boundary value problem for the diffusion
equation in spherical co-ordinates with a constant initial condition is a standard
undergraduate exercise [51, p.90] or [50, p.183]. A hallmark characteristic of these
solutions is the large and, for this situation, unrealistic initial mass flux. Since the
drug cannot begin to transfer until the solvent has penetrated the matrix of the
polymer device, causing surface pores to open (see Figure D.2) - a process known
as reptationc, this indicates an opportunity to improve on the standard model. To
reflect this, the initial condition (IC) is adjusted to a Heaviside functiond.
The analytic series solution is derived for a one-parameter initial condition that
attenuates the initial mass flux. The quantities of pharmaceutical interest are derived
cPicture a mass of polymer chains like reptiles slithering over one another.
dThe more traditional way of modelling this is by a Stefan-type moving boundary problem,
which is considerably more involved than this approach.
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Figure D.1: A Controlled Release (CR) profile approximates zero order delivery
far more accurately than modified release (MR) or (repeated) daily dosage (DD).
and examined. Industry derived data is used to provide a practical example of
the model’s utility. A method to accelerate the convergence of alternating series is
presented. Throughout the note, student exercises are given and then extensions to
the model are suggested.
An accompanying MAPLE code solves the initial and boundary value problem and
provides animations for the solution and pharmaceutical quantities of interest. By
altering the problem’s parameters, students may investigate further.
This relatively straightforward example contains many of the important topics taught
in an undergraduate applied maths program, including PDEs, modelling, coding,
non-dimensionalization and some special-functions.
D.2 Spherical diffusion problem
The derivation of the spherical form using coordinate transform is a good multivariable
calculus exercise and students are encouraged to perform it [93, p.15].














, for 0 ď r ď a. (D.2.1)
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Figure D.2: SEM images of polymeric microspheres showing pore structures
opening due to reptation of polymer strands. Courtesy of Tel Aviv University
Center for Nanoscience , [184].
The drug concentration is subject to the initial condition





r1´Hpr ´ ρqs 0 ă ρ ă a, (D.2.2)






0 if 0 ě r ă ρ
1
2
if r “ ρ
1 if ρ ă r ď a
. (D.2.3)
Hp¨q is the (discontinuous) Heaviside step function representing a drug-laden core of
radius ρ surrounded by a barren outer region. This is normalized by inclusion of the
pa
ρ
q3 factor to contain an equivalent initial concentration of drug, U0, to the standard
(ρ “ a) problem. Clearly, there is a physical limit to the lower value of ρ. It would
be impossible for the initial condition to become an infinite point source, Dirac delta
function δprq. This and other shortcomings of the Heaviside IC are examined in the
Extensions.
The usual boundary conditions are
lim
rÑ0
|upr, tq| ă 8, (D.2.4)
upa, tq “ 0 for t ą 0. (D.2.5)
It is understood that (D.2.5) means the concentration of diffused substance at the
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Quantity Type Description Dimension
u variable concentration of drug inside the delivery device M{L3
t variable time T
r variable radial distance from the centre L
ρ parameter radial distance to the Heaviside boundary L
a constant sphere radius L
U0 constant initial drug concentration when ρ “ a M{L3
κ constant diffusion coefficient L2{T
Hp¨q function Heaviside (D.2.3)
τ variable* time
V variable* product r˚u˚
T variable* SoV time equation
R variable* SoV radial equation
λ parameter* SoV coefficient
λn constant* eigenvalue
A,B,C constants* ODE coefficients
Cn constant* Fourier series coefficients





variable outward surface flux (D.3.14) M{pL2T q
mt variable mass transfer M
m8 constant total mass transfer M
Q variable* fractional mass transfer (D.3.15)
S̄p¨q function partial sum (D.3.18)
erfcp¨q function complementary error (D.3.20)
Table D.1: Nomenclature. Non-dimensional quantities: x˚
outer boundary (and beyond) is zero because of the far greater outside volume and
physiological advective mechanisms actively removing the substance. For this reason
it is known as a perfect sink condition [14].
A nomenclature of the quantities in the approximate order in which they’re introduced
is given in Appendix D.2
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r1´Hpr ´ ρqs , 0 ă ρ ă 1, (D.2.7)
up1, τq “ 0, for τ ą 0, (D.2.8)
lim
rÑ0
|upr, τq| ă 8. (D.2.9)
Exercise 1. Students should check the dimensional consistency of the problem.
The advantage of non-dimensionalization is that it reduces the complication of
the algebra and shows the fundamental structure of relationships. The disadvantage
is that the variables no longer represent real world quantities.
The system may be further simplified by the variable substitution [51, p.89]
V pr, τq “ rupr, τq, (D.2.10)






V pr, τq, for 0 ď r ď 1, (D.2.11)
V pr, 0q “
r
ρ3
r1´Hpr ´ ρqs , (D.2.12)
V p1, τq “ 0, for τ ą 0, (D.2.13)
V p0, τq “ 0. (D.2.14)
Exercise 2. Students should verify the substitution.
D.3 Separation of variables
This standard method [51, p.17] assumes that the analytical solution has form
V pr, τq “ T pτq ¨Rprq (D.3.1)







Separation and evaluation of the T´form gives
T pτq “ A expp´λ2 τq (D.3.3)
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and the R´form
R2 ` λ2R “ 0. (D.3.4)
the latter has eigenfunctions [50, pg.46, #9]
Rprq “ B cosλr ` C sinλr. (D.3.5)
Note that by writing the variable separation coefficient as λ2, we implicitly assume
positive, real eigenvalues. While this is well-established by Stürm-Liouville theory
[94, p.668ff], full working shows that only the trivial solution exists for non-positive
values of the coefficient; i.e. the fundamental mode coefficient C0 (corresponding to
λ “ 0) leads to the degenerate ODE R2 “ 0 with trivial solution C0 “ 0.
Exercise 3. Students should show that negative eigenvalues lead to the trivial solu-
tion.
Satisfying the boundary condition (D.2.14) requires that B “ 0, while the eigen-
values are determined by (D.2.13).
Rp1q “ sinλn “ 0
ùñ λn “ n π, n P N. (D.3.6)
Combining (D.3.3),(D.3.5) and (D.3.6),with a unified unknown coefficient, a particu-
lar solution is
Vnpr, τq “ Cn sinλnr expp´λ
2
n τq. (D.3.7)
By the principle of superposition, the series solution is







Substituting the initial condition (D.2.12) into (D.3.8) yields the Fourier sine se-
ries
V pr, 0q “
r
ρ3





One can now use the orthogonalityeproperty of eigenfunctions to show that the




sin ρλn ´ ρλn cos ρλn
λ2n
. (D.3.10)
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Exercise 4. Students should verify this relation.
Transforming back to the original (unscaled) quantities, the solution is



































Exercise 5. Students should verify the reverse substitution and check that when
ρ “ a, (D.3.11) agrees with Crank’s form [51, p.91, 6.18].
Crank uses the normalized quantity C´C1
C0´C1
, where C1 is initial concentration and
C0 outer (surface) concentration. It translates to 1´ u{U0 in this case. Adjust to
reflect just the upr, tq value, viz.




















Exercise 6. As always, checking that (D.3.11) satisfies the conditions (D.2.1)-(D.2.5)
is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for a valid solution.
D.3.1 Pharmaceutical quantities
The concentration of drug inside the device upr, tq is not of great interest to the
pharmaceutical industry. Instead the values of outward flux at the delivery device
































































eThe statement of orthonormality, with weight function wprq “ 1, is
ż 1
0
2 sinλnr sinλmr dr “ δpm,nq (Kronecker delta).
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The mass transferred, mt, can be calculated in either of two ways. It is the integral
over time of the flux through the entire surface. It is normalised by comparison to


































































Alternatively, it can be evaluated by considering the spherical triple integral of
concentrationf. However, since we assumed polar and axisymmetric symmetry, this
easily converts to a single radial integral. It is, again, usually normalised and provides
the same result.
mt “ m8 ´
y
V









upr, tqr2 sinφ dr dφ dθ
“ 4
3
πa3 U0 ´ 2π ¨ 2
ż a
0
upr, tq r2 dr

















































Exercise 7. Students should verify the equality of these two methods.
It should be obvious that it takes an infinite time for 100% of the drug to diffuse
out of the device. Therefore, a more typical quantity to consider is the time taken
for, say, 90% delivery.
Taking data from industry journals [46], typical values are a “ 25 µm, κ “
1.5ˆ 10´13 cm2{s which give the rate constant ‘diffusivity’, α “ κ{a2 “2.074ˆ 10´3 d´1.
It should be noted that this value is very small in keeping with the particular con-
trolled release applications of microsphere delivery devices. Substituting the value of
α into (D.3.16) or (D.3.17) and using Qptq “ 0.9, gives an approximate value of 88.8
days for ρ “ 1. This increases to 143.3 as ρ decreases to 0.25. Graphical results are
shown in Figure D.3.
fThis gives the remaining mass in the delivery device.
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Figure D.3: Fractional mass transfer profiles for industry data for Heaviside IC
of parameter ρ “ t0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1u, RÑ L. Fourier series solutions to 501 terms.
D.3.2 MAPLE
An accompanying MAPLE worksheet, based on Articolo [128, p.170], can be found at
MAPLE Linkg. It shows the effect of varying the parameter ρ on the diffusion profile
as well as its influence on the surface flux and mass transfer. The most salient effect
is the attenuation of the typically large initial flux and the concomitant reduction in
fractional mass transfer to a logistic-like, sigmoid curve. See Figure D.5
Fourier series approximations of discontinuous functions such as the Heaviside are
notorious for their oscillations [188]. This ‘overshoot’ can clearly be seen as the
Gibbs-Wilbraham phenomenon in the initial curve of Figure D.4, which also shows
physically meaningless negative values. This can be reduced by computing larger
numbers of terms or by using more advanced methods such as wavelets [189, 190].
D.3.2.1 Alternating series convergence
For the flux and mass calculations, the alternating sign p´1qn`1 has obvious effect,
particularly in the limit as tÑ 0. The convergence of the alternating series can be
very economically accelerated by re-iteratively averaging successive pairs in the series
of partial sums Sl, Sl`1, . . . , Su using a binomial algorithm adapted from Jeffrey [98,
p.49].









gAlso contains worksheets for 1D Cartesian (wire) and 1D Polar (disk) diffusion models.
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Figure D.4: Diffusion profile for τ “ 0 . . . 1 (scaled time) for Heaviside IC
of parameter ρ “ 0.8. Note Gibbs phenomenon in Fourier series solution to
discontinuous function.











1. 1 10 55 2.816E´3 ´7.666E´4
2. 1 12 78 ´1.467E´3 ´2.506E´4
3. 1 20 210 ´3.536E´4 3.405E´5
4. 1 50 1275 5.137E´6 ´1.983E´7
5. 3 10 52 ´3.165E´3 ´6.242E´5
6. 5 10 45 ´5.451E´3 1.909E´4
7. 5 15 110 ´7.767E´4 5.524E´5
8. 10 20 165 1.334E´4 ´7.385E´6
9. 20 25 135 7.354E´4 ´4.150E´6
10. 20 40 630 ´4.007E´6 2.073E´7
11. 50 60 605 ´2.092E´5 7.846E´9
12. 75 80 465 ´6.504E´5 3.145E´8
13. 100 101 201 2.494E´5 ´7.770E´9
Table D.2: Error values for flux and mass transfer of various partial sums ´
Fourier series to 501 terms.
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(a) Flux through surface. (b) Fractional mass transfer.
Figure D.5: Animation series of pharmaceutical quantities vs τ (scaled time) for
ρ “ 0.01, 0.25, 0.5, 0, 75, 1.0 (RÑL). Fourier series solutions to 501 terms.
Table D.3.2.1 shows the error between this algorithm’s sum of partial sums and
the Fourier series solution to 501 terms (Flux or Q) as calculated in MAPLE.
• Terms is just an arithmetic sum 1
2
pu2 ´ l2 ` u` lq.
• The error values are (arbitrarily) calculated as the integral over 10 time units
of the difference between the partial sum‘d quantity S̄p¨q and the Fourier series
quantity calculated to 501 terms.
• Even though line 4 uses over twice as many terms, the calculation cost is
smaller as the number of (more computationally intensive) Fourier series terms
calculated is only 50, the rest is just combinatorics.
• There’s a tradeoff between l and u ´ l. While the monotonically increasing
mass converges faster for larger starting value l, the flux benefits from a larger
number of partial sums u´ l.
• Note the utility of just a single average of a moderate amount of terms in line
13.
(a) Flux error. (b) Fractional mass transfer error.
Figure D.6: Small-time errors for alternating series algorithm using l “ 10, u “
20, ρ “ 0.8, n “ 501.
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The Alternating Series Convergence section of the MAPLE worksheet allows
students to recreate and investigate these results further. From Figure D.6 it is
clear that the majority of error occurs in the limit as tÑ 0. Fourier series solutions
struggle for small time calculations that are better dealt with by the Gaussian
complementary error function, erfcp¨q, form derived through series manipulation of
the Laplace transform solutionh. The erfc series solution converges far more rapidly
than (D.3.11) in the limit as tÑ 0.
For ρ “ a the formula [51, p.91, 6.21] is































expp´x2q dx, z P C. (D.3.20)






where Γpa, xq is the incomplete gamma function.
D.3.3 Extensions
1. A criticism of the Heaviside IC is the abrupt step. Not only is it physically
impossible but it leads to meaningless, negative data. A smooth substitute for





t1` exprσpr ´ ρqsu, σ " 1. (D.3.22)
This introduces a second fitting parameter σ into what is essentially a logistic
type equation. Investigate the effect on the release profile of varying σ in this
IC using the MAPLE worksheet.
Can any other IC functions be substituted to make the situation easier to
model and/or possibly more realistic?
2. Students that enjoy a historical perspective to mathematics would benefit from
the wide-ranging and thorough treatment by Hewitt and Hewitt [188] of the
Gibbs-Wilbraham phenomenon in Fourier analysis.
Students engaged by the pharmaceutical model are advised to seek the excellent
paper by Peppas and Narasimhan [11] and to view Professor Robert Langer’s
excellent video presentations: LINK
hFor an overview of the Laplace Transform solution to this problem, which is considerably more
cumbersome, please see Appendix E - insert LINK here.
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3. While this model deals with microspheres of single values of ρ and a, it can be
extended to mixtures of spheres. What effect would varying sizes and quantities
have on the concentration profile?
4. In 1985 Professor Nick Peppas published the shortest paper of his long and
prolific career. ‘Analysis of Fickian and non-Fickian drug release from polymers’
[191] is just 15 paragraphs long and has accrued 1851 citations. It attempts to
approximate the solution to the early-time fractional mass release Qptq ă 0.6
from a plane sheeti: polymer by a simple release-time ptq exponential relation
Qptq “ α tβ, tα, βu P R`, constants. (D.3.23)
If β “ 0.5, the rate is Fickian; 0.5 ă β ă 1.0 then Anomalous (non-Fickian).
Perhaps the most interesting observation to be gleaned from this, is that a
mathematical model does not have to be complicated to merit being widely used.
Investigate the conditions, for pρ, α, βq, under which the Heaviside model
conforms to this approximation.
5. How could one establish the values pl, u´ lq in the accelerated alternating series
algorithm that yield the most ‘efficient’ computation ?
D.3.4 Conclusion
A standard diffusion equation scenario has been extended by the use of a single
parameter Heaviside initial condition to improve the modelling characteristics for
the purpose of controlled release. For a moderate increase in difficulty, this provides
some flexibility for the surface flux and fractional mass transfer profiles.
A binomial algorithm for accelerating convergence of alternating series was introduced
and used to examine the Fourier series solutions to the quantities of pharmaceutical
interest. A MAPLE worksheet detailing the model allows student interaction and
further investigation of the material.
iThis was later extended to spherical and cylindrical geometries.
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